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Comprising: 

 Eucalyptus acmenoides – White Mahogany; and 

 Eucalyptus mediocris – Inland White Mahogany. 

Also known as Eucalyptus portuensis, E. uvida,  

E. irritans, Yellow Stringybark 

acmenoides:  resembling Acmena (lilly-pillies), 

referring to the pale underside of the leaves 

mediocris:  middle-sized, describing that it is smaller 

than typical E. acmenoides 

Eucalyptus acmenoides and E. mediocris are distinct 

and separable in central Queensland, but in the study 

area they often intergrade or occur as discrete forms 

within the one stand
1,2

. 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright, often 

slender tree to 20 m tall though markedly less in 

drier areas, with one or several straight trunks and 

ascending branches. Bark Fibrous (stringybarked), 

variously thin and in flat strips or fairly thick and 

furrowed, grey or fawn-grey or light brown on the 

outside and red-brown underneath, rough to the 

small branches. When thick, in the acmenoides form 

it tends to be more tightly held as if the fibres are 

glued together, whilst in the mediocris form the 

fibres often have stiff ends that stick upwards and 

outwards, rendering the trunk prickly and even 

splintery to touch. Leaves Crown leaves stalked, 

held pendant, alternating along branchlets, lance-

shaped and often a little sickle-shaped with a 

slightly asymmetric base, typically about 12 cm long, 

intramarginal vein obvious and about 1.5–2 mm 

from the leaf edge. There are two forms, with 

intermediates: acmenoides form – typically about 3 cm 

wide, green and slightly glossy, a little darker on 

one side, relatively thin; mediocris form – typically 

about 2 cm wide, mid-green, non-shiny, more or 

less the same colour on both sides, thicker. Sapling 

leaves of both forms are shorter and often wider 

than crown leaves (about 1–6 cm wide), often very 

short-stalked, more obviously darker green on one 

side, glossy in the acmenoides form. Inflorescence 

consists of a simple radiating cluster (umbel) which 

is either in the leaf axil or terminal on branchlets,  

 

       

       

AT A GLANCE  a stringybark with rough bark 

(often in flat strips) to the small branches, and 

pendant, slightly asymmetrical leaves. Widespread 

and locally abundant upright small to medium 

tree of drier open forests along the coast and 

ranges and scattered further west on foothills. 

Eucalyptus acmenoides complex WHITE MAHOGANY 

Above – 

acmenoides 

form; 

left: – 

mediocris 

form. 
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though at the seed capsule stage the inflorescence 

may appear compound due to loss of leaves; 

clusters have 9, 11, 15 or more flower buds when 

perfect. Flower buds stalked, about 7 mm long by 

4 mm wide when mature, lacking a cap scar 

(though a line marking the base of the cap may be 

obvious), the cap conical or beaked. Flowers white 

or creamy-white. Seed capsules are stalked, varying 

from cup-shaped to almost globular, about 6.5 mm 

long by 7.5 mm wide, the disc level with the rim or 

descending from it, the valves usually obvious 

below, level with, or protruding a little above the 

rim. Flowering late November to February at 

Herberton
3
 but might be different elsewhere, 

especially in coastal areas. 

Habitat White Mahogany occurs on plains, slopes, 

hills and mountain ridges, even coastal dunes near 

Cardwell
4
, on a variety of infertile, well-drained soils. 

Soils are most often of granitic origin, but it also 

occurs on colluvial and alluvial soils and those of 

rhyolitic, metasedimentary or basaltic origin. It 

usually occurs in dry open forests
5
, but sometimes 

woodlands in inland areas. Where it occurs it is 

usually locally abundant and co-dominant 

alongside a wide range of other eucalypts but 

particularly Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora) on 

the drier western-slope ranges, and Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana) on the coastal slopes 

and lowlands. 

Distribution Occurs widely though somewhat 

patchily along the north-south length of the study 

area on the coastal plain and foothills, ranges and 

higher western slopes, but is absent from higher- 

rainfall, rainforest-dominated regions. Inland limits 

(from north to south) are the hills west of Lakeland 

Downs, lower western slope of the Windsor 

Tableland, Mount Mulligan, Petford, just west of 

Mount Garnet, Forty Mile Scrub and Wairuna 

Station, but only in isolated stands near these 

western limits and also in the north. It is particularly 

common around Herberton and just west of 

Ravenshoe. It occurs near the coast in four regions: 

near the Bloomfield River in the north, Port Douglas 

to around Cairns, around Cardwell including 

Hinchinbrook and Goold Islands, and from a little 

south of Ingham south to the southern boundary. 

The acmenoides form is more abundant near the 

coast, especially near Cardwell and the moister 

parts of the complex’s occurrence in the ranges, 

whilst most or all trees on the western slopes 

(including Herberton) are of the mediocris form. 

Nevertheless, the mediocris form also occurs near 

the coast. Elevation: from near sea level to 1,200 m 

ASL, below 600 m mainly along the coast, coastal 

slopes and in the far north. 

 

As interpreted in EUCLID
1
, E. mediocris is confined 

to Queensland, ranging from inland of Cooktown 

south to the Carnarvon Range, and beyond mostly 

in the inland parts of the main ranges. Eucalyptus 

acmenoides occurs mostly coastally, from the 

northern part of the study area south to central 

coastal New South Wales. 

Similar species White Mahogany can occur in the 

vicinity of, and occasionally interspersed with 

Tindal’s Stringybark (E. tindaliae), from which it is 

readily distinguished by having rough bark to the 

small branches – Tindal’s Stringybark has obviously 

smooth bark on small to medium branches. Both 

species often have somewhat sickle-shaped leaves 

with an asymmetric base but these characters are 

much more marked in Tindal’s Stringybark. The 

leaves of White Mahogany are moderately to 

densely networked (reticulate) with fine veins, 

whereas those of Tindal’s Stringybark have much 

less networking or none at all. The leaves on smaller 

sapling Tindal’s Stringybark are particularly 

distinctive (see that species). The bark of Tindal’s 

Stringybark tends to be thicker. The seed capsules 

of Tindal’s Stringybark are stalkless or nearly so and 

thus densely clustered, whereas in the White 

Mahogany clusters are open and individual 

capsules stalked. 
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Other stringybarks in north Queensland – Large- 

and Small-fruited Red Mahogany (E. pellita and  

E. resinifera) – occur in taller, moister forests and are 

readily distinguished by having leaves very much 

darker and glossy on one side and held more or 

less horizontally. Flower buds and seed capsules are 

also very different. 

Notes Variation within the White Mahogany 

complex has long perplexed taxonomists with as 

yet no consensus about naming. It is probably a 

case of incomplete speciation – evolution in 

progress – and thus not taxonomically resolvable in 

our lifetimes. North Queensland populations were 

treated as a single species – E. acmenoides – until 

1999 when Hill
6
 recognised coastal trees as E. uvida 

and those of higher, drier areas as E. irritans (the 

latter specific name refers to the prickly bark). Hill 

also described E. portuensis for members of the 

complex along the coast and islands around the 

Whitsunday Passage in central Queensland. 

However, Hill’s level of splitting of the complex is 

generally regarded as excessive, but different 

pathways to re-merging taxa have been adopted. In 

EUCLID and the national standard, E. uvida and  

E. portuensis have been merged into the wide-

spread coastal E. acmenoides, and E. irritans merged 

with E. mediocris, the latter a species described by 

Hill from inland areas further south. In so doing, it 

was acknowledged
1
 that the separation of  

E. acmenoides from E. mediocris is problematic in 

north Queensland though meaningful further south. 

The Queensland Herbarium appears to acknow-

ledge two species in north Queensland – a wide-

spread E. portuensis and less frequent E. mediocris  

– but to my knowledge no diagnosis of the taxa as 

they define them is available, and their application of 

‘mediocris’ is clearly not the same as that in EUCLID. 

That the acmenoides and mediocris forms can occur 

quite discretely within the one stand of trees 

suggests that foliage form is controlled by a single 

gene or gene complex which operates as a 

polymorphism like eye colour in humans or head 

colour in Gouldian Finches. The larger- and thinner-

leaved acmenoides form is doubtless favoured in 

areas with higher rainfall. Intergrades are frequent. 

Eucalyptus acmenoides is relatively slow-growing 

among eucalypts
7
. It has a relatively small ligno-

tuber as a seedling and is thus sensitive to fire and 

browsing up to about six months of age
8
. It forms 

hollows at a relatively small size with more than half 

of trees with diameters of 40–60 cm having hollows
7,9

. 

Growth of mature trees was not adversely affected 

by frequent low-intensity fires
10

 and flowering was 

encouraged by such fires though delayed by a 

severe fire
11

. 

The mediocris form in north Queensland flowers 

only every few years or as rarely as once per 

decade
3,12

. Most individuals flower in the same year 

as others in the district. This yields occasional major 

 Davies Creek  Unsealed road, narrow and 

winding in places. Turn off the Kennedy Hwy 

between Kuranda and Mareeba. White 

Mahogany (probably mostly mediocris 

form) is common along the Davies Creek 

Road and is the most common tree at the 

Davies Creek Falls carpark. Other eucalypts 

present at the carpark are Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana), Lemon-

scented Gum (C. citriodora) and ironbarks 

(E. crebra or E. granitica). 

 Herberton  The mediocris form is abundant 

in remnant forest around the town, for 

example at the Mining Museum Carpark 

(see E. lockyeri subsp. lockyeri) and the 

Lions Park picnic area by the Wild River. For 

another Herberton site, see C. abergiana. 

 Cardwell  Five Mile Ck day use area. Drive 

south along the Bruce Hwy 8.2 km from the 

Rainforest & Reef Centre in Cardwell; turn 

right and drive 800 m (unsealed road) to 

the picnic area. A number of non-local 

eucalypts have been planted in the picnic 

area. Walk 50 to 100 m back along the road 

to see the local forest species, with White 

Mahogany (acmenoides form) the most 

abundant tree. Also present are some fine 

Poplar Gum (E. platyphylla), Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana) and Moreton 

Bay Ash (C. tessellaris). Also present but 

much less obvious are Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark (E. crebra) and Molloy Red Box  

(E. leptophleba). Of additional interest: the 

trees with smooth, peeling bark at the 

water’s edge below the picnic area are 

Water Gum (Tristaniopsis exiliflora), a close 

relative of eucalypts. 

 Other locations  Gillies Hwy (Heales Lookout) 

– see C. intermedia; Watsonville Pioneer 

Cemetry – see C. ellipsoidea; Silver Valley 

– see C. trachyphloia; Mount Garnet – see 

C. trachyphloia; between Mount Garnet 

and Forty Mile Scrub – see E. persistens. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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flowering events that attract large numbers of Little 

Red Flying-foxes (Pteropus scapulatus)
12

. However, 

the acmenoides form in New South Wales flowers 

fairly regularly though it was adversely affected by 

drought
11

. 

Members of the complex (apparently from central 

Queensland) vary greatly in leaf concentrations of 

unsubstituted B-ring flavanones, high concentra-

tions of which can render them unpalatable to 

possums and koalas. Eucalyptus mediocris had 

exceptionally high concentrations but E. acmenoides 

and E. portuensis had low concentrations
13

. Near 

Paluma, leaves of E. acmenoides were the main food 

source of Greater Gliders (Petauroides volans minor)
14

. 

The timber of the various forms of White 

Mahogany, including both local forms, is yellowish, 

straight-grained and very dense. It is reknowned for 

its durability in the ground, being resistant to both 

termites and powderpost beetles. It is or has been 

used for railway sleepers, bridge and wharf construc-

tion, fencing and yard construction, stumps, 

flooring, joists and weatherboard, but is not good 

firewood
15-17

. In New South Wales, E. acmenoides is 

valued by beekeepers as a source of pollen and 

only secondarily as a source of nectar
18

. 
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Commonwealth – neither species is listed 

Queensland – none of the synonymous species 

are listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – E. acmenoides not 

assessed; E. mediocris Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – both species are Least 

Concern 

White Mahogany is abundant in many places in 

the study area. It has been subject to some 

clearing in coastal areas and the Tablelands, 

and where it grows large enough is logged in 

state forests. It occurs in a number of 

conservation reserves and on sites that are 

unlikely to be exposed to clearing in the 

conceivable future. Across its entire range, 

Fensham et al. estimated clearing of 16% for E. 

acmenoides (20% is the threshhold minimum 

for listing as Near Threatened); they didn’t 

estimate clearing for E. mediocris but it is likely 

to be considerably less. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Above: bark variations in White Mahogany. The right form is ‘prickly’ mediocris form, though not all of this form are prickly. 

 

                     

                                                                     

Leaf forms in White Mahogany. 

Above left & right: acmenoides form 

with one side darker than the other. 

Left: mediocris form more or less the 

same colour on both sides. 

In both, note the somewhat 

asymmetrical base. 

 

 

 

Right: in White Mahogany  

the intramarginal vein  

is obvious, and the main  

side veins are well-separated. 
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White Mahogany flowers infrequently but profusely (above left). 

Although the base of the flower bud cap is clear, there is no scar (above right).   

 

                      

The valves on seed capsules  

of White Mahogany are obvious. 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A very small tree, usually many-

stemmed from ground level (a mallee). Flower buds 

and seed capsules are typical of the red gum group, 

simple clusters in leaf axils, the bud cap conical and 

about 6 mm long, the capsules with a prominent 

disc raised near vertically surrounding prominently 

exserted valves. Bark is rough below and smooth 

above. Rough bark is greyish-brown, scaly or flaky, 

either confined to a metre or so off the ground or 

continues to medium branches. Leaves are non-

shiny pale green to blue-green, the same colour on 

both sides, typically about 2 cm wide and with an 

obvious intramarginal vein. 

Occurrence In the study area, Sandplain Red Gum 

is known only from sandy depressions on elevated 

sandstone in the vicinity of Cobbold Gorge 

(Robertson Range) in the extreme south-west 

(ammophila means sand-loving). 

 

Similar species In the Cobbold Gorge area, the 

only possible confusing species is Queensland 

Peppermint (E. exserta), stands of which occur quite 

close to Sandplain Red Gum but on rocky screes 

rather than in sand. Flower buds and seed capsules 

are very similar. Queensland Peppermint has more 

extensive rough bark (throughout or on all but the 

smallest branches), often smaller seed capsules (but 

there is overlap in size range), narrower sapling 

leaves (0.3–1.6 cm; 1–3 cm in Sandplain Red Gum),  

 

 

and often fewer stems arising from ground level. 

Crown leaves of Sandplain Red Gum tend to be 

broader, duller and often somewhat blue-green 

when young compared to those of Queensland 

Peppermint, but there is overlap in these traits. The 

strong peppermint scent of crushed leaves in 

Queensland Peppermint might be a useful distin-

guishing trait. 

     

Eucalyptus ammophila SANDPLAIN RED GUM 
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Bark is rough below and smooth and often peeling above. 

I know of no accessible site for this species in 

or near the study area. Sandplain Red Gum is 

known only from four small areas in central 

Queensland. The nearest occurrence outside 

the study area is the White Mountains, south-

west of Charters Towers. 

 White Mountains National Park  About 

140 km south-west of Charters Towers. 

From the rest area on the north side of the 

Flinders Hwy (the one with a telecom tower 

behind it, not the lookout on the south side), 

take the track towards Canns Camp (4WD 

recommended) for 5.7 km to the turn-off  

to Sawpit Gorge Lookout. There are four 

specimens of Sandplain Red Gum 50–100 m 

back towards the highway from the Gorge 

Lookout turnoff. Associated trees are Shiny-

leaved Bloodwood (C. lamprophylla) and 

Queensland Yellowjacket (E. similis). 

There are also several specimens (though 

not with many trunks) beside the Flinders 

Hwy on the north side, about 480 m 

towards Charters Towers from the rest area. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Bark of Sandplain Red 
Gum is rough below 
and smooth above, 
often with 

     

Leaves are non-shiny and the same colour both sides (left),  

with an intramarginal vein well clear of the leaf margin (centre). 

Seed capsules are typical of the red gum group, arranged in simple clusters arising from leaf axils,  

and with a prominent, raised disc and exserted valves (above right) 
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atrata:  clothed in black, referring to the dark bark 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright but 

often crooked-trunked tree to 15 m tall but 

frequently shorter. Bark ironbark – rough, hard and 

furrowed on all but the smallest branches. The 

ironbark is dark grey or blackish, being more deeply 

furrowed on larger trees which have reddish resin at 

the base of the furrows. Branches below about 1.5 cm 

diameter are smooth, pink-brown to whitish. 

Branchlets are often covered with a thin layer of 

white wax (glaucous), especially so on smaller 

saplings. Leaves New growth, especially in the wet 

season, is distinctly blue-grey, but this can fade to a 

dirty grey-green with age. Crown leaves are stalked 

and alternating along the stem, broadly lance-

shaped or narrowly oval with a rounded or some-

times notched tip, often about 10 cm long by 2 cm 

wide or broader, often no more than five times as 

long as wide, but sometimes elongate and 15 cm 

long or more. Sapling leaves usually have a 

rounded tip, are often broader (3.5–8 cm wide) and 

more consis-tently bluish. Inflorescence small, 

terminal on branch-lets, compound; clusters 

(umbels) with seven flower buds when perfect. 

Flower buds are stalked, approximately egg-

shaped with a rounded, conical or slightly peaked 

cap, bluish, yellow or yellow-green and at least 

partly covered with white wax (glaucous), about 7 

mm long by 4.5 mm wide when mature; cap scar 

present. Flowers white. Seed capsules are bluish 

and glaucous when fresh, more or less cup-shaped, 

about 6 mm long by 6.5 mm wide, the narrow disc 

level or sloping inwards, the valves evident but 

either not or only slightly extending beyond the 

rim. Flowering December, January. 

Habitat A component of woodlands and dry open 

forests. It grows with a wide variety of other  
 

 

 

eucalypt species, particularly often with Gympie 

Messmate (E. cloeziana) and Lemon-scented Gum 

(C. citriodora). It occurs most often on granitic, 

rhyolitic or metasedimentary hills but occasionally 

on volcanic (basaltic) plains. 

Distribution The major occurrence of Herberton 

Ironbark is around Herberton and between 

Herberton and Irvinebank, reaching more sparsely 

south to Millstream, Innot Hot Springs and Mount 

Garnet and north almost to Walsh’s Bluff. Further 

north, it occurs on the Hann Tableland and on the 

drier slopes of the Mt Carbine and Windsor 

Tablelands. There are isolated herbarium records 

from Tinaroo Creek Road in the Lamb Range, and 

two locations in the Valley of Lagoons, the 

identification of which might be questionable. 

Elevation: 450 to 1,100 m ASL, mostly 650 to 1,000 m. 

This species occurs only in the study area. 

Similar species Herberton Ironbark is readily 

distinguished from the other blue-leaved ironbark 

that occurs within its distribution – Shirley’s 

Ironbark (E. shirleyi) – as the former has stalked, 

somewhat elongated leaves (almost circular and  

AT A GLANCE  An upright ironbark with 

leaves that are bluish or grey especially on new 

growth in the wet season, alternately arranged, 

stalked, elongate but usually some have a 

rounded or notched tip. Flower buds are covered 

with a layer of white wax. Saplings have broad 

(3.5–8 cm), grey-blue leaves, with white wax 

especially on the branchlets. It occurs mainly in 

the Herberton–Watsonville–Ravenshoe area. 

Eucalyptus atrata HERBERTON IRONBARK 
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paired in Shirley’s Ironbark). Herberton Ironbark is 

also a taller, more erect tree. 

The white waxy surface of both flower buds and 

fresh seed capsules, along with seasonally blue 

leaves, distinguish it from other narrow-leaved 

ironbarks within its range including Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark (E. crebra), Granite Ironbark (E. granitica) 

and Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii). The sapling 

leaves of Herberton Ironbark are broader than 

those of the other three species, and saplings have 

white waxy branchlets which is absent from those 

species. Seed capsules of Herberton Ironbark are of 

similar shape to those of Narrow-leaved and 

Granite Ironbark but are usually larger (5–8 mm 

wide; 2.5–6 mm wide in the alternate species); the 

capsules of Cullen’s Ironbark have a broad disc and 

a quite different shape. None of these other 

ironbarks have bluish foliage, but leaves of Narrow-

leaved Ironbark and Cullen’s Ironbark can 

sometimes be greyish, generating identification 

problems in the absence of new growth and 

reproductive parts. The crown leaves of Herberton 

Ironbark are usually about five times as long as wide 

(proportionately broader than the other species), at 

times broader near the tip (more tapered in the 

other species), and there are usually at least a few 

crown leaves with a round or notched tip. 

Herberton Ironbark is similar in appearance to 

White’s Ironbark (E. whitei) and Lemon-scented 

Ironbark (E. staigeriana) in being upright with 

bluish, elongate, mostly alternately arranged leaves, 

but it does not occur in the same area as either of  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

them. The stalks (petioles) of crown leaves on 

Herberton Ironbark are more than 1.6 cm long, 

whereas the other two species are shorter than this. 

Herberton Ironbark also has larger crown leaves on 

average, and its sapling leaves are broader. 

Sapling leaves of Herberton Ironbark may resemble 

those of Northern Peppermint (E. lockyeri), with 

which it can co-occur, but the mature trees have 

very different bark, flower buds and seed capsules. 

Notes Herberton Ironbark was described in 1991
1
, 

having previously been classified as part of White’s 

Ironbark (E. whitei). It differs from White’s Ironbark 

as now defined in a number of traits (see Similar 

species above). 

The timber of Herberton Ironbark was used for 

fence posts and guard rails
2
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Hill KD, Johnson LAS. 1991. Systematic studies in  
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2 Mark Heaton, personal communication to Don Franklin. 

  

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Within the core of its limited range, Herberton 

Ironbark is a fairly common species. It has been 

subject to some clearing for mining and 

agriculture; this is likely to be of limited extent 

but has not been assessed. Any major proposed 

expansion of mining activity in the Herberton–

Irvinebank area should require a more detailed 

appraisal of past and proposed clearing, and 

thus the risk of pushing this species over the 

threshold for Near Threatened status. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Herberton  Mining Museum Carpark. The 

ironbarks between the carpark and the 

museum entrance are this species. For more 

detail of the site, see E. lockyeri subsp. 

lockyeri. For another Herberton site, see  

C. abergiana. 

 other locations  Watsonville  

(W of Herberton) – see C. rhodops; Kaban 

(nr Ravenshoe) – see A. floribunda. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Bark of Herberton Ironbark is typical of ironbarks  

– dark, deeply furrowed and very hard (left). 

 

 

 

 

 

When flush with new foliage (wet season) (below 

left), Herberton Ironbark stands out, but as the 

foliage ages it becomes less distinct (below right). 

Sapling branchlets are 

glaucous (far left), and 

sapling leaves broad and 

often have a rounded tip 

(near left). 
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Flower buds can be 

blue or grey as a 

result of a waxy 

coating (far left, 

below left), but this 

can wear off quickly 

(near left). 

Flower buds and flowers (above) often appear 

among saplling-like leaves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Among ironbarks with which it might be otherwise 

confused, seed capsules of Herberton Ironbark are 

distinct in being fairly large, wider and long, and 

with the valves obvious near the rim. 



Eucalyptus brassiana (Cape York Red Gum) 168 

brassiana:  Leonard Brass (1900-1971), Australian and 

American botanist and plant collector active in many 

parts of the world; he retired to Cairns after work-

ing at the American Museum of Natural History 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Single- or multi-

trunked, sometimes mallee-like, mostly five to 15 m 

tall. The trunk is rarely straight and usually branches 

well below half tree height. Bark The stocking of 

rough bark typically extends to about 20 to 25% of 

the height of the tree and often to the lower 

branches, but can be much shorter. The stocking is 

highly variable in colour and texture, at times black 

and furrowed like an ironbark, at times grey, grey-

brown or fawn, flaky, and box-like. Smooth bark 

above is variable in colour, often whitish or cream 

or pale creamy-orange and patchy, but can be grey, 

orange or pink-brown and lack patchiness. Leaves 

Crown leaves held more or less pendant, stalked 

and alternating along the branchlets, lance- or 

broadly lance-shaped, often a little sickle-shaped, 

mid-green and usually a little shiny, the same colour 

on both sides or very nearly so, often 10–20 cm long 

by 1–3 cm wide. Side veins are well-spaced, at 

about 45° to the mid-vein; the intramarginal vein is 

about 1 mm from the leaf edge. Sapling leaves are 

fairly similar to crown leaves but broader, being 

3.5–7 cm wide, and lack shine. Inflorescence 

consists of simple, stalked clusters (umbels) in leaf 

axils, with seven flower buds when perfect. Flower 

buds are on individual stalks 6–9 mm long. They 

are yellow or cream, about 12 mm long by 5.5 mm 

wide when mature, with the majority of the length 

contributed by the conical cap; cap scar present. 

Flowers white. Seed capsules are about 7 mm long 

by 8 or 9 mm wide, with a prominently raised disc 

and strongly exserted valves. Flowering December 

to March. 

 

 

   

Habitat Grows in rather ‘hard’ places but in a 

variety of settings including swampy flats and 

hardpan soils (alluvial or colluvial), on sand and 

elevated sandstone, on metasedimentary hills and, 

around Cooktown, on infertile granite among 

boulders and on granitic sand. It occurs with a wide 

range of associated eucalypts in woodlands or open 

woodlands, and near the coast in open forest and 

even as an emergent above drier, stunted forms of 

vine-thicket (e.g. on the lower slopes of Mt Cook). 

Distribution Occurs in the far north of the study 

area, from Cooktown south to Rossville and inland 

to near Lakeland Downs (Mt Janet), Jowalbinna and 

Laura. There is an old record (about 1920s) with few 

details in the Queensland Herbarium which is 

labelled “Bloomfield”, which may indicate 

occurrence near the coast south of the Cedar Bay 

Range. There is also an outlier population in and 

around Bullaringa National Park, 90 km south-west 

of Chillagoe. It is common in the immediate vicinity 

of Cooktown but scattered elsewhere. Elevation: mostly 

0 to 200 m, occasionally up to about 500 m ASL. 

 

AT A GLANCE  An attractive, strikingly 

stockinged, spreading, often crooked, small tree 

confined to the far north of the study area, 

common around Cooktown. The stocking often 

extends well up the trunk and is not tiled. 

Reproductive parts are typical of the red gum 

group with a conical flower bud cap, and seed 

capsule with a raised disc and prominent 

exserted valves. 

Eucalyptus brassiana CAPE YORK RED GUM 
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As its common name implies, Cape York Red Gum 

occurs from the study area northwards. It ranges 

along the eastern and northern part of Cape York 

Peninsula and also occurs in the southern, 

seasonally-drier part of New Guinea. Additionally, a 

stand has recently been discovered growing around 

a sandstone spring in drier country about 90 km 

south of Georgetown (outside the study area), this 

being a significant southward extension to the 

known range of the species. 

Similar species With a stocking of rough bark, Cape 

York Red Gum superficially resembles Moreton Bay 

Ash (C. tessellaris), with which it often occurs 

especially around Cooktown, and with which it can 

be confused at first glance. Flower buds and seed 

capsules are very different. In the absence of these, 

note the smaller more untidy habit of Cape York 

Red Gum, and the (usually) strongly-tiled rough 

bark of Moreton Bay. The leaves of Cape York Red 

Gum are often a darker green and slightly glossy 

whereas those of Moreton Bay Ash are a fresh pale-

green, and not at all glossy. 

Of species in the study area, Cape York Red Gum is 

most closely related to Queensland Peppermint, 

(E. exserta), the peppermint E. lockyeri with two 

subspecies, and Sandplain Red Gum (E. ammophila), 

sharing with them similar-shaped flower buds and 

seed capsules. None of these occur in the same part 

of the study area as Cape York Red Gum, the 

geographically nearest occurrence being E. lockyeri 

(subspecies uncertain) on the slopes of the Windsor  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tableland. Eucalyptus lockyeri differs in having non-

shiny leaves which may be green, grey or bluish, 

pale salmon-coloured smooth bark which may be 

confined to smaller branches, and smaller flower 

buds and seed capsules; it is generally a smaller 

tree than Cape York Red Gum and occurs at higher 

elevations. 

Notes Cape York Red Gum has proved drought-

hardy across a range of climates in Brazil and 

Uruguay
1,2

, where it is hybridised with eucalypts 

otherwise better suited for forestry in order to im-

prove the latter’s tolerance to drought and pests
3
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Silva PHM et al. 2016. Seedling growth and physiologi-

cal responses of sixteen eucalypt taxa under controlled 

water regime. Forests 7: Art. No. 110. 
2 Silva PHM et al. 2017. Survival and initial growth of 

eucalypts species across climatic conditions. Scientia 
Forestalis 45: 563-571. 
3 Drumond MA et al. 2012. Performance of two hybrid 

clones of Eucalyptus planted under five spacings in the 

Araripe Plateau, Pernambuco, Brazil. Acta Horticulturae 

959: 167-171. 

  

 Cape York Red Gum is common in the 

immediate vicinity of Cooktown where it 

may, however, be confused with common 

and superficially similar Moreton Bay Ash 

(C. tessellaris). Example sites are: 

- along the main road into town, on the right 

between Burkitt and Hope Streets beside 

the Holy Spirit College. Growing with it are 

a few small bloodwoods (C. clarksoniana 

and C. nesophila) and one Moreton Bay Ash 

(C. tessellaris); 

- by Nature’s Powerhouse café in the 

Botanical Garden. Also present are Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana) and one 

Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris); 

- along road to the Mt Cook trailhead – see 

C. nesophila for details; and 

- at the Mt Cook trailhead carpark. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Rough bark 

varies greatly 

in colour and 

texture (far 

left and left). 

 

Smooth bark 

higher on the 

tree varies  

in colour 

(right). 

 
 

Crown leaves are held pendant (left, below). 

Sapling leaves (right) are broader. 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Cape York Red Gum is widespread in wetter 

parts of Cape York Peninsula. It is unlikely to be 

exposed to major land clearing in the 

foreseeable future, though in the study area 

some clearing has occurred near Cooktown. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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Flower buds (left) and seed capsules (right) are typical of the red gum and peppermint group of species, being arranged in simple 

inflorescences in leaf axils, the buds having a cap longer than the base, and the capsules having a prominent raised disc and 

exserted valves. 



Eucalyptus brownii (Reid River Box) 172 

In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A small to medium box of 

seasonally waterlogged clay flats in the Valley of 

Lagoons. It is notable for its shiny leaves (pendulous 

and the same green on both sides); these are 1–3.6 cm 

wide with semi-longitudinal side veins. The grey or 

grey-brown bark is rough on all but the smallest 

branches. Flower buds are very small with a 

rounded cap, in tight clusters (umbels) of 11, 15 or 

more buds when perfect, an uncommonly large 

number. Seed capsules are also very small, 2–3 mm 

long and the same wide. 

Occurrence In the study area, Reid River Box is 

known only from the Valley of Lagoons around 

Minnamoulka Station thence south to Valley of 

Lagoons Station. Trees north of Greenvale – the 

south-westerly outlier on the map – appear to be 

hybrids with Gum-topped Box (E. moluccana), as 

they have smooth bark on the smaller branches and 

a taller, more upright growth form. Just outside the 

study area, Reid River Box is common along 

watercourses to the south of Lynd Junction and 

between there and Greenvale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Similar species Within its limited range in the 

study area, three other box-barked eucalypts occur, 

some of them in mixed stands or growing close to 

stands of Reid River Box. The leaves of Molloy Red 

Box (E. leptophleba) are not at all glossy, and its 

leaves, flower buds and seed capsules are all much 

larger. Gum-topped Box (E. moluccana) is readily 

distinguished by having smooth bark on at least the 

medium and smaller branches, and frequently also 

has broader leaves than Reid River Box. Charters 

Towers Box (E. persistens) is generally a smaller 

tree of harsh, gravelly sites, usually with non-glossy 

leaves; it occasionally occurs on the edge of alluvial 

flats and has glossy leaves. Leaves of Charters 

Towers Box are on shorter stalks – 0.5–1.7 cm; 

mostly 1.5–3 cm long in Reid River Box – and the 

intramarginal vein in the former is quite distinct 

about 1 mm away from the leaf margin but closer 

or at the margin in Reid River Box. Bud clusters in 

the three other box species are nearly always in 

sevens (sometimes three in Molloy Red Box, rarely 

more than seven in Gum-topped Box) but often 

eleven or more in Reid River Box. 

  

Eucalyptus brownii REID RIVER BOX 
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 Minnamoolka (about 61 km from Mount 

Garnet)  Warning – lengthy gravel road. 

From Return Ck in Mount Garnet, take the 

Kennedy Hwy towards Mt Surprise for  

3.3 km to reach Gunnawarra Road. Follow 

Gunnawarra Road for 50.8 km to the junc-

tion with Cashmere-Kirrama and Wairuna 

Roads, turn right into Wairuna Road, and 

follow it for 7.2 km (100 m past the tank 

and windmill on left). At this point the road 

is sealed and crosses a seasonally water-

logged plain where Reid River Box is the 

main eucalypt. There’s also some Gum-

topped Box (E. moluccana; there’s a better 

stand of that species about 1 km further along 

the road) and Poplar Gum (E. platyphylla). 

 an alternative with bitumen road access but 

outside the study area is the alluvial plain of 

the Einasleigh River, about 40 km south 

of Lynd Junction on the road to Hughenden. 

The species is common there. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

Reid River Box occurs on black-clay plains that are waterlogged in the wet season and dry in the dry season. 
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Leaves of Reid River Box are 

shiny on both sides (far left). 

Main side veins are well-

separated and run at a 

sharp angle to the mid-vein 

(near left). 

 

 

Flower buds are in clusters 

(umbels) of 11 or more 

when perfect, and are 

among the smallest of all 

eucalypt buds at 2–3 mm 

wide (below left, below). 

Seed capsules are (also) tiny,  

2–3 mm long and wide. 
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Three subspecies occur in the study area: acuta, obtusa 

and simulata.  These are distinguished mainly by the 

shape of the flower bud cap – details below. 

camaldulensis:  Camaldoli, a town on the outskirts of 

Naples in Italy. The species was described by the 

chief gardener of the botanic garden in Naples from 

a specimen planted in a private garden at Camaldoli 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Of variable form 

ranging from a small, crooked, much-branched tree 

of 10 m height, to an upright well-formed tree to  

30 m or more branching mostly in the upper half. 

Bark smooth throughout or with some irregular 

sheets around the base (never a well-defined 

stocking) and sometimes with small ribbons of 

peeled bark persisting on the trunk, generally with a 

whitish or sometimes creamy appearance with 

extensive patches of grey and localised patches in 

ochre shades of copper, dark brown, yellow or red; 

often dull red on the smaller branches. Other 

colours evident in patches at times. Leaves Crown 

leaves are lance-shaped, the same colour on both 

sides, with widely spaced side veins, numerous finer 

veins (reticulation), and an intramarginal vein that 

may be several millimetres or more from the 

margin. Leaves are variable in size and colour from 

tree to tree and especially from stand to stand; they 

may be as little as 1.2 cm wide or more than 4 cm 

wide, and from 10 to more than 25 cm long. Colour 

varies from bluish green through non-shiny green 

to slightly glossy green. Leaves on small saplings 

are wider than crown leaves but highly variable 

(often 3–9 cm wide), and they and/or the sapling 

branchlets may be covered with white wax 

(glaucous). Inflorescence Simple clusters (umbels) 

in leaf axils, or sometimes on slightly older, leafless 

branchlets; seven flower buds when perfect. Flower 

buds always with a cap that is longer than the base, 

3–7 mm wide when mature, with differences in 

shape and length of the cap being characteristic of 

subspecies (see below); cap scar present. Flowers  

 

  

white. Seed capsules are a little wider than long,  

4–10 mm wide, have a raised disc (often steeply and 

prominently so) which may arise directly from the 

rim or be inset from it, and blunt valves that are 

strongly exserted. Flowering July to November. 

The three subspecies may be distinguished as 

follows (see also notes on Habitat and Distribution): 

 subsp. acuta: flower bud cap conical, 6–9 mm 

long when mature, length about or a little 

less than twice the width. Crown and sapling 

leaves are non-shiny green or blue-green; 

 subsp. obtusa: flower bud caps hemi-

spherical with a small conical peak, 4–7 mm 

long when mature. Crown leaves are relatively 

slender (to 2.5 cm wide), generally green but 

quite often with patches of broader, bluish 

leaves – the latter are intermediate leaves 

most likely to occur where the crown has 

been damaged. Leaves on small saplings are 

also, on average, narrower than in the other 

subspecies (mostly 2.5–5 cm) and are 

particularly likely to be covered with white 

wax though this trait is sometimes present in 

other subspecies; and 

AT A GLANCE  A ‘gum’ tree (smooth- and 

pale-barked) widespread along watercourses 

and in wetlands of western and northern 

catchments in the study area. Seed capsules 

have a raised disc and prominently exserted 

valves. Flower bud caps (opercula) are longer 

than the bud base in all subspecies. 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis RIVER RED GUM 
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 subsp. simulata: flower bud cap long-conical 

(horn-shaped), 9–16 mm long when mature, 

length much more than twice the width. 

Crown leaves are green and may be some-

what shiny. Leaves on small saplings are 

usually green and often very broad (to 9.5 cm). 

Tends to be a taller tree with a more well-

formed crown and duller bark than the other 

two subspecies. 

Some intergradation between subsp. acuta and 

obtusa is known to occur, and I have often been 

unable to confidently assign trees between them 

even when flower buds are available. 

Habitat River Red Gum grows in seasonally 

floodprone areas on a wide variety of soils but most 

frequently on alluvial sand and loam, less often on 

heavy black (alluvial) soils. Along minor 

watercourses with a broad, shallow profile it may 

occur in the stream bed; otherwise, and more 

commonly, it grows on the bank or levees exposed 

to seasonal or frequent rapid flow, and along the 

margins of seasonal swamps; occasionally it also 

grows on adjacent alluvial plains subject to in-

frequent flooding. River Red Gum is strongly associ-

ated with disturbance from flooding – and it’s 

tolerance of fast flows and prolonged inundation is 

impressive (see Notes). Occasional individuals 

successfully colonise areas disturbed by roadworks. 

Occurs both as the dominant tree species, and in 

co-dominance with a wide variety of flood-tolerant 

trees – but only marginally with other eucalypts, most 

often with Broad-leaved Carbeen, C. confertiflora. 

On sites with semi-permanent surface saturation of 

the soil, it may be replaced by paperbarks 

(Melaleuca spp., especially Weeping Paperbark  

M. leucadendra and Silver Paperbark M. argentea). 

In fire-sheltered gullies especially in northern areas, 

and along the bank of major rivers, it may share 

habitat with or even be replaced by riparian vine-

thicket or gallery rainforest. Along rocky, upland 

watercourses that flow only briefly and lack deep 

sand, it may be replaced entirely by Northern 

Swamp Mahogany (Lophostemon grandiflorus) or 

Broad-leaved Carbeen. In higher-rainfall areas it 

may co-occur with River She-oak (Casuarina 

cunninghamiana). Along major watercourses, 

riparian vegetation often occurs in distinct bands 

with River Red Gum confined to the upper part of 

the flood-prone bank upslope of riparian vine-

thicket which, in turn, occurs upslope of stands of 

paperbarks. 

Subspecies simulata often occurs where its roots 

can easily reach permanent water or moist surface 

soils, whereas subspecies acuta and obtusa grow 

where surface soils are seasonally quite dry. Limited 

observation suggests that acuta may be widespread 

along watercourses and obtusa more frequent in 

swampy depressions.  

Distribution Widespread and abundant along 

watercourses west of the Great Dividing Range, i.e. 

the Mitchell and Gilbert River catchments that drain 

to the Gulf of Carpentaria. It is much less common 

east of the Divide in Pacific Ocean (Coral Sea) 

catchments, where it occurs in the Normanby River 

catchment in the north, the Burdekin in the south, 

and rarely in the Herbert River catchment. In the 

Normanby catchment it is common, for example 

along the Laura River at Laura and the East and 

West Normanby Rivers that cross the Mulligan 

Highway between Lakeland and Cooktown. In the 

Burdekin River catchment it occurs, within the study 

area, along Camel Creek east-north-east of Greenvale 

and probably along nearby creeks west of Mt Fox, 

and in the western Valley of Lagoons (e.g. 

Wyandotte and Eight-mile Creeks along the 

Kennedy Development Road; also Expedition Ck).  

It is more common in the Burdekin catchment south 

of the study area. I have found it in only two loca-

tions in the Herbert River catchment, both within 

several kilometres of the Great Dividing Range, 

namely along Rankin
1
 and Tunmirendah Creeks 

north of Mount Garnet. Elevation: 80 to 800 m ASL, 

the former at Laura and the latter near Irvinebank  

& north of Mount Garnet. 
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Within the study area, subspecies acuta is the most 

abundant of the three subspecies, occurring in all 

catchments that support River Red Gum. 

Subspecies obtusa occurs widely in west-flowing 

catchments but hasn’t been recorded in Pacific 

catchments of the study area. It is much less 

common than acuta, possibly forming discrete local 

populations interspersed with populations of acuta. 

Subspecies simulata is the most frequent sub-

species in the Normanby River catchment, has been 

recorded along the Palmer River, and is locally 

dominant along the upper reaches of the Mitchell 

and Walsh Rivers, the former a little west of Mount 

Molloy and the latter from upstream of Mutchilba 

downstream through Dimbulah and possibly to 

Petford. I also have one observation of simulata 

much further down the Mitchell River, almost due 

north of Chillagoe, where it was growing along the 

well-watered bank with subsp. acuta adjacent on 

drier sites. 

River Red Gum has the broadest natural distribution 

of any eucalypt species, occurring through most of 

mainland Australia (absent from Tasmania), of 

limited occurrence along the coast east of the Great 

Dividing Range, and absent from the Nullarbor 

Plain and Great Victoria Desert. 

Similar species In western areas, the strictly 

riparian River Red Gum is unlikely to be confused 

with any other species. It almost always has seed 

capsules present (on the tree or on the ground 

below), presumably because the moist sites it grows 

on allows some flowering each year; these are 

distinctive in having a raised disc and exserted 

valves, unlike those of other smooth-barked trees in 

western areas in which the disc and valves are 

hidden inside the rim.  

Forest Red Gum [Blue Gum] (E. tereticornis) does 

not occur in far western areas but does occur in the 

upper parts of western catchments; the two species 

can occur nearby but usually several kilometres 

apart and in separate habitat. River Red Gum is 

more or less strictly riparian and (relatively) lowland 

in occurrence, whereas Forest Red Gum occurs in 

upper parts of catchments where rainfall is higher 

and temperatures lower, along valley floors and on 

fertile plains, at times including but rarely confined 

to streamsides. The widespread subspecies of River 

Red Gum generally have a more irregular form and 

more colourful bark, less sheathing by rough bark 

at the base, and often a more open canopy. White 

powdery wax on branchlets and bluish leaves in the 

canopy occur only (but not invariably) on River Red 

Gum. The widespread subspecies of River Red Gum 

have much shorter flower bud caps than those of 

Forest Red Gum. 

An identification challenge – and a substantial one 

at that – arises in central and northern areas where 

subsp. simulata is much closer in appearance to 

Forest Red Gum than are the other River Red Gum 

subspecies – see Notes for a possible explanation. 

Flower bud caps can be longer in Forest Red Gum 

(8–22 mm when mature) but there is overlap (9–16 mm 

when mature in subsp. simulata). The formal dis-

tinction is that Forest Red Gum has black or 

blackish seeds with a single coat pitted on the back, 

whereas those of subsp. simulata (and all other 

River Red Gum subspecies) have a smooth double 

coat that is yellow or yellow-brown, but this is of 

limited practical use. It is also reported that the 

leaves of River Red Gum (all subspecies present in 

the study area) have dense reticulation (numerous 

fine connecting veins) whereas those of Forest Red 

Gum are sparsely to moderately reticulate (for 

colour illustrations, see
2
), but I have not found this 

trait to be useful. Beyond this, I can only recom-

mend the jizz of the tree – bark and crown shape  

– noting also environment and the known distri-

bution of the two. 

Readily found at most river or creek crossings in 

the west and north of the study area including: 

 Mt Surprise  Elizabeth Creek bridge on the 

Gulf Development Road (though most 

streamside trees here are Weeping Paperbark 

[Melaleuca leucadendra]) (subspecies 

possibly acuta). 

 Undara  100 Mile Swamp, downslope from 

Undara Lodge (subspecies obtusa).  

 SW of Mareeba  Walsh River crossing on 

road to Dimbulah (subspecies simulata); also 

see C. confertiflora for a site 5 km away. 

 Mt Carbine area  Battle Ck (see  

E. chlorophylla) and McLeod River crossings 

on the Mulligan Hwy NW of Mt Carbine. 

Several trees from McLeod River crossing 

whose buds I have examined are subspecies 

simulata. 

 between Cooktown and Lakeland Downs  

Along the Mulligan Hwy, present at both 

the East and West Normanby River 

crossings (subspecies simulata). 

 Forsayth  Delany River crossing close to 

town (subspecies possibly acuta). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Notes River Red Gum is prominent in very many 

Australia landscapes, and is of great economic and 

ecological importance
4
. Across its range it varies 

considerably in form which was the subject of much 

perplexity until a 2009 revision
2
 formalised the 

description of seven subspecies. This classification is 

based on previous genetic studies
5,6

 as well as on 

morphological evidence. Of the seven, the local 

subspecies simulata is most similar to Forest Red 

Gum (E. tereticornis subsp. tereticornis) and may be 

of hybrid origin between the two species
2,5,6

. 

However, subspecies simulata shares seed and leaf 

venation characteristics with other River Red Gum 

species. 

River Red Gum is a deep-rooted species that draws 

on ground-water, continuing to photosynthesize 

and use water even during drought. At a central 

Australian site, annual use of water was greater than 

the average rainfall there (greater even than at sites 

occupied by the species in the study area which 

receive more rain), which demonstrates its reliance 

on floods and ground water
7–9

. This may partly 

account for its occurrence mainly along water-

courses where ground water is generally more 

abundant and more accessible. Other factors which 

may contribute to its preference for watercourses 

include relative sensitivity to fire, evident depen-

dence on disturbance (e.g. flooding) for germina-

tion, and sensitivity of seedlings to competition 

from other plants
10

. 

River Red Gum is remarkably tolerant of prolonged 

inundation of its base (and hence supersaturation 

of its roots) though it cannot survive this indefi-

nitely. Mature trees have tolerated two to four years 

of continuous basal inundation, though this is 

exceptional and evidently dependent on floodwater 

being shallow
10,11

. Seedlings have been known to 

tolerate almost three months with their base under 

water, developing aerial roots and swollen stems 

with spongy tissue during that time
12

. Conversely, 

leaf shed during stress due to drought, followed by 

revival, has been reported for both seedlings and 

trees
10

. 

River Red Gum sheds bark annually
13

, a habit prob-

ably shared by most or all other smooth-barked 

eucalypts.  

River Red Gum – or at least the much-studied 

population at Petford south-west of Dimbulah – has 

exceptionally strong mechanisms to avoid self-

fertilisation compared to other eucalypts
14

. Trees 

grown from seed collected at Petford have proven 

particularly vigorous in plantations in the mon-

soonal tropics overseas, and notably high levels of 

genetic diversity at Petford is thought to be the 

reason for this vigour
5,14

. In general, high levels of 

genetic diversity in populations of River Red Gum 

are associated with range edges of subspecies
6
, and 

all three local subspecies are present in the Petford 

area. A possible additional genetic contribution 

from Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis) independent 

of the possible hybrid origin of subsp. simulata has 

also been postulated
14

. However, high levels of 

genetic diversity aren’t always beneficial – a phenom-

enon known as outbreeding depression – because 

they may dilute genetic combinations that are 

optimally adapted to local conditions. Interestingly, 

the most genetically-diverse stands in the Petford 

area appear to illustrate just this phenomenon, 

Commonwealth – species and three 

subspecies are not listed 

Queensland – species and three subspecies are 

not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – species not assessed; 

subsp. acuta, obtusa and simulata each Least 

Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – species, Near Threatened 

River Red Gum is the most widespread of all 

eucalypts. In the study area, all three sub-

species are largely confined to western and 

northern pastoral districts where land clearing 

is not a past or current major threat (Mutchilba 

–Dimbulah area – mostly subsp. simulata – 

notably excepted). Its confinement to water-

courses and key role in stabilising them should, 

in any event, largely preclude clearing of it. 

However, in a national assessment, Fensham et 

al. estimated its decline to be 28%, warranting 

listing as Near Threatened under IUCN criterion 

A2b; this, I strongly suspect, is an overestima-

tion artefactual from the way they estimated 

the percentage lost to land clearing. 

The invasive weed Rubber Vine (Cryptostegia 

grandiflora) is common to abundant in riparian 

vegetation in localised patches in the western 

part of the study area
3
. This robust vine 

clambers over and smothers even quite tall 

riparian vegetation including River Red Gums 

and is thought likely to have long-term 

negative impacts on it if left uncontrolled.  

In agricultural areas, exotic grasses invade  

the upper parts of floodplains and are likely  

to inhibit regeneration. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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plantation trials demonstating a negative relation-

ship between early growth rates and genetic 

diversity in three of four local samples, in spite of 

overall vigour
14

. 

In Queensland’s monsoonal dry tropics and semi-

arid sub-tropics, River Red Gum provides major 

habitat for the Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus)
15,16

, 

being an important food source for them
17,18

. This 

appears to be because of high moisture levels in its 

foliage rather than high nutrient levels
16

. In the 

centre and south-west of the study area, Koalas are 

scarce but strongly associated with River Red 

Gum
19

. In central Australia, River Red Gum provides 

important habitat for birds
20

, a drought refuge for 

bats
21

, and hollows for nesting and roosting wildlife 

with most hollows being provided by trees that are 

old and past their prime
22

. 

River Red Gum was “one of the earliest eucalypts 

grown as an exotic and has arguably become one 

of the most widely planted of all eucalypts, 

particularly in countries with pronounced dry 

seasons .... The species is grown in arid, temperate 

and tropical countries for fuel wood, paper pulp, 

construction timber, amenity plantings and land 

rehabilitation .... It is renowned for its fast growth, 

high levels of drought tolerance and adaptability to 

a wide range of climatic conditions and soils that 

often contrast with conditions in its natural habitat. 

In parts of Victoria and New South Wales, wood 

from natural stands is an important source of 

timber .... The dense red heartwood has a fine even 

texture, is durable and used for flooring, railway 

sleepers, furniture, panelling, posts and craft wood. 

Natural populations are an important source of 

pollen and honey in apiculture”
2
. Other uses include 

heavy construction, framing and plywood and for 

charcoal production, and it is an excellent fire-

wood
23

. River Red Gum also has a remarkable 

ability to grow in somewhat salty soils
24,25

. 

River Red Gum was used in Aboriginal medicine 

and has some application in western pharmacology. 

Kino (resin) was used to treat diarrhoea, dysentery 

and sore throats, and as an antiseptic for sores 

including those of scabies. Infusion of leaves and 

twigs were used as a head bath or wash for fevers 

and headache and to treat symptoms of colds and 

flu, consumed for coughs and sore throats, and 

used as a liniment for swollen and aching joints and 

contusions. Inhalation of leaf smoke was used to 

relieve colds, fevers and aches
26-29

. The kino 

contains kinotannic acid, catechol and pyrocatechol, 

and the leaf essential oil is a 1,8 cineole-rich form, 

these potentially being the active consistituents of 

medicinal applications
26

. Other Aboriginal applica-

tions of this species include as a source of grubs 

(larvae) for food, wood for carving and dead wood 

as a preferred firewood, and seed capsules and 

leaves as an adornment
13

. Kino was extracted com-

mercially from River Red Gum by European settlers 

in south-eastern Australia and, in addition to 

medical applications, “was used in the French wine 

industry”
27

. 

In South Africa, River Red Gum is seriously invasive, 

having “transformed long stretches of rivers”
30

. 

In southern Australia, flowering of River Red Gum 

occurred in most years but cycled between heavier 

and lighter years of flowering – suggesting that 

flowering behaviour in one year influences that in 

the next – and there was a weak tendency for it to 

flower more heavily when the annual inundation 

period was shorter
31

. 
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Above: crown leaves held pendant, the same colour both sides, with the main side veins well separated. 
 

   

Sapling leaves (above left) are broader than crown leaves, and are often borne on white-waxy branchlets (right above). 
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Flower buds of subsp. 

acuta (near right), 

obtusa (far right),  

and simulata (below). 

Inflorescences are simple clusters (umbels) arising from leaf axils 

(above left), or the leaves may  have dropped (left, below). 
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Formerly treated as part of Eucalyptus miniata 

(Darwin Woollybutt) 

chartaboma:  paper base, referring to the papery bark 

at the base of the trunk 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Tree 8–15 m tall or 

sometimes a little more, single- or often multi-

trunked. Branches frequently diverge from the trunk 

at a wide angle. Bark Rough on the lower trunk for 

about 2–4 m, then smooth above. Rough bark is a 

shaggy mat of papery flakes, typically yellow- to 

golden-brown but can appear ‘bleached’ whitish, or 

pink, or blackish. Smooth bark is pale yellow or 

whitish, at times with peeling patches that are 

creamy-grey or pale orange-brown. Leaves The 

sparse canopy consists of semi-pendant, lance- or 

slightly sickle-shaped leaves that are typically 9–12 cm 

long by about 1.5–2 cm wide, at times a little more 

or less. They are non-shiny green or grey-green, 

distinctly darker on one side than the other. Sapling 

leaves are shorter and broader (3–4.5 cm wide) than 

crown leaves, rounded at the base and at times on 

the tip, and – on younger saplings – are held hori-

zontally, are markedly paler below, and both leaves 

and stems are hairy or bristly. Inflorescence Simple 

clusters (umbels) with seven flower buds when 

perfect, in leaf axils or on older, leafless branchlets. 

The inflorescence is robust with a thick common 

stalk, and is covered with white waxy powder 

(glaucous) on at least the stalk. Flower buds 

Distinctive, robust, often white-waxy (glaucous), 

with prominent longitudinal ribbing (almost 

winged) and a contraction just below the relatively 

small bud cap, about 18 mm long by 10 mm wide 

when mature, at times with surface tubercules, the 

cap often also winged and gnarled. Flowers bright 

orange, large. Seed capsules often massive, 3–7.5 cm 

long by 3–6.5 cm wide, with prominent longitudinal 

ribbing, white waxy before drying off, the wax often 

persisting on the stalk. Flowering February to April 

or May. 

 

 

 

Habitat Forms woodlands with a variety of other 

eucalypt species. Soils are infertile and well-drained, 

often gritty sandy, or gravelly, or sometimes rocky. 

It occurs most frequently on granite or colluvial 

surfaces (the latter often granite outwash), but also 

on sandstone, ironstone, basalt, rhyolite and 

metasedimentary surfaces. 

Distribution Widely but sparingly distributed in 

isolated stands in western and south-western 

portions of the study area, mostly south of 

Chillagoe, and west from Mutchilba (south-west of 

Mareeba), Mount Garnet, Forty Mile Scrub, Undara 

and Einasleigh, but with a few occurrences further 

north to Maitland Downs Station south of Palmer 

River. Elevation: 250–800 m ASL. 

Queensland Woollybutt is only found in far north 

Queensland. Its range is inland southern parts of 

Cape York Peninsula and the adjacent northern Gulf 

and Einasleigh Upland areas, with an outlying 

population in and near the White Mountains 

between Charters Towers and Hughenden. The  

AT A GLANCE  Notable for its honey-

coloured papery-flaky bark on the lower trunk 

with smooth bark above, large orange flowers, 

and very large, ribbed seed capsules. A small 

tree occurring in scattered stands on infertile 

soils in western parts of the study area. 

Eucalyptus chartaboma QUEENSLAND WOOLLYBUTT 
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identity of woollybutts in the Mt Isa area remains to 

be confirmed
1
; they may be intermediate between 

this species and Darwin Woollybutt (E. miniata). 

Similar species With its honey-coloured shaggy 

mat of scales on the lower trunk, smooth bark 

above, orange flowers and massive, ribbed seed 

capsules, Queensland Woollybutt is quite 

distinctive. The only other eucalypt in the study area 

with orange flowers (and ribbed seed capsules) is its 

nearest local relative, Gnaingar (E. phoenicea), 

which however has rough bark (usually blackish) 

extending to the smaller branches, seed capsules 

that are proportionately much narrower, and shiny 

green flower buds in clusters numbering many 

more than seven. The two species do not overlap in 

range in the study area, with Gnaingar known only 

from the far north. 

On sandstone and ironstone, particularly in the 

Newcastle Range and at Cobbold Gorge, 

Queensland Woollybutt occurs intermingled with 

Newcastle Range Bloodwood (C. serendipita). 

From a distance the two species might be confused 

but, on closer examination, they differ in almost 

every respect including the obviously different bark. 

Notes Queensland Woollybutt was described by 

Dean Nicolle in 2000
3
, being formerly treated as the 

eastern population of Darwin Woollybutt (E. miniata). 

The Queensland species has rough bark that is 

papery-flaky and honey-coloured (fibrous and 

darker in Darwin Woollybutt), narrower crown and 

sapling leaves, differently shaped flower buds,  

 

larger seed capsules, and it flowers earlier in the 

year (May to August in Darwin Woollybutt
4
). 

Queensland Woollybutt is strongly associated with 

sandy and rocky environments, a preference more 

strongly shared with Kakadu Woollybutt  

(E. gigantangion) of the Arnhemland Plateau than 

with Darwin Woollybutt. 

The seed capsules of Queensland Woollybutt are 

amongst the largest – and are perhaps the largest  

– of any eucalypt species. 

There are no ecological studies of Queensland 

Woollybutt but numerous studies of its close 

relative Darwin Woollybutt, of which the following 

are but a small sample – but note higher rainfall, 

generally much more frequent fire, and different 

landscape settings in the Northern Territory. Darwin 

Woollybutt seed is shed late in the dry season
5
, 

germinates during the wet season, seedling growth 

is facilitated by ectomycorrhizal fungi
6
, and by the 

end of the following dry season seedlings have 

developed substantial lignotubers and can survive 

fire
7
. Saplings are suppressed if fire is frequent

8
. 

Trees are frequently hollow even at a young age
9
, 

smooth bark is photosynthetic
10

, and trunk 

diameter growth occurs only during the wet 

season
11

. During the dry season, the flowers are an 

important nectar source for birds
12,13

 and flying 

foxes
14

, and the large seeds are a food source for 

Red-tailed Black Cockatoos
5
. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Queensland Woollybutt occurs almost entirely 

in pastoral districts where land clearing has not 

been, and is not currently a substantial threat.  

It is poorly represented in conservation 

reserves, though the acquisition in 2015 and 

2016 and subsequent declaration of Rungulla 

and Littleton National Parks beyond the study 

area
see 2 for Rungulla

, and Canyon Resources 

Reserve within the study area, has improved 

the situation. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Undara  8.7 km along the Resort entrance 

road from the Gulf Development Road. 

Queensland Woollybutt is the most obvious 

tree here on this gritty footslope of granite 

hills. Also present are two other ‘half-

barked’ species, Common Red Bloodwood 

(C. erythrophloia) and Broad-leaved 

Carbeen (C. confertiflora), along with one 

fully rough-barked species, Long-fruited 

Bloodwood (C. polycarpa). The latter 

species is on the right as you drive in,  

a little back from the road. 

 the northernmost known stand of the 

species in the study area is by the Mulligan 

Hwy 1.2 km south of the White Creek Road 

turnoff to the Historical Maytown Ruins, but 

safe parking close by is hard to find. You 

may care to walk from the turnoff (which 

has safe parking options) – see C. clarksoniana 

for information about eucalypts at the turnoff. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Above: the trunk has a stocking of rough bark at the base (left) which is papery-scaly orange-brown (centre) or yellow (right). 

 

   

 Crown leaves (left) and leaves on small saplings (right) are quite different. 
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Above: the infloresecence is a simple cluster (umbel) with an unusual thickened common stalk and large, ribbed flower buds. 

 

   

The large orange flowers are striking (left), as are the exceptionally large, ribbed seed capsules. 
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chlorophylla:  green leaf 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Erect with a single 

trunk to 40 cm diameter, or spreading with several 

sturdy trunks, usually less than 15 m tall. Bark Box-

like to the small branches, grey-brown or bleached 

grey, or blackish especially when wet, or can appear 

yellow-brown when viewed closely, held tight, 

neatly and strongly fissured, often tiled. Branchlets 

are yellow. Leaves Crown leaves are held alternately 

along the stem. They are narrowly lance-shaped, 

fairly small (mostly less than 15 cm long by 2 cm 

wide), mid or dark green, somewhat glossy on most 

trees but sometimes not at all so, the same colour 

on both sides; main side veins are at about 45° to 

the mid-vein. Sapling leaves are shorter and 

broader, up to 7 cm wide, green but not glossy. 

Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, compound, 

with seven flower buds per perfect cluster (umbel). 

Flower buds distinctly stalked (stalks 3–5 mm long), 

5–8 mm wide x 3–4 mm long when mature, with a 

bud-cap scar and conical cap as long or longer than 

the base. Flowers creamy white. Seed capsules are 

about 5 mm long by 4.5 mm wide, inversely conical 

or cup-shaped, the disc either level with the rim or 

descending from it, valves reaching up to or 

protruding above the rim. Flowering December to 

January. 

Habitat Mostly occurs on hardpan or infertile or 

fragmented-rocky seasonally waterlogged flats, but 

sometimes on rocky rises. Most records are from 

metasedimentary, alluvial and colluvial substrates; 

when on alluvials this is mostly on elevated, residual 

plains rather than active floodplains or water-

courses. In the south there are a few occurrences on 

granites. Rarely occurs on other substrates but the 

most southerly known occurrence, north-east of  

Mt Surprise, is on a basalt plain. Forms woodlands 

or open woodlands often to the local exclusion of 

all other eucalypts, or intermingled with other box 

species around the stand margins (see Similar species).  

 

 

 

Distribution Occurs patchily but in local 

abundance in the north and west of the study area. 

Appears to form two discrete populations in the 

study area separated by the Desailly Range (hills 

centred on the Palmer River) where it is ‘replaced’ 

by Mt Carbine Box (E. tardecidens). The northern 

population extends from close to the coast near 

Cooktown west to Laura and south to just south of 

Lakeland. The southern population occurs north-

east to near Mount Carbine and south to near  

Mt Surprise, with eastern records at Luster Creek 

near Mount Molloy, near Mount Mulligan, and just 

east of Almaden. There is an outlier record north of 

Palmerville Stn homestead in the north-west. Shiny-

leaved Box is most abundant along the Mulligan 

Hwy in two places, on the lowlands west-north-west 

of Mt Carbine and mid-way between Lakeland and 

Cooktown; it is also quite common on remote sites 

north of Chillagoe. Elevation: northern population – 

from near sea level to 325 m ASL; southern 

population – 190 to 520 m ASL. 

Shiny-leaved Box is widely distributed across drier 

parts of monsoonal northern Australia west to the 

Kimberleys, and also occurs north into somewhat 

higher rainfall parts of Cape York Peninsula such as 

around Coen and Archer River. 
 

 

AT A GLANCE  A small erect or spreading 

tree of northern and north-western areas, often 

on hard, seasonally waterlogged flats but some-

times on hillsides. It has tightly held, rough, box 

bark to the small branches, and fairly small, 

slender green leaves that are often shiny. 

Eucalyptus chlorophylla SHINY-LEAVED BOX 
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Similar species Quite often occurs in the middle of 

a tight topographic sequence of box eucalypts, with 

Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba) on more fertile 

alluvial soils downslope, Shiny-leaved Box on the 

more elevated flats and Mt Carbine Box  

(E. tardecidens) on adjacent rises, although with 

some intermingling at the margins. As all three are 

fully rough-barked, box-barked species with 

compound inflorescences terminal on branchlets, 

identification can be a challenge. The bark of Shiny-

leaved Box is harder and more neatly fissured, 

whereas those of the other two species are more 

flaky. Molloy Red Box is usually a larger tree, has 

larger leaves (often more than 15 cm long and 2 cm 

wide) that are never shiny, and has much larger 

seed capsules with a broader profile (about 8 mm 

long by 9 mm wide); flower buds are also  

  

 Mt Carbine area  Along the Mulligan Hwy 

from Mt Carbine for 10.4 km towards 

Lakeland to Battle Creek, three species of 

box partition the habitat (as described in 

Similar species above) and it can be chal-

lenging to find the boundaries between 

them. A good spot to see Shiny-leaved Box 

is just past Battle Creek – there’s a good area 

to pull off on the left 100 m beyond when 

travelling from Mt Carbine. On your left, the 

boxes are Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba), 

while the smaller trees with tighter bark and 

greener, shinier leaves immediately across 

the road on a slight rise are Shiny-leaved 

Box. Take your time to get your eye in here 

as this isn’t so easy! The photo (below) of 

leaves and flower buds of the three species 

may help. Perhaps look for seed capsules 

on the ground as those of Shiny-leaved Box 

are much smaller. Somewhat cryptic among 

the Molloy Red Box at this site are a number 

of Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana). 

There are also a few Cullen’s Ironbark  

(E. cullenii) and Dallachy’s Ghost Gum  

(C. dallachiana) hereabouts, and River Red 

Gum (E. camaldulensis) grows along Battle 

Creek. 

 Mulligan Hwy between Lakeland Downs 

and Cooktown  From Cooktown, this is 

19.2 km west of the junction with Shipton’s 

Flat Road, and 2.6 km past Sackley’s Hill. 

There is no particular place to pull off the 

road here, so please exercise particular care. 

This is a single-species stand of Shiny-leaved 

Box growing on a harsh, poorly-drained flat. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

Three box species differ 

in the size of leaves and 

flower buds (and seed 

capsules, and trees). 

Left – Mt Carbine Box  

(E. tardecidens); 

centre – Shiny-leaved 

Box (E. chlorophylla); and 

right – Molloy Red Box 

(E. leptophleba). 
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considerably larger. Mt Carbine Box can pose a 

greater challenge; it is generally a smaller, mallee-

like (multi-stemmed) tree than Shiny-leaved Box, 

with smaller leaves, flower buds and seed capsules 

but with considerable overlap in these dimensions. 

A few details provide ultimate resolution. The main 

side veins on the leaves of Shiny-leaved Box branch 

from the central vein at an angle of about 45°, 

whereas those of Mt Carbine Box branch at 25–40°, 

running much further along the length of the leaf. 

The seed capsules of Shiny-leaved Box have the 

valves at or extending above rim level, whereas 

those of Mt Carbine Box are well below, or 

sometimes apparent just below the rim. 

Reid River Box (E. brownii) is a superficially similar, 

fully rough-barked box which also has shiny, green 

leaves and grows on swampy flats. It only occurs 

much further south than Shiny-leaved Box. Reid 

River Box has main side veins on the leaf at an 

acute angle to the mid-vein so they run for some 

length along the leaf, tiny flower buds and seed 

capsules, a rounded bud cap (conical in Shiny-

leaved Box), and clusters (umbels) of eleven or 

more buds (seven in Shiny-leaved Box). 

There is marginal overlap at the district level 

between Shiny-leaved Box in the far south of its 

range and Newcastle Range Box (E. provecta). The 

latter can be distinguished by habitat and form the 

same as described above for Mt Carbine Box. 

 

Notes Although usually characterised as having 

shiny leaves – the original description from the 

Kimberley in 1986 notes that the leaves are “bright 

shining green”
1
 – Shiny-leaved Box on Crystalbrook 

Station west of Chillagoe, and sometimes elsewhere 

in the study area, have distinctly dull (non-shiny) 

leaves. I have had several collections of these 

confirmed as E. chlorophylla by a eucalypt expert
2
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Brooker MIH, Done CC. 1986. Eucalyptus ceracea,  
E. rupestris and E. chlorophylla (Myrtaceae), three new 

species in the Kimberley Division of Western Australia. 

Nuytsia 5: 381-390. 

2 Andrew Slee, Australian National Herbarium, personal 

communication. 

  

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Shiny-leaved Box is widely distributed across 

the pastoral zone of northern Australia, where 

it is unlikely yet to have been exposed to major 

land clearing. Its occurrence mainly on flats, 

albeit less fertile flats, might expose it to clearing 

with any further widespread development of 

northern Australia. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 

Shiny-leaved Box often forms pure stands on seasonally waterlogged flats, as here photographed near Mt Carbine. 
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Bark of Shiny-leaved Box is tightly held whereas 

in co-occurring boxes it is more flaky. 

The inflorescence is compound and at the end of branchlets (below left), 

its position exposing flowers to view beyond the leaves (below right). 

Seed capsules have valves exposed  

beyond the rim (left) or level with it. 
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Also known as Dead Finish 

cloeziana:  Francois Cloez (1817-1883), French 

analytical chemist interested in eucalypt oils 

Gympie:  the species occurs in the Gympie district  

of south-east Queensland 

Messmate:  refers to its habit of sharing space with 

other species of eucalypt 

Dead Finish:  etymology unclear. See Notes 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches A singe- or multi-

trunked tree 10–20 m tall in western woodlands but 

strongly upright to 40 m when growing in moist 

forest. Bark Distinctively half-barked, i.e. rough 

below and smooth above. Rough bark is variable in 

extent, often extending up to the base of major 

branches. It is thick, chunky and often tiled, variably 

hard or softly flaky, blackish to pale brown, grey 

brown or yellow brown, with the tiles often 

arranged in vertical strips separated by deep 

furrows. Smooth bark is whitish or cream or grey, 

often flushed salmon or orange. Leaves Crown 

leaves are held pendant, alternate along the 

branchlets, lance-shaped or slightly sickled-shaped 

and asymmetric at the base, often 1–2 cm wide and 

less than 10 cm long, mid-green on one side and 

paler, limey-green below, the main side veins fairly 

obvious on the upper side only, projecting a little 

forward of 45° to the mid-vein and about 3 mm 

apart. Leaves on smaller saplings are shorter and 

often have a rounded tip; they are held more or less 

horizontally. Inflorescence In leaf axils, compound, 

with seven flower buds per perfect cluster (umbel). 

Flower buds stalked (stalks often quite thick, 1–5 mm 

long), cream or yellow-green, globular to egg-

shaped with a rounded or slightly conical cap, 

about 5 mm long by 3.5 mm wide when mature. 

Flowers white. Seed capsules hemispherical to  
 

 

 

flattened globular, about 6 mm long by 8 mm wide 

with an obvious disc that is often level with the rim 

but may be either a little raised or depressed; valves 

at disc level or projecting above it. Flowering 

December to January. 

Habitat Forms a component of woodlands and 

open forests with a wide variety of other eucalypts 

but at times forms single-species stands. Occurs on 

well-drained sites mostly on granites, rhyolite or 

Hodgkinson Formation metasediments; isolated 

stands in drier regions of the north are on sites 

strongly elevated above surrounding areas and 

several of these are on sandstone. 

Distribution Common only in the Herberton district, 

where it occurs from high in the Herberton Range 

as a tall tree to a small tree in dry woodlands 

around Irvinebank; this population extends south 

almost to Ravenshoe and north to near Atherton 

and Mt Emerald. Elsewhere, occurrences are thinly 

scattered: in the north – hills west of Cooktown, 

Rossville (south of Cooktown), west of Lakeland 

Downs, hills west of the Windsor Tableland, Mt 

Mulligan and west-south-west of Petford; in the 

south – hills behind Cardwell, Hinchinbrook Island, 

coastal foothills of the Paluma Range, and a very 

isolated occurrence near Wairuna Station home-

stead in the Valley of Lagoons. It is quite possible 

that further isolated stands remain to be detected. 

AT A GLANCE  Distinctively half-barked: 

dark- and rough-barked below (often along the 

entire trunk and some larger branches), pale- 

and smooth-barked above. The canopy is neat 

with relatively short leaves that are darker green 

on one side. Gympie Messmate is an upright 

tree, varying from small in dry forest to tall in 

moist uplands. It occurs in widely scattered 

stands on coastal hills, ranges and upper western 

slopes, commonly only in the Herberton–

Atherton–Irvinebank area. 

Eucalyptus cloeziana GYMPIE MESSMATE 
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Elevation: from near sea-level on Hinchinbrook 

Island and the south coast to 1,100 m ASL in the 

Herberton Range and near Watsonville. 

 

Gympie Messmate is endemic to Queensland. The 

study area population is isolated by about 330 km 

from a more extensive population in south-eastern 

and central Queensland that extends from Brisbane 

north to Mackay and inland to beyond the 

Carnarvon Range, including Gympie. 

Similar species The two species with bark most 

similar to the half-barked Gympie Messmate are 

Cape York Red Gum (E. brassiana) and Broad-

leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora), but these have 

very different flower buds and seed capsules, as 

well as different leaves. Cape York Red Gum occurs 

only in the far north of the study area, and its leaves 

are the same colour on both sides and usually 

longer. Broad-leaved Carbeen occurs in western 

areas and has a coarse canopy with rough leaves 

that are stalkless or nearly so and in pairs along the 

branchlets. 

Notes Gympie Messmate has a number of obscure 

features that are unusual among eucalypts – sepal 

shedding, anther shape, arrangement of ovules, and 

position of the seed scar
1
. These features have long 

prompted its placement in a subgenus – Idiogenes  

– of which it is the sole member. Idiogenes is 

derived from Greek and means peculiar, unusual
1
. 

Recent genetic analyses have provided strong 

confirmation of this uniqueness, acheiving the same 

result from each of three different techniques and 

suggesting that it is the sole representative of a  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lineage that diverged from other eucalypts about 

40 million years ago
2
. This means it one of the 

oldest and most distinct single-species lineages of 

all eucalypts. 

An alternative possibility, that Gympie Messmate is 

closely related to the white mahoganies (a group 

that includes the E. acmenoides complex)
3
, is 

discounted by the more recent analyses and was 

tentatively rejected even by the authors (Bayly et 

al.) that found it. Constrained natural hybridisation 

(first generation only) has been recorded between 

Gympie Messmate and a white mahogany (E. umbra)
4
, 

this being the only known case of hybridisation 

between members of different eucalypt subgenera. 

However, Bayly et al. suggested that the relation-

ship they found may have arisen as the result of 

past such hybridisation having caused genetic 

introgression in the specimen they used
3
. 

The common name Gympie Messmate is, I believe, 

preferable to Dead Finish as the latter is applied to 

a number of plants in different families. There are 

several explanations for the term. It has been 

related to drought hardiness as in the pidgin 

English "When this tree die, this country, him dead  

- finish"
5
, but Gympie Messmate is not particularly 

drought hardy. Indeed, I have observed dieback 

and death of stands growing over shallow granite in 

 Watsonville (W of Herberton)  7.5 km 

from Herberton; park with care in the gravel 

area on the right. The half-barked trees are 

Gympie Messmate (E. cloeziana). See  

C. rhodops for more detail about this site. 

See C. ellipsoidea and E. pachycalyx for 

other sites around Watsonville. 

 Silver Valley  See C. trachyphloia. 

 Rossville  There is a stand along the 

Bloomfield Road between Rossville and  

the Lion’s Den Hotel. 

 Cardwell  Walking trail to Attie Ck Falls. 

Turn inland off highway at Bracenose Street 

and drive 5.6 km (unsealed road). Gympie 

Messmate is the predominant tall tree.  

Near the carpark are Moreton Bay Ash  

(C. tessellaris) and Pink Bloodwood  

(C. intermedia). Present along the trail are 

White Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex), 

Range Bloodwood (C. abergiana; see that 

species) and Queensland Peppermint  

(E. exserta; see that species). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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the Herberton area during extended dry periods. An 

alternative explanation for the name is that “the 

tree canopy hangs on to branchlets and smaller 

branches which are dead, hence giving the outward 

impression that its ‘finish’ is dead”
6
. Yet another 

possible explanation is that it describes its poor 

quality as firewood such that it causes the death of 

campfires
7
. 

Gympie Messmate is widely grown as a plantation 

tree in moist, tropical and sub-tropical areas 

including Australia (coastal lowlands and tablelands 

of north Queensland
8
 and elsewhere), Brazil, China 

and South Africa. It is valued for its rapid growth 

across a variety of soil types
8
, its straight form, its 

hard, durable and non-warping timber
9,10

 which is 

resistant to both termites and powderpost 

beetles
11

, and the tree’s high rate of carbon-

sequestration
12

. Uses of timber include “heavy 

engineering construction, railway sleepers, mine 

timber, posts, poles and scantling”
13

. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Near Threatened 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Gympie Messmate is widely distributed. 

Franklin & Preece estimated a decline of 23% 

because of land clearing, sufficient to warrant 

listing as Near Threatened under IUCN criterion 

A2b, reflecting activity mostly well to the south 

of the study area. In the study area it mostly 

occurs on poorer soils and steeper land which 

limits its exposure to clearing. Fensham et al. 

did not assess its decline. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

https://www.ttit.id.au/treepages/deadfinish.htm
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Crown leaves are small and held pendant (left), and are darker on one side (centre).  

Sapling leaves are held more or less horizontal and may have a rounded tip (right). 

Gympie Messmate is very noticeably  

half-barked, with rough bark often  

extending to the lower branches. 

Rough bark is often thick and chunky  

(near right) but can be thin (far right);  

in both cases it is tiled.  
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Inflorescences of Gympie Messmate are compound and arise along branchlets (above left). 

Flowers are a clean white colour (above right). 

 

   

Seed capsules are wider than long and have a prominent disk (left, right). Valves (right) are obvious, though not on the 

capsules at left as they are not mature. 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A half-barked tree of inland 

blacksoil floodplains, frequently small and crooked. 

The rough bark of the trunk and main branches is 

fairly dark grey-brown of coarsely box-type, 

contrasting strongly with white or cream smooth 

bark on branches of less than about 10 cm 

diameter. Lance-shaped leaves are non-shiny grey-

green or blue-green. Flower buds and seed 

capsules are small, the latter having broad, strongly 

exserted valves. 

Occurrence Gum-barked Coolabah is known in the 

study area only on the floodplain of the Einasleigh 

River and its anabranch, Lagoon Creek, on 

Carpentaria Downs Station by and near the road 

from Lynd Junction to Einasleigh. 

 

Similar species Smooth bark on the branches 

readily distinguishes it from the two box species 

that occur in the vicinity, Georgetown Box  

(E. microneura) and Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba). 

Further, the rough bark of Gum-barked Coolabah is 

generally darker than either of those two species. 

Other half-barked eucalypts in the vicinity (Desert 

Bloodwood [C. terminalis] and Broad-leaved 

Carbeen [C. confertiflora] have very different bark, 

foliage, flowers buds and seed capsules. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Eucalyptus coolabah GUM-BARKED COOLABAH 

Rough bark is box-

type (upper left) on 

the trunk and larger 

branches, with 

smooth bark on 

medium and small 

branches (lower left). 
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          Crown leaves are non-shiny, the same colour on 

          both sides, and held pendant (above). 

Flowers are tiny (below). 

 
 

                                               

 road from Lynd Junction to Einasleigh  

Warning: road is unsealed, can be corrugated 

and rough, impassable in the wet season. 

From Lynd Junction, drive past Oasis 

Roadhouse to the Einasleigh turnoff (a dis-

tance of about 3 km), then for about 35 km 

to the low-level bridge over the Einasleigh 

River. There is an upright Gum-barked 

Coolabah on your right 25 m after crossing 

the low-level bridge, and there are more 

behind the fence in the depression. There’s 

another small, more accessible stand by the 

road 1.2 km back towards Lynd Junction, 

300 m east of the entrance to Carpentaria 

Downs Station. 

Other eucalypts at the site by the River are: 

- River Red Gum (E. camaldulensis) (inter-

mingled with large Weeping Paperbark 

(Melaleuca leucadendra) along the riverbank; 

- two other half-barked species, Desert 

Bloodwood (C. terminalis) and Broad-leaved 

Carbeen (C. confertiflora); 

- the smooth-barked Dallachy’s Ghost Gum 

(C. dallachiana); and 

- the fully rough-barked species is Molloy 

Red Box (E. leptophleba). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

   
Inflorescences are mostly compound and at the end of  

branchlets (above). 

Seed capsules are 3–5 mm across  

and have broad, prominently exserted valves. 
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Eucalyptus drepanophylla is here treated as part of 

E. crebra (see Notes). 

crebra:  frequent, referring to the abundance of the 

species 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright tree 

often 15 to 20 m tall, sometimes taller in wetter 

districts, usually single-trunked with a moderate 

spread and, with age, developing robust, sinuous 

branches that diverge from the trunk at a wide 

angle. Bark Either rough throughout or smooth 

only on branches less than about 2 cm diameter. 

Rough bark is coarse, deeply fissured (increasingly 

so with age) and very hard, appearing black from a 

distance, dark grey or dark brown-grey when 

examined more closely, with red resin present in the 

fissures of at least older trees. Leaves Crown leaves 

are held pendant, alternating along branchlets. 

They are mid-green to grey-green, not shiny, the 

same colour on both sides, often about 10–15 cm 

long by 1–2 cm wide, but some individuals and 

stands have leaves only 6 mm wide while others are 

up to 2.5 cm wide or rarely to 4 cm. Sapling leaves 

are similar to those of the crown but sometimes up 

to 4 cm wide. Inflorescence Small, usually terminal 

on branchlets and compound, but at times simple 

clusters (umbels) also occur in the outer leaf axils. 

Perfect clusters contain 7, 9 or 11 flower buds. 

Flower buds are variable in size and shape, 

averaging about 5 mm long by 3 mm wide when 

mature (range 3–7 by 2–4 mm). May be pear-

shaped, or diamond-shaped, or (rarely) with a 

constricted cap, giving an egg-in-cup appearance; 

cap scar present. Flowers small, white. Seed 

capsules are often about 5 mm long by 4.5 mm 

wide, with considerable variation in size; cup-

shaped, sometimes with slight ridging or somewhat 

square. Flowering mostly November to March but 

also at other times, e.g. June. 

 

 

 

Habitat Narrow-leaved Ironbark grows on a 

remarkably wide range of well-drained topographic 

settings from fertile plains to steep, rocky hills, and 

soil and parent material types including alluvium, 

sand, Tertiary kandosol, basalt, metamorphic 

(including metasedimentary), granitic and rhyolitic 

materials. It occurs mostly in open woodlands, 

woodlands and drier open forests, but occasionally 

as a minor component of moister open forests, 

vine-thickets and even the fringe of rainforest. It 

occurs in company with a notably wide range of 

other eucalypts (though almost never with other 

species of ironbark), at times forming single-species 

stands but often occurring as a co-dominant 

species and frequently as only a minor component 

of the vegetation. Where more than one ironbark 

species occurs in a general area they are usually 

separated by habitat, with Narrow-leaved Ironbark 

on the flatter, more fertile ground. It is largely 

absent from higher elevations. 

Distribution Narrow-leaved Ironbark occurs widely 

in the study area but in a manner complementary 

to that of a number of other ironbark species. It is 

particularly abundant on the basalt plains of the 

AT A GLANCE  A small to medium, upright, 

shapely and open-branched, dark-barked iron-

bark with leaves that are stalked, green or grey-

green but not glossy, usually 1–2 cm wide, alter-

nate along the branchlets. Seed capsules are cup-

shaped. This ironbark is widespread and abun-

dant in the south and centre of the study area. 

Eucalyptus crebra NARROW-LEAVED IRONBARK 
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Undara–Mt Surprise district, and is the dominant 

ironbark generally from Mount Molloy southwards. 

It is absent from the highest-rainfall rainforest 

regions (as are all ironbarks), and scarce or absent 

from the higher but drier ranges where it is 

‘replaced’ by Granite Ironbark (E. granitica) and 

Herberton Ironbark (E. atrata). It is scarce in the 

north and mid-west such as around Chillagoe; in 

these areas the common ironbark is Cullen’s 

Ironbark (E. cullenii). In the far south-west, south of 

Georgetown, it is partly ‘replaced’ as the dominant 

ironbark by White’s Ironbark (E. whitei). Narrow-

leaved Ironbark is the main ironbark on the coastal 

plain and foothills south of Ingham and is scattered 

in other coastal regions. It is present on a number 

of offshore islands including Fitzroy, Goold, 

Hinchinbrook, the Palm group and Rattlesnake. 

Elevation: from near sea level to 850 m, perhaps 

sometimes as high as 1,100 m ASL. 

 

This species occurs along the east of Australia from 

Sydney almost to the tip of Cape York Peninsula, 

extending inland from the coast for up to 600 km. 

Similar species In spite of its common name,  

E. crebra is not consistently the narrowest-leaved 

ironbark in the study area. Infrequent flowering 

(and thus scarcity of flower buds and even seed 

capsules), along with variability within the species 

(see Notes) and possible intergradation with Granite 

Ironbark (E. granitica), creates identification chal-

lenges at times. 

Granite Ironbark (E. granitica) and Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark have almost identical flower buds and  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

seed capsules. Granite Ironbark has darker leaves 

that are often glossy and may be broader (often 

more than 2 cm). Leaves of small saplings are 

reported to be 6–17 mm wide on Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark and 14–20 mm wide on Granite Ironbark, 

but I have not found this to be a reliable difference. 

Both species have compound inflorescences 

terminal on branchlets but also some in outer leaf 

axils; the latter are generally simple in Narrow-

leaved Ironbark but often compound in Granite 

Ironbark. Granite Ironbark tends to be a taller, more 

erect tree with ascending branches and somewhat 

greyer bark, but these differences are not a reliable 

way to distinguish the species. Granite Ironbark 

generally replaces Narrow-leaved Ironbark above 

about 850 m ASL in the main ranges but both can 

occur at lower elevations. Where the two species 

occur in adjacent stands, Granite Ironbark grows on 

rises and Narrow-leaved Ironbark on the flats and 

they may then be quite obviously distinct. However, 

at other times the two species can be difficult to 

distinguish and appear to intergrade. There is 

considerable doubt about the identity of ironbarks 

of these two species along the coast from Cairns 

north. 

Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii) resembles Narrow-

leaved Ironbark in general appearance but has a 

number of differences in the reproductive parts, 

most particularly in having very different seed 

 Undara  Narrow-leaved Ironbark is the 

common ironbark on the Undara volcanic 

plain, for example around the junction of 

the Gulf Development Road and the turnoff 

to Undara. At this site, the co-occurring 

eucalypts are: Dallachy’s Ghost Gum (C. 

dallachiana), Common Red Bloodwood (C. 

erythrophloia) and Molloy Red Box (E. 

leptophleba). 

 between Forsayth and Einasleigh  

Abundant in places on the Einasleigh slope 

and plateau of the Newcastle Range; see C. 

polycarpa and E. similis for specific 

locations. 

 other locations  Watsonville (west of 

Herberton) – see C. ellipsoidea; Ravenshoe 

– see E. shirleyi; Mount Garnet – see C. 

trachyphloia; Hidden Valley near Paluma – 

see E. shirleyi; Kennedy Development 

Road – see E. orgadophila. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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capsules (see table below). In the absence of 

reproductive parts, distinguishing the species can 

be a challenge. Cullen’s Ironbark is often smaller 

with somewhat greyer bark. Leaves of Cullen’s 

Ironbark are generally very dull and paler (often 

yellowish-green), are often more strongly scented 

when crushed, and often narrower and shorter than 

those of Narrow-leaved Ironbark. 

When they lack bluish new foliage, a little care may 

be needed to distinguish Herberton Ironbark  

(E. atrata), White’s Ironbark (E. whitei) and maybe 

even Lemon-scented Ironbark (E. staigeriana) from 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark. The leaves of the first 

three are never green, being at most grey-green. 

Crown leaves of Herberton and Lemon-scented 

Ironbark are generally a little broader and some 

have rounded tips (always tapered in Narrow-

leaved Ironbark), whilst leaves of White’s Ironbark 

are distinctly smaller. Saplings are particularly useful 

for identification, those of the above three species 

all having broader, bluer leaves and frequently 

having white waxy branchlets. The seed capsules of 

Herberton Ironbark are a little larger and 

proportionately broader than those of Narrow-

leaved Ironbark. 

Four stands of ironbarks in the study area (Stannary 

Hills, Mt Surprise area x 2, Newcastle Range) have 

been identified as Fine-leaved Ironbark (E. exilipes). 

These are distinctly out of habitat and range for 

that species, Fine-leaved Ironbark being a tree of 

sand and sandstone areas to the south of the study 

area. Local reports place the species on granite 

(Stannary Hills), basalt plains (Mt Surprise area) and 

rhyolite (Newcastle Range). Narrow-leaved Ironbark 

can have similarly fine leaves to those of Fine-

leaved Ironbark, and flower buds and seed capsules 

of Fine-leaved Ironbark are almost identical to 

those of Narrow-leaved Ironbark. Formally, the 

distinction rests on the more consistently narrow 

crown leaves and very narrow and crowded sapling 

leaves of Fine-leaved Ironbark, and a subtlety in the 

length and thickness of the the seed capsule stalk 

(pedicel) which is more slender and longer on 

average in Fine-leaved Ironbark. I have examined 

one of these stands – on a basalt plain near Mt 

Surprise – and although leaves of some trees are 

only about 6 mm wide, others were broader and  

I see no reason to identify them as Fine-leaved 

Ironbark. Nevertheless, it remains possible that 

Fine-leaved Ironbark is present in the study area. 

Notes Variability within E. crebra as broadly defined 

in EUCLID
1
 and accepted here is perplexing, and has 

prompted some specialists including those at the 

Queensland Herbarium to treat it as three species, 

E. crebra, E. drepanophylla and E. xanthoclada. These 

forms have been distinguished primarily on flower 

bud shape and secondarily on seed capsule size
3
. 

Most distinctively, the ‘xanthoclada’ form has egg-

in-cup shaped buds
2
. Such buds are rare in the 

study area; I have found them (see photos) on 

ironbarks with broad crown leaves and slightly 

squared fruits in one stand near Murray Falls (NW 

of Cardwell); these are not otherwise consistent 

with the ‘xanthoclada’ form and has been identified 

by Andrew Slee of the Australian National 

Herbarium in Canberra as “Eucalyptus sp. aff. 

crebra”
4
 (collections CANB 905543.1,2). The 

‘drepanophylla’ form is perhaps fairly common in 

the study area and has slightly larger flower buds 

and seed capsules and broader juvenile leaves than 

the ‘crebra’ form
1
 also common in the study area. 

The argument for adoption of the broad definition 

of the species is that while “Bud and fruit 

morphology is highly variable, and this variation 

Differences in reproductive parts between two superficially similar ironbark species.  
Measurements are from EUCLID1. Bud characters do not apply to the rare egg-in-cup type buds of  
E. crebra. 

 
E. crebra E. cullenii 

Axillary inflorescences* sometimes present, simple often present, simple or compound 

Inflorescence stalk length** 2 to 13 mm 5 to 20 mm 

Flower buds per cluster (umbel) 7, 9 or 11 7, sometimes 3 

Bud length:width ratio about 1.6 about 1.4 or less (i.e. plumper) 

Shape of bud base tapered from stalk rising abruptly from the stalk 

Seed capsule disc and valves not evident; inside the rim disk obvious; valves exserted 

* i.e. those that arise in leaf axils; not terminal 
** i.e. peduncle; measured as the length from branchlet to first branching of the inflorescence 
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suggests a number of undescribed taxa ... these 

characters are not sufficiently discrete or constant 

to allow the recognition of additional taxa, and 

there also appears to be little geographic 

correlation with different morphologies”
1
. Of partic-

ular relevance to variation within the study area, the 

‘crebra’ and ‘drepanophylla’ forms have “a similar 

distribution pattern .... In some areas, this 

distinction is obvious, but throughout much of the 

range of E. crebra .... the two taxa intergrade”
1
. 

I have also noted great variation in leaf width within 

stands of Narrow-leaved Ironbark. These are at 

times so categoric as to suggest a discrete genetic-

based polymorphism equivalent to eye colour in 

humans or head colour in Gouldian Finches. It is quite 

common for most trees in a stand to have crown 

leaves about 1.5 cm wide but to find a few individuals 

with leaves consistently about 2.5 cm wide. 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark is much more susceptible 

to death during drought than other eucalypts it 

occurs with
5,6

. It is also vulnerable to death of 

above-ground parts during fire notwithstanding the 

thickness of its bark
7
, and to severe damage by 

cyclones
8
. In south-east Queensland it was by far 

the slowest growing and most long-lived species 

among six species of dry sclerophyll forests, 

estimated to generally not form hollows until more 

than 300 years old, with the oldest tree estimated 

to be about 800 years old
9
. 

Widespread or heavy flowering of Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark occurs infrequently, reportedly only once 

every four or five years
10

, but when it does it can be 

a major source of nectar and pollen for apiarists, 

yielding choice honey with a heavy texture
10,11

. 

Koalas in north Queensland are frequently associ-

ated with Narrow-leaved Ironbark
12

, and this tree is 

known to be a major food source for Koalas in 

central and south-eastern Queensland
13,14

. 

Aborigines used a bark decoction of Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark for bathing sores
15

. 

In the earlier years of European settlement in north 

Queensland, the species was heavily logged
16

. The 

timber is resistant to both termites and powderpost 

beetles
17

; the blood-red wood can be interlocked or 

straight-grained and was used for fence posts, 

building, bearers, joints and flooring, heavy 

construction and railway sleepers
16,18,19

. It is good 

firewood
16

. Narrow-leaved Ironbark has been 

trialled as a plantation tree in Brazil and Mexico but 

survival and growth rates were low
20,21

. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark is widespread and 

abundant both within and beyond the study 

area. Its preference at times for plains and 

better soils may expose it to clearing. Fensham 

et al. estimated its decline to be 18%, presum-

ably based mainly on land clearing south of the 

study area; this is just short of the 20% thresh-

old for listing as Near Threatened. In the study 

area at least, it is well-represented in conser-

vation reserves. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

   

                              

Rough, fissured, blackish 

and hard: the bark of 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark 

is typical of the ironbark 

group. 

Leaves are the 

same non-

shiny colour 

on both sides, 

and are held 

pendant. 
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       Above: the shape of flower buds varies considerably in Narrow-leaved Ironbark; they may also be diamond-shaped. 

 

                                                                       

   

Flowers are white and delicate. 

 

 

Seed capsules are usually cup-shaped. 

Egg-in-cup flower buds (left) and squared seed capsules 

(below) of the ‘Murray Falls’ form that also has broader, 

greyer leaves than usual for the species (see Notes). 
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cullenii:  Sir William Cullen (1855-1935), an academic 

lawyer and politician in New South Wales 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright, slender 

or spreading tree 10–15 m tall or sometimes a little 

taller, with one or several trunks. Branches are 

ascending. Bark Rough to the small branches or 

smooth on branches less than about 2 cm diameter. 

Rough bark is hard and strongly fissured (ironbark) 

with ridges that are often flat-topped, pale to dark 

grey or blackish and often paler on ridges, at times 

with red-brown resin present deep in fissures. 

Smooth bark is pale, often whitish. Leaves Crown 

leaves are alternating along the branchlets, often 

about 10 cm long by 1.2 cm wide but somewhat 

variable, often slightly rounded at the tip, not shiny, 

pale green or pale yellowish-green or sometimes 

pale bluish green, the same colour on both sides. 

Sapling leaves are similar to crown leaves. 

Inflorescence Small, terminal on branchlets or in 

leaf axils, compound; perfect clusters (umbels) with 

seven or rarely three flower buds. Flower buds 

Arising abruptly from the stalk, broadly pear-

shaped or almost globular, green or yellow, about 

4.5 mm long by 3.5 mm wide when mature, the cap 

rounded or slightly peaked, cap scar present. 

Flowers small, white. Seed capsules often about  

3 mm long by 6 mm wide but can be a deal smaller, 

approximately hemispherical, with an obvious disc 

that is level with or raised above the rim, and 

obvious valves at or above level of the disc. 

Flowering January to April. 

Habitat Occurs in woodlands and open woodlands 

on well-drained and often harsh and infertile sites 

ranging from plains to steep hills, on an extra-

ordinarily wide variety of geological substrates. It is 

especially abundant on metasediments, and is 

common on granites but rare on sandstone. It can 

form monodominant stands but is commonly in   

  

 

 
 

admixture with a wide variety of other eucalypts  

– most often with a bloodwood (e.g. any one of  

C. clarksoniana, C. erythrophloia, C. hylandii or  

C. stockeri) and Dallachy’s Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana). 

Distribution Widespread and abundant in the 

centre, central-west and north of the study area, 

generally west of the coastal range but reaching the 

coast at Cooktown. Its south-eastern limits are 

approximately Davies Creek – Lake Tinaroo  

– Irvinebank – Innot Hot Springs – Undara – Mt 

Surprise and the Einasleigh River near the Gulf 

Development Road but it is infrequent near these 

limits. Its general distribution and local occurrence 

is largely complementary to that of Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark (E. crebra), and where they occur in 

proximity, Cullen’s Ironbark appears to occupy 

harsher sites. Elevation: from near sea level to about 

1,000 m, but mostly 150 to 750 m. 

Cullen’s Ironbark is endemic to north Queensland, 

occurring only in eastern and northern Cape York 

Peninsula south to the study area. 

Similar species Seed capsules wider than long, and 

with an obvious disc and valves, are distinctive 

amongst the ironbarks of the study area, as are the 

plump flower buds that arise abruptly atop their 

stalk. See E. crebra for more detail of differences in 

reproductive parts. 

AT A GLANCE  A small, upright, grey-barked 

ironbark abundant in western and northern 

parts of the study area. Its small seed capsules 

are distinctly wider than long with an obvious 

disc and valves. Crown leaves alternate along 

branchlets, are short, slender, stalked, dull and 

pale, and have a strong scent of eucalyptus oil 

when crushed. 

Eucalyptus cullenii CULLEN’S IRONBARK 
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In the absence of reproductive material, Cullen’s 

Ironbark can be difficult to distinguish from 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra) and great care 

should be exercised in doing so as no trait is 

categoric. Cullen’s Ironbark is generally a smaller 

tree with greyer bark, has smaller, duller, paler 

leaves, and the crushed leaves smell more strongly 

of eucalyptus oil. 

When Cullen’s Ironbark has blue-green leaves and 

no flower buds or seed capsules, it might be 

confused with Herberton Ironbark (E. atrata), 

Lemon-scented Ironbark (E. staigeriana) or even 

White’s Ironbark (E. whitei). It occurs in mixed 

stands with Lemon-scented Ironbark in that species’ 

limited range. The leaves of the three alternate 

species are generally much more blue-grey and are 

wider (sapling leaves are much wider). The 

branchlets of Herberton Ironbark are frequently 

coated with white wax (glaucous), and those of 

Lemon-scented Ironbark sometimes so, a feature 

especially noticeable on saplings and quite absent 

from Cullen’s Ironbark. 

Notes Cullen’s Ironbark has been rated as a major 

source of honey and medium source of pollen for 

apiarists, the honey being of choice flavour and 

heavy density
1
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Blake ST, Roff C. 1996. Honey Flora of Queensland. 
Third Edition. Department of Primary Industries, 

Queensland: Brisbane. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Bark of Cullen’s Ironbark is typical of ironbarks  

but at times greyer than other species.  

 Mulligan Hwy  All ironbarks along the 

section from Mary Farms to Mt Carbine  

and beyond appear to be this species.  

See E. chlorophylla for a specific site. 

 Chillagoe  Most or all greenish-leaved 

ironbarks around Chillagoe are likely to be 

this species. Bluer-leaved trees (rare here) 

may well be Lemon-scented Ironbark  

(E. staigeriana) as it is present. See  

C. dallachiana for a specific location. 

 Cooktown  All naturally occurring ironbarks 

in the Cooktown area are likely to be this 

species. See E. brassiana for a specific site. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Cullen’s Ironbark is abundant within its range, 

and with occurrence concentrated on poorer 

soils in remoter pastoral districts, it is not greatly 

exposed to land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

   

Crown leaves are fine and pale (above left), are are non-shiny and often have a rounded tip (above right). 

 

   

Flower buds are plump (left), and flowers are white and delicate (right). 

Seed capsules of Cullen’s Ironbark (right)  

are distinctive among ironbarks in having 

both a raised disc and exserted valves. 
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exserta:  exserted, referring to the valves of the seed 

capsules that project beyond the disc and rim 

Peppermint:  the leaves are strongly scented when 

crushed 
 

 

Description Trunk & branches Usually 6–12 m tall, 

multi-stemmed and spreading, but it can be single-

trunked and erect in high-rainfall areas. Bark 

Usually rough to the small branches, sometimes 

smooth on branches up to about 4 cm diameter. 

Rough bark is usually leaden-grey, sometimes grey-

brown or brown, slightly furrowed or coarsely flaky 

(similar to box-type), frequently appearing 

shattered on the basal few metres as if eaten out by 

termites. If present, smooth bark is a dull grey-

white or with a hint of colour (yellow, orange, 

salmon). Leaves Crown leaves held pendant, 

stalked, alternating along the branchlets but 

sometimes sub-opposite, lance- or narrowly lance-

shaped or even linear (parallel sides) and 

sometimes sickle-shaped, often about 7–12 cm 

long and 1–2 cm wide, dark green or green or 

slightly greyish-green, not glossy, the same colour 

on both sides, main side-veins well-spaced, intra-

marginal vein apparent. Sapling leaves are like crown 

leaves though not pendant and narrower (3–13 mm 

wide). Inflorescence In leaf axils, simple, with seven 

flower buds when perfect. Flower buds are about  

9 mm long by 5.5 mm wide when mature, having a 

prominent, conical cap with a scar at the base. 

Flowers white. Seed capsules The base is more-or-

less hemispherical, the disc very obviously elevated 

at a moderate to steep angle above the rim, and 

the valves are prominently exserted above the disc; 

about 5 mm long by 6 mm wide or often notably 

smaller (to 2 mm long by 4 mm wide). Flowering 

mostly November to February. 

 

 

Habitat Typically occurs in small patches as a 

component of stunted woodlands on a variety of 

harsh sites in association with other short eucalypts 

such as Shirley’s Ironbark (E. shirleyi), Range 

Bloodwood (C. abergiana), Charters Towers Box  

(E. persistens) or Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket  

(C. leichhardtii). Its most frequent geological 

associations are with infertile sediments of Tertiary 

age, and on granite outcrops. Near Cobbold Gorge 

it grows in a single-species stand in a discrete band 

on sandstone scree. On Dunk Island it grows by the 

coast as a component of vine-thicket on skeletal 

metamorphic soils exposed to salt water and/or spray
1
. 

Distribution Queensland Peppermint is widely 

scattered in small stands in the south of the study 

area north to Dunk Island
1
 and just north of Mount 

Garnet
2
. Most sites are west of the main coastal 

range in seasonally drier areas, but it also occurs on 

Dunk, Goold and Hinchinbrook Islands, and sub-

coastally near Cardwell (Attie Ck) and in the far 

south of the study area near Mutarnee and at Blue 

Hills (inland from Bluewater). Some other locations 

are: between Mount Garnet and Forty Mile Scrub, 

Gunnawarra Road, Yourka Reserve, a number of 

sites in the Valley of Lagoons, Princess Hills, near Mt 

Fox and Hidden Valley, and further west in the 

Newcastle Range and near Cobbold Gorge. 

Elevation: from sea-level where its base is scarcely 

out of reach of high tide and some foliage is burnt 

off by salt water
1
, to 900 m ASL, with the bulk of 

records being between 500 and 800 m ASL. 

The species occurs widely in the eastern half of 

Queensland, extending south from the study area 

to just into north-eastern New South Wales on the 

western slopes of the Great Dividing Range. 

AT A GLANCE  A very small or small tree, 

usually multi-stemmed, notable for the strong 

peppermint scent of crushed leaves. Queensland 

Peppermint combines the following features: 

 rough bark (usually leaden grey) through-

out or smooth only on the smallest branches; 

 narrow green leaves, esp. so on saplings; 

 infloresence a simple cluster in leaf axils; 

 flower buds with conical caps that are not 

covered with white, waxy powder; and 

 seed capsules with a prominently raised 

disc and strongly exserted valves. 

Eucalyptus exserta QUEENSLAND PEPPERMINT 
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Similar species Queensland Peppermint is most 

similar to Northern Peppermint (E. lockyeri subsp. 

exuta) but the two do not overlap in range, the 

latter occurring only north of Lake Tinaroo and 

Dimbulah. Northern Peppermint is often a slender, 

upright tree with more extensive smooth bark 

which is often richly salmon and extends to the 

main trunk. It often has larger seed capsules. 

Lockyer’s Peppermint (E. lockyeri subsp. lockyeri) 

occurs in closer proximity to Queensland 

Peppermint than does Northern Peppermint, with 

range overlap especially in the Princess Hills, but 

generally occurs at higher elevations. Lockyer’s 

Peppermint has more extensive smooth bark (often 

salmon) than Queensland Peppermint, with smooth 

bark at least on branches to 4 cm diameter. Foliage 

of Lockyer’s Peppermint is generally a greyer green 

and can be quite blue and glaucous especially when 

newly grown and on saplings. Crown leaves may be 

broader than those of Queensland Peppermint, and 

sapling leaves are consistently so, being 3.5–5.5 cm 

wide. The flower buds and even fresh seed capsules 

of Lockyer’s Peppermint are frequently covered with 

white wax (glaucous) whereas those of Queensland 

Peppermint are never so. Seed capsules of Lockyer’s 

Peppermint are generally larger than those of 

Queensland Peppermint, but there is overlap in size 

range.  

Based on form, bark and foliage, Queensland 

Peppermint can bear a strong resemblance to 

Charters Towers Box (E. persistens), Newcastle 

Range Box (E. provecta) and Mt Carbine Box  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(E. tardecidens), occurring in similar areas to the first 

two of these and at times intermingled with 

Charters Towers Box. The strongly conical flower 

bud caps and prominently raised disc and 

projecting valves of the capsules of Queensland 

Peppermint are very different from those of the 

boxes. In the absence of reproductive parts, it may 

be necessary to examine crown leaves closely. 

When crushed, those of Queensland Peppermint 

are strongly peppermint-scented whereas those of 

the boxes are eucalypt-scented, but in the absence 

of a direct comparison this should be interpreted 

with caution. More definitively, the inside angle 

between the central and main side veins is more 

than 45° in Queensland Peppermint, but less (often 

30–40°) in the boxes. When leaves are viewed with 

backlight under magnification, the oil glands are 

obvious in all four species; those in Queensland 

Peppermint occur between the smallest veins 

whereas those of the boxes are mostly connected 

to small veins. 

Notes Queensland Peppermint is closely related to 

the two subspecies of Eucalyptus lockyeri, and prior 

to description of the latter (E. lockyeri in 1991;  

E. lockyeri subsp. exuta in 1994), all were known as 

E. exserta. To this day, many old herbarium 

collections have not been updated, giving the false 

impression that Queensland Peppermint occurs 

further north than it does. Further, the relationship 

between them is still not entirely clear, some 

 Mount Garnet  From Return Creek in 

Mount Garnet township, travel 10.6 km 

south-west along the Kennedy Highway 

towards Mount Surprise. There is a scatter-

ing of Queensland Peppermint on the right-

hand side including a fine multi-stemmed 

indivdual with branches leaning out across 

the road easement. Other eucalypt species 

present are: Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket  

(C. leichhardtii) and Shirley’s Ironbark  

(E. shirleyi). 

 Cardwell  Walking trail to Attie Ck Falls. 

There are several on the exposed rocky 

rhyolite slope just below the Falls. See  

E. cloeziana for detail of other eucalypts 

along the trail. 

 For an atypical stand of the species in high-

rainfall coastal forest, take the walk to 

Muggy Muggy Beach on Dunk Island
1
. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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identifications remain in question, and it is possible 

that Queensland Peppermint is closer to E. lockyeri 

subsp. exuta than the latter is to E. lockyeri subsp. 

lockyeri
3
. Dean Nicolle

4
 has proposed splitting  

E. exserta into two species and merging northern  

E. exserta (including those in the study area) with  

E. lockyeri subsp. exuta under an alternative older 

name (E. insulana). However, this suggestion has 

not been properly published, the forms are readily 

distinguished in the field, and the idea has been 

refuted
3
. 

Both Queensland Peppermint and E. lockyeri belong 

to series Phaeoxylon, a well-defined group of seven 

or eight species
5,6

 of mallee-like or small trees all 

with seed capsules that have a strongly elevated 

disc and prominently exserted valves. Other 

members of the series in the study area are Cape 

York Red Gum (E. brassiana) and Sandplain Red 

Gum (E. ammophila). The series’ next-nearest rela-

tives include Forest and River Red Gum (E. tereticornis, 

E. camaldulensis respectively), which also have 

similar seed capsules. 

Consistent with the observation that Queensland 

Peppermint often occurs in near-coastal situa-

tions
1,7,8

 (though in the study area only on Dunk 

and Goold Islands), the species has a high tolerance 

of saline conditions though only when growing in 

well-drained soils
9
. 

Among the numerous constituents of its leaf oils
10

, 

relatively high concentration of D-Piperitone might 

be a major contributor to its peppermint scent. 

However, yield of essential oils is low compared to a 

number of other eucalypts
10

. The oil shows promise 

for the control of the Salmonella bacterium
11

. 

Constituents of Queensland Peppermint’s bark 

show promise for the control of snails, nematodes 

and moths
12

. 

In 700,000 ha of eucalypt plantations in southern 

China used for production of timber, tannin and 

leaf oil, and as a source of honey, Queensland 

Peppermint is the most planted species
13

. The 

species has particular value for the restoration of 

eroded and degraded land
14

. In natural stands, 

especially in the study area, it rarely grows to a size 

useful for timber production, but elswhere the 

timber has been used for general construction such 

as house frames, and fence construction
15

. In its 

natural habitat, Queensland Peppermint is regarded 

as only a minor source of honey because of 

irregularity of flowering
16

. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Vulnerable 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Queensland Peppermint is a widespread and 

common species to the south of the study area. 

Franklin & Preece estimated a decline of 48% 

due to land clearing, sufficient to warrant listing 

as Vulnerable and almost as Endangered; 

Fensham et al. did not assess its decline. 

Clearing reflects activity well to the south of the 

study area. The harsh sites occupied in the 

study area are unlikely to be cleared, and some 

are in national parks (Girringun, Paluma Range, 

Forty Mile Scrub, Family Islands, Hinchinbrook 

Island) and private conservation reserves 

(Wyndham Sandy Creek, Yourka, Cobbold 

Gorge). 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

   

                                                                  

Crown leaves of Queensland 

Peppermint are held pendant and 

are are moderately to quite slender 

(above left & right). They are non-

shiny, the same colour on both 

sides, and with well-spaced main  

side-veins and an obvious 

intramarginal vein (left). 

 

 

Sapling leaves are generally 

narrower than crown leaves  

and may be very slender (right). 
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Seed capsules are also typical of the red gum/peppermint group of species in having a raised disc and exserted valves. 

Another feature of the group is that the inflorescence is a simple cluster (umbel) arising in the leaf axils. 

The flower bud cap is longer than the 

bud base in Queensland Peppermint, 

as it is in all local members of the  

red gum/peppermint group of species. 
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Also known as Flooded Gum 

grandis: large, tall 

Rose: refers to the pale pink to red-brown wood 

Flooded: thought to refer to the rough stocking of 

bark at the base resembling flood debris; the species 

does not normally occur on flood-prone sites 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches A straight-trunked 

tree sometimes reaching 60 m tall. In the dense 

forests that are its usual habitat it often branches 

only in the upper half or third. Branches spread at a 

wide angle from the trunk, often 70 to 90° but 

sometimes as little as 30°. Trunks often have 

protruding knurls where branches once occurred; it 

also readily forms hollow ‘spouts’ where branches 

have broken off. Mature trees attain a diameter of 

more than two metres
1
 and may be hollow down to 

the ground. Bark Smooth except for a rough 

stocking at base. Smooth bark often appears white 

from a distance; viewed closely it varies from 

whitish to creamy-yellow to very pale grey, and is 

sometimes olive green with ochre patches 

especially when wet – longitudinal bands of olive-

green show where water has run down the trunk. 

Smooth bark is shed in brown or reddish, 

longitudinally curled ribbons up to several metres 

long which may persist on the trunk and branches 

or collect at branch junctions, and are often prolific 

on the ground nearby, sometimes forming a heap 

piled up around the trunk. Rough bark extends 

about 1–5+ m up the trunk, further on older trees; 

it is scaly, red-brown or brown, often with some 

paler tiles; this stocking is sometimes obscured 

under mossy growths. Leaves are broadly lance-

shaped, often markedly asymmetric at the base, 

often about 10–14 cm long by 2 to 4 cm wide, dark 

green and shiny on one side and paler green on the 

other, held with dark side facing outwards. The 

intramarginal and widely spaced side veins are fine,  
 

 

 

 
 

pale and obvious on the darker side of the leaf. 

Sapling leaves are generally broader (ovate), up to 8 

cm wide, and the contrast in colour between sides 

is stronger; they can be seen on saplings many 

metres tall. Inflorescence In leaf axils, simple, on 

stalks (peduncles) that are often flattened, with  

7, 9 or 11 flower buds when perfect. Flower buds 

are about 7.5 mm long by 4.5 mm wide when 

mature, green or yellow, with a conical or rounded 

cap with a peak; cap scar present. Flowers white. 

Seed capsules are about 7 mm long by 6.5 mm 

wide, inversely conical with a thickened rim but disc 

hidden within, the valves incurved and level with or 

protruding beyond the rim. Flowering March to 

June. 

Habitat Forms single-species tall open forests 

usually at the western edge of upland and 

sometimes mid-elevation rainforest, often in a 

discrete band from a few metres to about a 

kilometre wide
2,3

. Also occurs in mixed stands with 

other trees, particularly Small-fruited Red 

Mahogany (E. resinifera), Pink Bloodwood  

(C. intermedia) and Turpentine (Syncarpia  

AT A GLANCE  A tall to very tall, straight 

tree of wet upland forests. Rose Gum branches 

high on the trunk, the branches diverging at a 

wide angle to it. The bark is smooth and pale 

(often whitish) but for a stocking of reddish or 

brown rough bark at the base. Smooth bark is 

shed in ribbons which often remain dangling on 

the tree. Leaves are dark shiny green above and 

paler below. 

Eucalyptus grandis ROSE GUM 
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glomulifera). Mixed stands are often somewhat 

further from the rainforest edge than pure stands, 

and scattered individuals can occur even further 

away along watercourses in company with Forest 

Red Gum (E. tereticornis). Also found as an 

emergent over rainforest, though generally fairly 

close to the rainforest edge (see Notes), and 

occasionally as discrete patches of eucalypt forest 

embedded deep within rainforest. The species 

occurs on a variety of soils but especially infertile 

granites, and it is invariably associated with high 

rainfall; frequent mists during the dry season are a 

feature at most sites. 

Distribution Rose Gum occurs discontinuously in a 

narrow band at high-elevation, in ranges from the 

Windsor Tableland in the north to Paluma Range in 

the south. It appears to be absent from the 

Bellenden Ker, Francis and Walter Hill Ranges as 

these are unbroken rainforest at high elevations. To 

my knowledge, the gap in distribution between  

Mt Lewis in the north and the Lamb Range in the 

south (i.e. from Julatten to Kuranda) is real, but 

minor discontinuities shown on the map south-west 

of Tully and Cardwell, and in the Paluma Range, 

may reflect lack of survey of areas that are rather 

inaccessible. Elevation: 450 to 1,250 m ASL, but 

below 600 m only in the Paluma Range. It is 

generally most abundant above 800 m and 

especially above 1,000 m. 

 

The species occurs along the east coast of Australia 

south to near Newcastle in New South Wales. 

However, there are large gaps between the few  
 

 

stands in central and north Queensland, with the 

nearest south of Paluma being at Mt Elliot south-

east of Townsville, and ranges at Eungella near 

Mackay. 

Similar species Rose Gum is perhaps most likely to 

be confused with Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis), 

and the two species can be found together. Rose 

Gum tends to have a straighter, taller form with 

branches closer to horizontal (strongly ascending in 

Forest Red Gum), whiter smooth bark with more 

ribbons, a distinct stocking of rough bark, and 

leaves that are glossier and darker on one side 

(same colour both sides in Forest Red Gum). Flower 

buds and seed capsules are quite different, those of 

Rose Gum lacking the long horn-shaped cap on the 

flower bud and prominently raised disc on the seed 

capsules of Forest Red Gum. 

In a few places, notably in the Kirrama Range, Rose 

Gum occurs with Cadaghi (C. torelliana) and there 

the latter has a similarly tall, straight form and 

stockinged trunk. Cadaghi generally has greener 

smooth bark, though Rose Gum bark can 

occasionally be greenish and that of Cadaghi fades 

with age. If in doubt, look for the quite different 

appearance to the canopy with the crown leaves of 

 Davies Ck  Follow Davies Ck Road from the 

Kennedy Hwy for about 11 km to the Ridge 

Trail carpark; the road is narrow and wind-

ing and the upper part may be impassable 

to 2WD vehicles after rain at any time of 

year. Rose Gum is prominent from shortly 

after the Ridge Trail carpark and for several 

kilometres beyond. 

 Kennedy Hwy, Evelyn  From Mt Hypipamee 

towards Ravenshoe, proceed 2.2 km past 

the East Evelyn (Millaa Millaa) turnoff and 

park on right at Tom Carrick Road; if coming 

from Ravenshoe, proceed 0.3 km past the 

bridge over the Millstream to Tom Carrick 

Road on your left. Here, Rose Gum is grow-

ing over a well-developed rainforest mid-

storey. 

 Paluma  Take the Ewan Paluma Rd from 

Paluma towards Hidden Valley for about 4 km 

to the turnoff to Lake Paluma. Rose Gum is 

present at this turnoff and on towards Hidden 

Valley for about a further 5 km, with a part-

icularly fine stand from 3 to 4 km past the 

turnoff. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Cadaghi often wider, held horizontally and appear-

ing paler when viewed from below. Flower buds 

and seed capsules are very different. 

Notes Perhaps no other eucalypt anywhere has 

attracted as much research interest as Rose Gum. 

This is primarily for two reasons: that it is one of the 

most widely planted eucalypts – either in pure form 

or as hybrids with other eucalypts – for timber and 

pulp production world-wide, and because the 

status and management of the naturally occurring 

Rose Gum forests in north Queensland is uncertain 

and contested. All references cited in these notes 

refer to studies conducted in the wild in the study 

area unless specifically stated otherwise. 

Notwithstanding the considerable isolation of Rose 

Gum in north Queensland from populations further 

south, and their discrete genetic identity, overall 

genetic differentiation from southern populations is 

small, suggesting that isolation has occurred 

relatively recently
4
. In north Queensland, natural 

hybrids with Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis) and 

each of Small- and Large-fruited Red Mahogany  

(E. resinifera and E. pellita respectively) have been 

observed
5
; Rose Gum is fairly closely related to 

these three species. 

Pot trials using seed collected throughout its range 

including four sites in north Queensland show that 

Rose Gum seedlings do not develop a lignotuber
6
. 

Most eucalypts do have a lignotuber including Rose 

Gum’s close relative Sydney Blue Gum (E. saligna).  

Germination and establishment of Rose Gum 

seedlings likely requires disturbance such as fire
5
 

though this is not well documented (see 
7
 for an 

example). This is doubtless due to the lack of light 

normally reaching ground level in the wet forests it 

occurs in. Disturbance by logging has also been 

implicated in seedling establishment
1
, and erosion 

and deposition of silt along creeklines might also 

trigger germination.  

Growth over the first few years of up to 4 m height 

and 3 cm diameter per year has been reported from 

plantations
8,9

. In the wild, trunks grew an average of 

3 cm diameter per year over the first 15 years
7
. In a 

Brazilian plantation, roots reached the water table 

12 m underground in 2 years
10

. However, much 

slower rates have been reported from one NSW 

plantation
11

. Allocation of resources to shoot and 

root growth rather than lignotuber development 

may contribute to the rapid growth of seedlings. In 

pot trials, ectomycorrhizal fungi from animal scats 

infected roots of seedlings and improved their 

growth
12

, though roots of seedlings may be more 

heavily colonised by arbuscular mycorrhiza*
13

. In a 

pot trial, growth of seedlings benefited from the 

‘ash-bed effect’ via addition of phosphorous
14

, and 

 

    

Two perspectives on the same grand Rose Gum growing near Ravenshoe. 
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in plantations a positive effect of various fertilisers 

has been reported (doubtless depending on local 

soil conditions), e.g. nitrogen
15

 and potassium
16

. 

* ectomycorrhizal fungi form on the surface of 

roots, whereas arbuscular mycorrhiza are 

associations between plant roots and fungi in 

which the fungus penetrate cells in the roots. 

Mature trees grow much more slowly than 

seedlings and saplings, with diameter increments of 

about ⅓ cm per year reported for trees more than 

40 cm diameter
5
. In a Brazilian plantation, growth of 

small Rose Gums was suppressed by large ones
17

. 

Soft heartwood which is prone to rotting
18,19

 means 

that many older Rose Gums are frequently hollow.  

Compared to many eucalypts, Rose Gum has low 

leaf mass per unit area (i.e. they have thin or light 

leaves)
20

, and low wood density
20,21

. Roots are 

heavily colonised by beneficial ectomycorrhizal 

fungi, which is consistent with other tropical 

eucalypts but contrasts with the predominance of 

arbuscular mycorrhiza in seedlings and in nearby 

rainforest trees
13

. In a Brazilian plantation, fine roots 

in the surface 2 m of soil grew most in the wet 

season, but in deeper soil they grew late in the dry 

season
22

. In a NSW study, flower buds were formed 

annually but in reduced abundance in dry years
23

, 

with heavy flowering reported as occurring every  

2–3 years
24

. The nectar from planted Rose Gums 

was hexose-rich but flowers were not very 

productive
25

. Smooth bark is shed annually
26

, that in 

one study area population shedding it throughout 

the year but with a peak from July to January
27

. 

Though Rose Gum has been described as an 

obligate seeder
28

, i.e. killed by fire and regenerating 

only from seed, it has at least some capacity to 

survive fire. Some seedlings as young as 2-years old  

 

 

regenerated basally following death of above-

ground parts
5,29

, apparently from underground 

epicormic shoots as the species lacks a lignotuber. 

In a fire near Paluma (only) three of 35 two-year old 

seedlings survived
29

. Mature trees have resprouted 

from epicormic shoots in the trunk following 

complete defoliation
29 – photo in Suppl. App. 2

, though it is 

plausible that thin bark renders this a less effective 

mechanism than in many other eucalypts. Stands of 

Rose Gum frequently contain trees of various ages 

(obligate seeders often grow in stands with all trees 

the same age), which suggests on-going regen-

eration such as is more typical of fire-tolerant 

eucalypts
5
, but this could also be a legacy of 

logging activity
1
 or the smaller trees may be runts. 

Many Rose Gum stands in north Queensland have a 

dense understorey of rainforest trees and shrubs 

whilst others have a grass or sedge understorey
2,30,31

. 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Near Threatened 

Rose Gum occurs in a narrow, high-rainfall 

band along much of the east coast of Australia, 

where it is a favoured tree for forestry. In the 

study area it has a history of heavy logging but 

is now very well-represented in conservation 

reserves. Displacement by rainforest may be an 

issue for it in the long term, as also might be 

climate change and Lantana invasion – see 

Notes. Fensham et al. estimated its overall 

decline to be 26%, warranting listing as Near 

Threatened under IUCN criterion A2b. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

       

Trunks showing stocking variations, peeling bark and smooth bark darker and greener where water has run down the trunk. 
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Left pair: leaves showing both sides, darker above; sapling (top) and crown (bottom). 

Right pair: crown foliage (top and bottom). 

There is clear evidence through analysis of historical 

air photographs
2,32

, and measurements in perma-

nent plots
30

, of transitions from the latter to the 

former, i.e. development of rainforest understoreys. 

The transition triggers small changes in soil, with an 

increase in electrical conductivity and a decrease in 

pH and carbon–nitrogen ratios
33

. Rose Gums are 

also found as tall trees emergent over the canopy 

of well-developed rainforest; these may be healthy 

or senescent (moribund) and there is evidence in air 

photos of them dying out altogether over time
2,30

. 

Observation of moribund Rose Gums deeper within 

rainforest has been taken as evidence that the 

process has been underway for more than  

100 years, probably much more
30

. There are widely 

discrepant estimates of the rate of transition. One 

study across three sites reported that 70% of Rose 

Gum forests were “invaded” by rainforest over  

50 years
2
. Another reported that 76% of Rose Gum 

forests had been irreversibly “captured” by 

rainforest
34

. At one site, the rate of rainforest 

expansion into Rose Gum forest was 1.2 m per 

year
30

. In contrast, in a study across five sites the 

rate was 0.6 m per decade
32

, prompting an estimate 

that 25% of current “tall open forest” would remain 

after 2,000 years. There’s one report of Rose Gum 

advancing with and ahead of the transition
30

, i.e. 

Rose Gum seedlings colonising open forest not 
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previously occupied. The process is not irreversible: 

when fire burns into rainforest, as it is known to do 

in extreme dry and hot conditions, Rose Gum may 

colonise rainforest
7
. It has been argued that Rose 

Gum forests are best interpreted as dynamic 

ecotones between rainforest and open forest
20,35

 

rather than as discrete forest types as they have 

been described and mapped
e.g. 2,36

. 

This transition to rainforest is often interpreted as 

the result of absence of fire, and a recent change to 

fire regimes argued to be the result of the cessation 

of traditional Aboriginal burning and reduction in 

fuel loads by grazing stock
2,34,37

. There appears to 

be no direct evidence that pre-contact Aborigines 

burned, or did not burn, Rose Gum forests. An al-

ternative and possibly complementary and inter-

active explanation is that the transition is driven by 

the effects of human-induced carbon enrichment of 

the atmosphere on photosynthetic processes. These 

processes differ between trees and grasses, with 

higher levels of carbon favouring growth of 

rainforest, a trend that is far from restricted to Rose 

Gum forests
38,39

. 

Given these varied and uncertain perspectives, it is 

unsurprising that there is debate about the 

appropriate response. These range from advocating 

low-intensity controlled fires every 2–5 years
5,40

 to 

no intervention required
35,41,42

. Intervention (at least 

for wet sclerophyll forest if not specifically Rose 

Gum forests) has also been advocated on the 

grounds of conservation of birds
43,44

, Northern 

Bettong (Bettongia tropica)
45,46

, and the Wet Tropics 

population of the Yellow-bellied Glider (Petaurus 

australis)
47

, though conversely fire may destroy the 

veteran, hollow Rose Gums that provide dens for 

the latter species
1,48

. Some Rose Gum stands in 

north Queensland are actively burned for 

conservation management
e.g. 40

 but most are not. 

Rose Gum forests in north Queensland do not 

experience fire weather as severe as is encountered 

in some southern Australian tall eucalypt forests
28,49

. 

Some stands of Rose Gum in the study area have a 

dense understorey of the exotic shrub Lantana 

(Lantana camara), and in some of these forests this 

weed is increasing
5
. Lantana likely poses a threat to 

Rose Gum both by inhibiting germination and 

survival of seedlings and by carrying higher-

intensity fires than native understoreys. 

Rose Gum in north Queensland occurs in areas with 

high rainfall and where mists contribute substan-

tially to soil moisture
50

. In a Brazilian planta-tion, 

the water table provided only a small percentage of 

water used by Rose Gum but this was critical during 

dry periods
10

. These findings suggest sensitivity to 

climate change. However, pot trials with seedlings 

have yielded contradictory predic-tions about this 

sensitivity. One study demonstrated little response 

to elevated atmospheric carbon dioxide
51

. A 

warming experiment found that prov-enances from 

north Queensland showed reduced productivity 

whereas provenances from further south increased 

it
52

. In a study that considered both warming and 

elevated CO2 in parallel and interactively using 

potted seedlings grown from north Queensland 

seed, well-watered seedlings increased photo-

synthetic rate and water use efficiency and grew 

faster under both elevated temperatures and 

atmospheric CO2 and especially with the two 

combined, and allocated more biomass to roots in 

doing so
53

. However, those subjected to both 

warming and elevated CO2 died more quickly than 

controls when water was withheld, suggesting that 

     

Left–right: flower buds are in simple clusters on cluster stalks that are often flattened; flowers; seed capsules are inversely 

conical and the valves are incurved. 
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susceptibility to drought may increase with climate 

change. Another experiment with potted seedlings 

found no effect of either drought or elevated CO2 

on the production of chemicals that defend leaves 

against being eaten
54

. 

Rose Gum has been logged heavily in the study 

area and was perhaps the most important forestry 

eucalypt in the native forests of north Queensland. 

Use continued into quite recent times, e.g. Mt Baldy 

State Forest near Atherton in the 1990s. Major 

virtues were the large size of logs available and 

their straightness. The timber is not as dense as 

other eucalypts in the region
21

, is usually straight-

grained and a beautiful rose colour
18

. The large size 

of logs compensated for the soft heartwood which 

is prone to rotting and had to be removed
18,19

. It is 

also prone to shrinkage if dried too fast
18

. The 

timber is resistant to powderpost beetles but not 

termites, restricting its use to above-ground 

functions such as flooring and house frames, 

joinery, plywood, panelling and boat building
18,21,55

. 

Rose Gums and hybrids with other eucalypt species 

are widely planted as a source of timber and pulp, 

for example in sub-tropical Australia
56

, Brazil
17

, 

China
57

 and India
58

, and even on irrigated land in 

relatively arid areas
8,9

. Rose Gum is moderately 

tolerant of salty soils
59

. The most frequently planted 

hybrid is x E. urophylla, the latter a species from 

drier, montane sites in the Lesser Sunda Islands 

(Timor Leste and parts of Indonesia). This hybrid is 

sometimes referred to as E. ‘urograndis’. It is 

optimally productive on favourable sites whilst the 

hybrid x E. camaldulensis (River Red Gum) has 

proved hardy and productive in adverse circum-

stances
60

. 

Rose Gum leaves contain essential oils that are 

active against bacteria, fungi and insects
61

. 

In South Africa, Rose Gum is naturalised and at times 

invasive along watercourses
62

. It is considered a high 

risk of becoming invasive in the USA
63

 and Brazil
64

. 
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Two fine Rose Gums in Tumoulin National Park. 
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granitica:  granite, referring to the geology on which 
it often occurs 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An erect tree to 20 m 

or more, often Y-shaped with branches ascending 

fairly steeply. Bark An ironbark: bark rough, hard 

and fissured, mid-grey to blackish to the small 

branches or smoother and pale on branches up to 

about 2 cm diameter, with older trees showing 

some reddish resin at the base of fissures. The flat 

elevated tops between fissures are often paler, and 

at higher elevation sites the flat tops are often 

encrusted with lichen. Leaves Crown leaves are 

alternating along the branchlets, more or less 

pendant, broadly lance-shaped and sometimes 

finely serrated along the margin, darkish green and 

often somewhat shiny, the same colour on both 

sides or a little paler on one side, about 10 to 12 cm 

long, from 1.6 to 3.4 cm wide, and varying from tree 

to tree. Sapling leaves are perhaps more consis-

tently shiny, can be a deal darker on one side than 

the other, and are often held more stiffly, with the 

darker side facing up; on saplings less than about 

0.5 m tall they can be stalkless or nearly so. 

Inflorescence Small, terminal on branchlets and in 

outer leaf axils, compound; perfect clusters (umbels) 

have seven flower buds. Flower buds are about 5 mm 

long by 3 mm wide when mature; the cap is conical 

to rounded or slightly beaked; cap scar present. 

Flowers small, white. Seed capsules are more or 

less cup-shaped, about 5 mm long by 4.5 mm wide, 

the disc and valves enclosed below the rim. 

Flowering July to November. 

Habitat Granite Ironbark is frequently found on 

soils of granitic origin, but also occurs on basalt 

that is less fertile, more rocky and/or drier, rhyolite, 

Hodgkinson Formation metasediments, and less 

fertile alluvium or colluvium. It occurs often as a 

minor component of grassy open forests on less 

fertile rises and ridges, or at times as a co-dominant 

species. It grows with species such as Pink Bloodwood  
 

 

 

 

 

 

(C. intermedia), White Mahogany (E. acmenoides 

complex), Tindal’s Stringybark (E. tindaliae), Small-

fruited Red Mahogany (E. resinifera) and Lemon-

scented Gum (C. citriodora). 

Distribution Occurs along the length of the ranges 

in the study area from the upper Normanby River 

and Mt Poverty in the north, to south of Paluma in 

the south, especially on the inland side of the 

ranges with particular abundance in the Herberton 

Range and around Ravenshoe. It extends inland to 

the upper Valley of Lagoons and to basalt flows 

around and south of Undara. There are outlier 

inland records on Mt Janet near Lakeland Downs 

and Mt Mulligan, and scattered records from the 

coastal plain and adjacent hills. Elevation: there are 

records from near sea level to 1,260 m ASL, but the 

species is most often found above 400 m and is 

especially common above 800 m where it tends to 

replace Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). 

AT A GLANCE  A small to medium, erect 

ironbark most common in drier montane open 

forests. Leaves are stalked, alternate along the 

branchlets, darkish green, often somewhat 

shiny, and often more than 2 cm wide. Seed 

capsules are cup-shaped. 

Eucalyptus granitica GRANITE IRONBARK 
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Granite Ironbark is endemic to north Queensland, 

occurring only marginally outside the study area to 

the south-west of Townsville, with a recent report 

from near Mackay. 

Similar species Granite Ironbark is most likely to be 

confused with its relative Narrow-leaved Ironbark 

(E. crebra); flower buds and seed capsules are not 

consistently distinguishable. Granite Ironbark differs 

in having broader, darker and often somewhat 

glossy crown and sapling leaves, but the width and 

colour of crown leaves is not always a reliable trait. 

Sapling leaves of Granite Ironbark are darker on 

one side than the other (same colour on both sides 

in Narrow-leaved Ironbark), and on small saplings 

they are stalkless or nearly so, whereas those of 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark are distinctly stalked.  

On average, the bark of Granite Ironbark is greyer 

(blacker in Narrow-leaved Ironbark), but there is 

considerable variation within species and overlap in 

colour range. Granite Ironbark has compound 

infloresences both terminal on branchlets and in 

outer leaf axils; the inflorescence of Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark is usually terminal on branchlets but if 

there are some in the outer leaf axils then they’re 

simple. Granite Ironbark mostly flowers in the mid- 

to late dry season and Narrow-leaved Ironbark in 

the wet season, but this appears to be not always 

reliable with strong overlap in November. I have 

seen stands of Granite Ironbark on ridges with 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark on nearby flats which were 

clearly distinguishable on crown foliage alone, but 

at other times I have been unable to distinguish 

these species with confidence and they appear to 

intergrade. Granite Ironbark occurs more prolifically 

at higher elevations than does Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark. The identity of some ironbarks in the 

coastal lowlands is unclear. 

It is uncommon for two ironbark species to occur 

together, but at some sites such as around 

Herberton, Granite Ironbark grows with Herberton 

Ironbark (E. atrata). The two should be separable 

on a variety of traits, most readily by the dark green 

leaves of Granite Ironbark (grey-green or bluish 

leaves on Herberton Ironbark). Flower buds and 

saplings (especially branchlets) of Herberton 

Ironbark are usually covered in white wax 

(glaucous), but those of Granite Ironbark are not. 

Notes Eucalyptus granitica was formally described 

in 1991
1
, being differentiated from Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark (E. crebra) solely on characteristics of 

foliage. In the case of crown foliage, the distinction 

is not absolute (personal observation) and ‘inter-

grades’ between the two species (the second 

species reported as E. drepanophylla rather than  

E. crebra) have been reported
2
. Although the 

species appear to be distinguishable on 

inflorescence structure and sapling foliage,  

I suspect that some herbarium specimens have 

been misattributed to Granite Ironbark, and it may 

be more restricted to higher ranges than the 

mapped record indicates. Notwithstanding, the 

identity of ironbarks in high-rainfall areas of the 

coastal lowlands (Cardwell, Cairns, Daintree, 

Bloomfield) warrants further investigation and it is 

possible that Granite Ironbark is more prevalent 

there than currently understood. 

REFERENCES  
1 Hill KD, Johnson LAS. 1991. Systematic studies in  
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

With its occurrence predominantly on elevated 

sites higher in the ranges, Granite Ironbark is 

relatively well represented in conservation 

reserves and unlikely to be exposed to 

substantial land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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 between Atherton and Herberton  

Travelling from Atherton, drive up the 

Herberton Range. 350 m after you cross the 

high pass there’s a track on the right. Take 

it for 280 m to the clearing on your left (just 

past the track noticeboard); to this point 

the track is rough but passable by 2WD 

(beyond this point the track is 4WD only, 

definitely so after rain). There are a few 

Granite Ironbarks here particularly on your 

left. Other eucalypts present are: Pink 

Bloodwood (C. intermedia) and two stringy-

barks – Tindal’s Stringybark (E. tindaliae) 

and some White Mahogany (E. acmenoides 

complex). 

PS The type collection from which Granite 

Ironbark was formally described comes from 

beside the main road over the Herberton 

Range from Atherton to Herberton, a little 

way back towards Atherton from the high 

pass. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

                                                                    

   

Bark may be encrusted with lichen (above right) due to the 

misty environments at high elevation at which it often occurs. 

 

Leaves of Granite Ironbark (below) are broader and greener 

than those of Narrow-leaved Ironbark, and may be glossy. 

   

Flower buds (above left), flowers (left) 

and seed capsules (right) of Granite 

Ironbark are similar to those of 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark but 

inflorescences in leaf axils are more 

likely to be compound. 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A distinctive tree of escarpments 

in and around the Valley of Lagoons. Usually an 

upright, medium tree (surprisingly tall for the places 

in which it grows) with short though often 

horizontal branches. Its leaves are leathery, held 

more or less horizontally, broadly lance-shaped or 

oval with a tapered tip (ovate), shiny dark green 

above and much paler below. Bark is grey box-type. 

The tiny, crowded clusters (umbels) of flower buds 

are in compound inflorescences terminal on 

branchlets. Flower buds are distinctive with long-

pointed caps; both flower buds and seed capsules 

are tiny. Saplings leaves are similarly coloured to 

crown leaves but much wider (3–6.5 cm; 1.6–4.2 cm 

for crown leaves). 

Occurrence In the study area, Howitt’s Box is known 

only from in and around the Valley of Lagoons, 

from the Princess Hills near the Herbert River 

south-west towards Greenvale, with an outlying 

occurrence at Hidden Valley. Within the Valley of 

Lagoons it is widely dispersed but only in very 

specific habitat, occurring on the lower slopes of 

ironstone jump-ups presumably where seepage is 

available to their roots. 

 

Similar species Within its limited range and with its 

distinctive form and habitat, Howitt’s Box is utterly 

distinctive. The greatest risk is that you might not 

 

 

 

 

 

recognise it as a eucalypt at all! If in doubt, crush 

the leaves to detect the scent of eucalyptus oil. 

Growing on adjacent alluvial flats, you might from a 

distance confuse it with Sweet Honey-myrtle 

(Lophostemon suaveolens; a close relative of 

eucalypts), which however has fibrous or flaky (not 

box-type) bark, and paler, non-glossy leaves. 

  

Eucalyptus howittiana HOWITT’S BOX 

Bark of Howitt’s Box is 

rough, fine and grey. 
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 Wairuna Road  Warning – remote area, 

high-clearance vehicle strongly recommended. 

Likely to be impassable during the wet season. 

Travel south from Mount Garnet along the 

full length of the Gunnawarra Road (about 

55 km). At the junction where the straight-

ahead option becomes the Cashmere–

Kirrama Road, take the right branch (Wairuna 

Road), proceed for about 53 km to the turn-

off to Wairuna camp in Girringun National 

Park (Emu Vale Road) – but don’t turn off  

– then a further 8.4 km along Wairuna Road. 

You will cross a series of five creeks (these 

are anabranches of the Burdekin River). 

Immediately after the fifth (which has particu-

larly sandy banks), there is an ironstone 

jump-up evident about 80 m to your left. 

Walk in to the base of the jump-up. Howitt’s 

Box is the main tree on the slope below the 

rock outcrops, distinctive with its tall, slender 

upright form, pale grey rough bark and very 

green leaves held more or less horizontally. 

Other eucalypts on the slope are Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) and Narrow-

leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). The woodland 

on the alluvial flat features Forest Red Gum  

(E. tereticornis), with some Moreton Bay Ash 

(C. tessellaris), small Pink Bloodwoods  

(C. intermedia) and non-eucalypts such as 

River She-oak (Casuarina cunninghamiana) 

and Sweet Honey-myrtle (Lophostemon 

suaveolens). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

 

 

Branches of  

Howitt’s Box are  

often horizontal 

(above). 

 

 

 

 

 

Both crown leaves  

(upper left) and  

sapling leaves (lower 

left) are much darker 

on one side than the 

other, but sapling 

leaves are broader. 

 

 

    

Inflorescences are many-branched at the end of leafy branchlets (left). 
 

The pointed, stalkless flower buds (2
nd

 left) and flowers (3
rd

 left) are tiny. 
 

The stalkess seed capsules (right) are amongst the smallest of all eucalypts. 
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leptophleba:  fine veins, referring to the slender leaf 
veins. This is not a notable feature 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright or 

spreading tree to 15 to 20 m tall, with age develop-

ing a substantial and slightly crooked trunk (not 

usually hollow), heavy branches and a stately 

appearance. First branching is often quite low, 

about 20–50% of tree height. Bark is rough to the 

small branches, box-type (rough, often fairly thin, 

flaky and/or somewhat tiled, occasionally becoming 

thick and somewhat furrowed with age), mid-grey 

or sometimes pale grey or slightly grey-brown. 

Leaves From a distance, the crown often appears 

limey green (bluish-green in a minority of individ-

uals), or brighter green when covered with fresh 

growth. Crown leaves are held pendant, alternate 

along the branchlets or sometimes in off-set pairs 

(sub-opposite), lance- to broadly lance-shaped, 

straight or a little sickle-shaped, typically about  

15–20 by 2–4 cm (range 10–25 x 1.2–4 cm), non-

shiny light to mid-green, sometimes greyish- or 

bluish-green, usually the same colour on both sides 

but sometimes slightly darker on one side. The 

blade is rather thick and leathery, with a pale-yellow 

mid-vein thickened and raised prominently on both 

sides though more on one side than the other. Side 

veins are almost straight or a few forming loops, 

well-spaced; the intramarginal vein is present close 

to the edge of the leaf. The leaf smells moderately 

of eucalyptus oil when crushed. Sapling leaves are 

similar to crown leaves but held more stiffly and are 

often shorter and wider. Inflorescence terminal on 

branchlets, compound; perfect clusters (umbels) 

with seven or rarely three flower buds. Flower buds 

are oval, broadest towards the tip, tapered to the 

base (obovoid), about 9 mm long by 5 mm wide 

when mature; cap scar present. Flowers creamy 

white. Seed capsules are cup- or barrel-shaped,  

 

 

 

about 8 mm long by 9 mm wide, the rim often quite 

wide (looks like the disc), the disc enclosed below 

the rim, the valves at or slightly above the rim. 

Flowering January to March. 

Habitat Molloy Red Box forms woodlands, most 

often on well-drained and often fertile plains 

(alluvial, volcanic, colluvial), but also occurs on levee 

banks, along creek lines, and on nearby lower 

slopes of hills. Among its many associated eucalypt 

species, Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana) and 

Poplar Gum (E. platyphylla) feature particularly 

frequently. 

Distribution Widespread and often locally abun-

dant in much of the study area though in the south-

east it is confined to outlying stands at Cardwell 

and Mt Fox. With those exceptions, the south-

eastern limit is Gordonvale, Tolga, Innot Hot 

Springs, Cashmere Crossing, Lamonds Lagoon and 

Reedybrook Station. It is absent from areas with 

very high rainfall or high elevation. Elevation: from 

near sea level to 800 m ASL, though rarely above 

700 m. 

Molloy Red Box is found through much of Cape 

York Peninsula and south towards Richmond and 

Hughenden, and is known from one location in the 

south of Papua New Guinea near West Papua. 

AT A GLANCE  A widespread, well-formed 

tree of plains and lower slopes with grey box 

bark rough to the small branches. Leaves are 

non-shiny, green, often appearing limey green 

from a distance, usually the same colour on 

both sides; leaves are larger than those of other 

box species (often 15–20 by 2–4 cm). Seed 

capsules are usually 7–11 mm wide, larger than 

other boxes. 

Eucalyptus leptophleba MOLLOY RED BOX 
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Similar species Molloy Red Box is the most 

widespread of the fully rough-barked box species in 

the study area; it is also the largest of them, with 

the longest and widest leaves, and has the largest 

flower buds and seed capsules. The stately 

appearance of older trees, especially when growing 

in an open place, presence of rough bark to the 

smallest branches, the lime-green appearance of 

the canopy and non-glossy leaves generally renders 

it distinctive. Of other fully rough-barked box 

species, it is perhaps most likely to be confused 

with Shiny-leaved Box (E. chlorophylla) in the 

north, especially as the latter species does not 

always have shiny leaves notwithstanding its 

common name. Shiny-leaved Box is a smaller tree in 

all respects (see comparative photo of leaves and 

buds under E. chlorophylla); distingushing features 

include its more tightly held bark, shorter leaf stalks 

(generally 7–17 mm long; 13–33 mm in Molloy Red 

Box), and smaller seed capsules (typically about  

5 x 4.5 mm; 8 x 9 mm in Molloy Red Box) that are 

inversely top-shaped or sometimes cup-shaped 

(cup- or barrel-shaped in Molloy Red Box). 

The other large box species in the study area, Gum-

topped Box (E. moluccana), is readily distinguished 

by having smooth bark on medium and smaller 

branches. Further, the leaves of Gum-topped Box 

are often shiny. 

From a distance, Molloy Red Box might be confused 

with Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana) and 

the two species often occur together. The leaves of 

Clarkson’s Bloodwood are smaller, darker on one 

side than the other and a little shiny on the darker 

side, with a feather-like pattern to the veins. Flower 

buds and seed capsules are very different. 

Notes The timber of Molloy Red Box is dark red-

brown, dense and very durable
1,2

, but commercial 

use has been limited by its extreme hardness – so 

hard it damages saws – and proneness to the 

formation of sap rings
1
. It is sometimes used for 

heavy construction, fence posts and railway 

sleepers
2
. 

REFERENCES  
1 Mark Heaton, personal communication to Don Franklin. 
2 Boland DJ et al. 1984. Forest Trees of Australia. 

Thomas Nelson Australia & CSIRO: Melbourne. 

  

 Mareeba  The fine corridor of remnant 

trees along the Kennedy Highway south 

from Mareeba and extending intermittently 

to beyond Walkamin is mostly comprised of 

a mix of Molloy Red Box and Clarkson’s 

Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana). Example: 

junction with Martin Ave/Mines Road (the 

Mareeba Motor Inn turnoff), 1.5 km towards 

Atherton from where the Kennedy Highway 

turns abruptly south on the outskirts of 

Mareeba. See E. platyphylla for more detail 

of this site. See C. dallachiana for another 

site nearby. See C. confertiflora for a site at 

Mutchilba (towards Dimbulah). 

 Capt. Cook Hwy north of Cairns  Molloy Red 

Box is frequent in dry forest north of Palm 

Cove and around Wangetti, growing there 

with Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana). 

See the latter species for a specific site. 

 Undara  Occurs along the resort and 

National Park entrance road in a number of 

places. There is a particularly fine stand  

3.0 km from the Gulf Development Road  

on the left as you head in. Also present is 

Broad-leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora). 

 Mary Farms  Mulligan Hwy, north-west of 

Mount Molloy. There are some fine speci-

mens on the left of the highway heading 

north-west from Mount Molloy just before 

crossing Mary Creek. Also present is Moreton 

Bay Ash (C. tessellaris). See E. chlorophylla 

for another location not far away. 

 Kennedy Development Road  See  

E. orgadophila. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Molloy Red Box is widespread in north 

Queensland, occurring predominantly in 

pastoral districts which has limited its exposure 

to clearing. Its preference for plains with fertile 

soils could seriously expose it to future 

agricultural development of northern Australia. 

In the study area, clearing has been substantial 

within the agricultural districts of Walkamin, 

Mareeba, Mutchilba, Dimbulah, Mary Farms 

and Lakeland Downs, but the species remains 

common in pastoral areas not yet subject to 

clearing. There has been no assessment of the 

extent of decline. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

     

Bark of Molloy Red Box is grey or sometimes grey-brown, often rather thin and flaky (left, centre). 
 

Leaves are larger than in other co-occurring boxes. non-shiny, the same colour on both sides, and held pendant (right).  

Inflorescences are at the end of branchlets  

so that flowers are obvious on the outside  

of the canopy. 
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Flower buds of Molloy Red Box (above left) are larger than those of co-occurring boxes. 
 

Flowers are showy, appearing in January to March (above right). 

 

   

Seed capsules are (also) larger than those of co-occurring boxes; valves are obvious at or above the rim. 
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lockyeri:  Michael Lockyer of Ravenshoe, a plant 

enthusiast who recognised the species as distinct 

from Queensland Peppermint (E. exserta) 

exuta:  cast off or shed, referring to the lack of the 

white powdery wax often present on E. lockyeri 

subsp. lockyeri 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches A slender and 

upright or spreading tree 4 to 10 m tall, sometimes 

more, often branching a metre or two above the 

ground. Bark Rough-barked below and smooth-

barked above. The transition from rough to smooth 

occurrs at from 1 to 8 m height, generally on 

medium branches on older and multi-trunked trees, 

and on the trunk on younger and single-trunked 

trees, giving the latter a distinctly half-barked 

appearance. Rough bark is grey, rather nondescript 

(most nearly of box-type), often covered with thick, 

loose longitudinal crumbly flakes of variable size, 

often about 10 x 1 cm, but the bark can be hard 

and furrowed or even slightly fibrous. The transition 

from rough to smooth bark may be fairly abrupt or 

extend over a metre or so, the transition bark 

peeling in ribbony strips. Smooth bark is rather 

course-textured (i.e. not silky smooth), frequently 

salmon- or pink-coloured (at times quite intensely 

so) but fading (?seasonally) to whitish or pale grey. 

Leaves Crown leaves are held alternating along 

branchlets and pendant, are stalked and narrowly 

lance-shaped, typically 10–12 cm long by 1.2 cm 

wide but up to about 2 cm wide. They are a non-

shiny green or slightly grey-green, the same colour 

both sides. Veins are obvious; side veins are well-

spaced; intramarginal veins are well inside the leaf 

margin. Sapling leaves are similar to crown leaves 

but shorter; coppice leaves may be up to 3 cm wide. 

Inflorescence in leaf axils, simple, consisting of 

seven flower buds when perfect. Flower buds are 

shortly stalked, with a conical cap, about 8 mm long  
 

 

 

 

 

by 4 mm wide when mature; cap scar present. 

Flowers white. Seed capsules typical ‘red gum’ 

type with a prominently raised disc and valves 

strongly exserted though small, about 4 mm long 

by 7–8 mm wide. Flowering December to February. 

Habitat On skeletal soils at mid-level slopes in the 

ranges on a variety of substrates including granite, 

metasediments, sandstone and rhyolite. Occurs as 

small stands intermingled with a wide variety of 

other eucalypts that are often taller than it is. 

Distribution Unclear because of confusion about 

its identity (see Notes). Definite records are from the 

western slopes of the Lamb Range (Tinaroo Creek 

Rd, Davies Ck), between Mona Mona and Lake 

Mitchell, the drier slopes of the Carbine Tableland, 

and Mt Mulligan. It is possible that all northern 

records of E. lockyeri – from the Lamb Range and 

Mt Mulligan north but apparently not including 

those from the Hann Tableland – are of this form. 

Certain records are between 500 and 750 m ASL. 

Northern Peppermint occurs only in the study area. 

AT A GLANCE  A very small to small tree 

with rough grey bark of variable extent below, 

and smooth, often salmon or pink bark above. 

Crown and sapling leaves are narrow and green. 

The bud cap is conical; the seed capsule has a 

raised disc and exserted valves. An uncommon 

tree occurring on skeletal soils at mid-elevations 

in the ranges north from Lake Tinaroo and  

Mt Mulligan. 

Eucalyptus lockyeri subsp. exuta NORTHERN PEPPERMINT 
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   blue – subsp. exuta; green – subsp. lockyeri; yellow - ?? 

Similar species Northern Peppermint might be 

confused with Lockyer’s Peppermint (E. lockyeri 

subsp. lockyeri), Queensland Peppermint (E. exserta), 

and just possibly with Cape York Red Gum  

(E. brassiana), all of which have similar-shaped 

flower buds and seed capsules and are closely 

related. Note the relatively discrete, localised 

distributions of each within the study area with 

possible overlap of Northern Peppermint only with 

Lockyer’s Peppermint. 

Northern Peppermint is most reliably distinguished 

from Lockyer’s Peppermint by its narrower, 

greener sapling leaves which lack the white waxy 

powder present on the latter species. It also has 

narrower, greener crown leaves (but with some 

overlap in widths), and smaller flower buds and 

seed capsules; flower buds perhaps provide the 

best size differentiation, being about 8 mm long  

x 4 mm wide when mature in Northern Peppermint; 

10–13 mm long by 5–7 mm wide when mature in 

Lockyer’s Peppermint. Northern Peppermint is often 

a more slender tree of upright form with more 

extensive smooth bark, but there is overlap in these 

characters. It completely lacks the white, waxy 

powder (glaucescence) that is often present on 

Lockyer’s Peppermint (check sapling branchlets 

especially). 

Northern Peppermint differs most notably from 

Queensland Peppermint in having much more 

extensive smooth bark, Queensland Peppermint 

either having no smooth bark or some only on 

branches to 2–4 cm diameter only. Northern 

Peppermint also appears to have a shorter bud cap, 

and the rim and valves on the seed capsule don’t 

project as prominently. 

Among these three taxa there is also a gradient in 

habit – Northern Peppermint being most often 

slender and erect and Queensland Peppermint 

most often branching at ground level – and in the 

strength of the peppermint scent in the leaves  

– strongest in Queensland Peppermint and least so 

in Lockyer’s Peppermint. However, these traits are 

not consistent enough to allow accurate diagnosis. 

Northern Peppermint differs from Cape York Red 

Gum in having shorter, narrower leaves in both the 

crown and especially on saplings. Northern 

Peppermint also has considerably smaller flower buds 

and seed capsules, and the bark differs markedly. 

Notes Both the original description of E. lockyeri
1
 

and especially the subsequent description of subsp. 

exuta
2
 were inadequate. This has caused much 

confusion and the herbarium record of their relative 

distributions is grossly unreliable. The confusion has 

been substantially corrected by more accurate 

descriptions and diagnosis in EUCLID
3
, but 

herbarium collections cannot consistently be re- 

 Tinaroo Creek Road, accessed from 

Mareeba  Gravel road for 7 km, steep and 

rough in a few places but passable to this 

point in a 2WD with care; closed during 

periods of high rainfall. From the Barron 

River crossing on the Kennedy Highway 

near Mareeba, drive 1.3 km towards Kuranda, 

then turn right into Tinaroo Creek Road. 

Follow this road for 15.2 km, stopping 

immediately after an obvious geological 

transition to granite emphasized by the 

sudden appearance of many Lemon-scented 

Gums (C. citriodora). Among these Gums, 

the small trees with rough bark below and 

smooth bark above are Northern Peppermint. 

The fibrous-barked trees (rough to the 

small branches) are White Mahogany  

(E. acmenoides complex), the ironbarks are 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra), and 

there are also a few Dallachy’s Ghost Gum 

(C. dallachiana) and Common Red 

Bloodwood (C. erythrophloia). 

PS It is from this site that the subspecies 

was formally described
2
. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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evaluated because many lack sapling leaves and 

flower buds, leaf colour is not usually evident on 

dried collections, and white, waxy powder often 

wears off. A report of E. lockyeri subsp. exuta from 

Hidden Valley near Paluma
3
 which is based on a 

collection held in the Brisbane Herbarium, has now 

been corrected to E. exserta
4
. 

The confusion doesn’t end there. Some collections 

from Mt Mulligan have been identified as this 

subspecies, and some as E. exserta (Queensland 

Peppermint) based on small capsule size. However, 

the latter seems unlikely to me both because not all 

these collections have small capsules
5
, and because 

associated descriptions are consistent in describing 

the much more extensive smooth bark 

characteristic of Northern Peppermint. The site is 

not readily accessible. 

In its foliage and reproductive parts, but not its 

bark, Northern Peppermint is more similar to E. exserta 

than it is to E. lockyeri subsp. lockyeri (Lockyer’s 

Peppermint)
3,6,7

. It may thus warrant re-

classification, and this is why I have given the two 

subspecies separate entries, though there is also a 

case for maintaining the status quo
8
. Yet another 

proposal is to split E. exserta into two species (south 

and north) and to merge the northern species 

(which would include all those in the study area) 

with E. lockyeri subsp. exuta under a resurrected 

name (E. insulana)
7,9-10

. However, evidence 

supporting this proposal has not been published.  

I find the proposal implausible because of consider-

able differences between Northern and Queensland 

Peppermint in form, bark and sapling leaves. The 

proposal has been rejected by the authors of 

EUCLID
3
. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – not assessed 

Northern Peppermint is a rare taxon, having a 

limited distribution and even where found it 

occurs only in scattered small stands. However, 

the sites on which it occurs are mostly within 

national parks or other conservation reserves 

(the Mt Mulligan site excepted), and the 

skeletal and often steep sites it occurs on are 

unlikely to be threatened by land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Smooth bark on Northern 

Peppermint is often extensive  

and pink- or salmon-coloured,  

and the transition from rough bark 

may be quite ribbony (left).  

Photo by Deb Bisa. 

 

Crown leaves are green (right), 

typically greener and narrower  

than those of subsp. lockyeri. 

Sapling and coppice leaves are 

particularly useful to distinguish 

species and subspecies of 

peppermint. 

Those of Northern Peppermint, 

from 2-m tall sapling (left) and 

coppice leaves (right), are green 

and non-glaucous (cf subsp. 

lockyeri), and much broader than 

those of Queensland Peppermint 

(E. exserta). 

Inflorescences, flower buds (left) and seed 

capsules (right) of Northern Peppermint are 

typical of the peppermint and related red-gum 

group. However, compared to those of subsp. 

lockyeri, flower buds are never covered with 

white wax (i.e. are not glaucous). 
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lockyeri:  Michael Lockyer of Ravenshoe, a plant 

enthusiast who recognised the species as distinct  

from Queensland Peppermint (E. exserta) 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Somewhat variable 

in form; often a spreading 4–8 m tree with a single 

trunk but branching within a metre or so of the 

ground, sometimes multi-trunked, sometimes erect 

and 8–15 m tall with higher and fairly heavy 

branching. Bark Rough on the trunk and major 

branches, sometimes only on the trunk to one 

metre, smooth on branches up to at least 4 cm 

diameter. Rough bark is leaden grey to grey-brown, 

at times coarsely fissured near the base, otherwise 

flaky and somewhat box-like or shallowly fissured, 

often appearing shattered. The transition to smooth 

bark often features peeling strips for several metres. 

Smooth bark is usually pale salmon-coloured but 

fades seasonally to grey or off-white. Leaves Held 

more or less pendant, alternating along branchlets, 

lance-shaped, often 12–15 cm long by 2–3 cm wide, 

non-shiny green to grey-green to blue-grey, often 

with white waxy powder (glaucous) when fresh, the 

same colour on both sides, with a prominent vein 

parallel to the margin (the intramarginal vein) and 

1–2 mm from it. Leaf stalks and branchlets of 

saplings have a covering of white waxy powder, as 

do the sapling leaves when young; these leaves are 

35–55 mm wide, becoming dull blue-grey with age. 

Inflorescence in leaf axils, simple, consisting of seven 

flower buds when perfect. Flower buds 10–13 mm 

long by 5–7 mm wide when mature, with a strongly 

conical or beaked cap 8–10 mm long, sometimes 

larger, yellow or greenish or covered with white wax 

(glaucous); cap scar present. Flowers white. Seed 

capsules have a raised disc and strongly-exerted 

valves (red-gum type), often about 5 mm long by  
 

 

 

 
 

8 mm wide but somewhat variable in size; may be 

glaucous when fresh. Flowering December to 

February and possibly later. 

Habitat Lockyer’s Peppermint grows in dry open 
forests on elevated, well-drained slopes and hills with 
infertile and often rocky soils mainly of granitic or 
rhyolitic origin, but also sometimes on basalt 
(Tumoulin–Ravenshoe area), metasediments and 
colluvial substrates. It tends to occur as scattered 
small stands among a range of other eucalypts but 
especially with White Mahogany (E. acmenoides 
complex). In the Mt Emerald area, Lockyer’s 
Peppermint is a component of montane heaths that 
are frequently immersed in cloud1. 

Distribution Known only from a narrow band of 

higher, drier ranges from near Wallaman Falls in the 

south, north at least to Mt Emerald/Walsh’s Bluff 

area (SW of Walkamin) and most likely to the Hann 

Tableland (NW of Mareeba). There are possible 

records from the southern slope of the Windsor 

Tableland but the subspecies there needs 

confirmation – see Notes for E. lockyeri subsp. exuta. 

Westerly limits include the Mt Misery Ridge south 

of Irvinebank, and the Princess Hills in the far west 

of Girrungun National Park. It is most abundant 

from Walsh’s Bluff through Herberton to Ravenshoe, 

AT A GLANCE  A very small to small tree 

with rough grey bark on the trunk and larger 

branches and smooth, often salmon-coloured 

bark on small and often medium branches. 

Crown leaves are often grey-green or bluish. 

Saplings have broad leaves (35–55 mm wide) 

and are typically bluish with white powdery wax 

present at least on the branchlets. The bud cap 

is conical; the seed capsule has a raised disc and 

exserted valves. Occurs at mid- to high-elevation 

on harsh sites. 

Eucalyptus lockyeri subsp. lockyeri LOCKYER’S PEPPERMINT 
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though patchy even there. Elevation: mostly 800 to 

1,100 m ASL, occasionally down to 600 m, and to 

400 m in the Wallaman Falls area. 

 
  green – subsp. lockyeri; blue – subsp. exuta; yellow - ?? 

Lockyer’s Peppermint occurs only in the study area. 

Similar species Lockyer’s Peppermint might be 

confused with Northern Peppermint (E. lockyeri 

subsp. exuta) and Queensland Peppermint  

(E. exserta), to both of which it is closely related. It is 

distinguished from both most clearly by having 

broader, bluer or greyer sapling leaves with white 

powdery wax (glaucousness) present at least on 

branchlets. Crown leaves of Lockyer’s Peppermint 

are also often broader and generally greyer than 

both other species; compared to Northern 

Peppermint it has larger flower buds. Compared to 

Queensland Peppermint it generally has larger seed 

capsules. It often has less smooth bark than 

Northern Peppermint and, in my experience, nearly 

always has more smooth bark (at least on branches 

to 4 cm diameter, often more) than Queensland 

Peppermint (which may have none, or only on 

branches to 2 cm diameter, rarely to 4 cm dia-

meter). Although the three taxa have interlocked 

distributions in north Queensland, there is little or 

no overlap between them. There is uncertainty 

about subspecies identity in the north (especially 

Mount Molloy to the southern slopes of the 

Windsor Tableland). Queensland Peppermint 

generally occurs at lower elevations; for example, 

Lockyer’s Peppermint occurs at Ravenshoe but 

Queensland Peppermint at Mount Garnet. 

Queensland Peppermint generally has a more 

southerly distribution, with adjacency in the 

Princess Hills area. 

Sapling leaves of Lockyer’s Peppermint bear a 

striking resemblance to those of Herberton 

Ironbark (E. atrata), and the two species can be 

found together. The mature trees, however, have 

very different bark, flower buds and seed capsules. 

Notes Long thought of as part of Queensland 

Peppermint (E. exserta), the distinctness of Lockyer’s 

Peppermint was first recognised by Michael Lockyer 

of Ravenshoe for whom the species was named in 

1991
2
. Many early reports of E. exserta in the study 

area are attributable to E. lockyeri, including a 

number of herbarium collections that have not 

been updated. 

The two subspecies of E. lockyeri appear to me to 

be quite distinct such that Northern Peppermint 

might be more closely related to Queensland 

Peppermint than to Lockyer’s Peppermint; this is 

why I have treated them separately. Nevertheless, 

poor description of the species and subsequently 

the subspecies has generated much confusion. 

These issues are discussed in more detail in the 

Notes for E. lockyeri subsp. exuta. 

Lockyer’s Peppermint, Northern Peppermint, 

Queensland Peppermint, Cape York Red Gum  

(E. brassiana), Sandplain Red Gum (E. ammophila), 

and several other species not present in the study 

area are a closely-related group of small trees or 

mallees of harsh environments. They are, in turn, 

part of the broader red gum group which locally 

includes River Red Gum (E. camaldulensis) and 

Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis). All have simple 

flower bud clusters in leaf axils, flower buds with a 

more or less conical or elongated cap, and seed 

capsules with a raised disc and strongly exserted 

valves. There is as yet no consensus on the names 

applicable to these groups. 

 Herberton  The Mining Museum carpark: 

the spreading tree in the centre is this 

subspecies, as are several tall individuals on 

the downslope side. The ironbark here-

abouts is Herberton Ironbark (E. atrata), the 

smooth-barked tree is Lemon-scented Gum 

(C. citriodora), and the tree with bark that is 

stringy or in fibrous strips is White Mahogany 

(E. acmenoides complex, mediocris form). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

(species, Least Concern (implied)) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – not assessed (species, 

Least Concern) 

Lockyer’s Peppermint has a limited range but is 

locally abundant and is reasonably well-

represented in conservation reserves. Whilst 

there has been some clearing around 

Herberton and Ravenshoe, its occurrence on 

poorer and often rocky soils on elevated slopes 

limits its exposure to that risk. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

     

                                                                    

Rough bark on Lockyer’s Peppermint 

can be coarse and fissured near the 

ground (above left), becoming thinner 

and nondescript higher up (above 

centre). Smooth bark on small to 

medium branches is often salmon-

coloured (above right). 

 

An unsual extensive pure stand, 

photographed at Kaban (between 

Herberton and Ravenshoe). 
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Crown leaves of Lockyer’s 

Peppermint can be grey-

green or even bluish when 

newly grown (far left, left). 

Sapling leaves of Lockyer’s Peppermint are broad, blue-grey and on 

white-waxy (glaucous) stems (left), features distinguishing it from other 

peppermints. 

Flower buds (above right, below left) and seed capsules (right) are 

typical of the peppermint/red-gum group but may be white waxy. 
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megasepala:  large sepals; this is a key trait distin-

guishing it from Darwin Stringybark (E. tetrodonta) 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Usually erect and 

slender-trunked, commonly less than 12-m tall 

(sometimes to 20 m); often flowers at 2–3 m tall. 

Bark is rough on all but the branchlets, fibrous 

(stringy), grey or grey-brown on the surface, 

reddish underneath. Leaves Crown leaves are 

paired (opposite) or nearly so (sub-opposite), held 

pendant, stalked. They are somewhat to very sickle-

shaped (falcate), fairly slender with a long-tapered 

tip and/or with a narrow linear extension to the tip, 

often about 15 cm long by 2.5 cm wide, being 

leathery, non-shiny, mid-green or grey-green, the 

same colour on both sides. The mid-vein is raised, 

yellow; side veins are well-spaced, at about 45° to 

the mid-vein, often branched and interconnected; 

an intramarginal vein is obvious about 1 mm from 

the margin. Sapling leaves are larger and propor-

tionately broader than crown leaves. Inflorescence 

in leaf axils or sometimes on older leafless 

branchlets, simple, with three flower buds when 

perfect. Because the leaves are paired, inflores-

cences are in pairs one on either side of the 

branchlets. The common stalk (peduncle) is 9–26 mm 

long, strongly flattened. Flower buds are on robust 

flattened stalks often about 6 mm long and 

similarly wide; each bud is about 14 mm long by  

12 mm wide when mature, green or yellowish, the 

base bell-shaped with four (sometimes eight) 

prominent ridges and four lobes (sepals) 5–9 mm 

long; the cap is prominent, somewhat conical with a 

blunt tip, prominently ribbed. Flowers creamy-

white, the stamens long and loosely held; promi-

nent ribbing inside the green flower cup; sepals  

 

 

 

 

obvious. Seed capsules Cluster (umbel) stalks 4–7.5 

mm wide. Individual capsules on flattened stalks; 

capsules about 20 mm long by 14 mm wide, more-or-

less cup-shaped or cylindrical in profile but square 

in cross-section with four prominent ribs and 

obvious lobes 4–9 mm long arising from the rim; 

disc and valves below the rim but the valves are 

obvious. Flowering April to July. 

Habitat Not fully described for the study area due 

to historical confusion with Darwin Stringybark  

(E. tetrodonta) and frequent lack of reproductive 

material to facilitate identification. Sandstone 

Stringybark is known to occur in the study area 

mainly on sandstone, infertile alluvium and 

metasedimentary hills, sometimes on granitic 

outcrops, often occurring on slopes of broken rock 

and elevated areas but sometimes on infertile flat 

lands. It is often in pure stands but also occurs 

intermingled with other eucalypts, especially with 

Blotchy Bloodwood (C. stockeri) on sandstone and 

alluvium in the far north of the study area, and 

AT A GLANCE  An upright, slender-trunked 

very small to small tree of harsh sites in north-

western and central-western areas. Bark is fibrous 

through-out; the stalked leaves are sickle-shaped 

and paired (opposite). Stands of saplings with 

large leaves may be obvious along roadsides. 

Resembles Darwin Stringybark, though it is 

usually a smaller tree; in contrast, flower buds of 

Sandstone Stringybark have four very prominent 

lobes, the bud cap is prominently ridged, and 

seed capsules are square in cross section with 

four obvious lobes. 

Eucalyptus megasepala SANDSTONE STRINGYBARK 
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Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii) and Clarkson’s Bloodwood 

(Corymbia clarksoniana) on metasedimentary hills. 

Sandstone Stringybark generally grows on shallower, 

more rocky soils than Darwin Stringybark. 

Distribution This species is quite common on 

sandstone hills and flats near Laura, it may be the 

main stringybark on metasedimentary hills near 

Maytown, and is locally common on harsh rises 

north-west of Chillagoe. It is sparingly scattered in 

other western areas at least as far south as 

Bulleringa National Park and almost to Mount 

Garnet. Elevation: definite records range from 95 to 

760 m ASL. 

 
blue – megasepala; green – tetrodonta; red – both;  yellow – ?? 

Sandstone Stringybark is endemic to north 

Queensland, occurring from the study area north 

along the inland eastern part of Cape York Peninsula 

to the upper reaches of the Wenlock River. 

Similar species Without flower buds or seed 

capsules, Sandstone Stringybark is indistinguishable 

from Darwin Stringybark (E. tetrodonta) (see next 

paragraph). These two species overlap extensively 

in geographic range but only very marginally with 

one other stringybark – White Mahogany  

(E. acmenoides complex) – from which they are 

readily distinguished by having paired (opposite) 

leaves and very different flower buds and seed 

capsules. 

Seed capsules and especially the flower buds of 

Sandstone and Darwin Stringybark are very 

different – it is as if those of Sandstone Stringybark 

are ‘on steroids’. Seed capsules of Sandstone 

Stringybark are somewhat larger, square in cross 

section, have four prominent ribs and teeth that are 

4–9 mm long; those of Darwin Stringybark are 

round in cross section, have either no ribs or two 

faint ones, with teeth that are less than 1 mm long. 

The flower buds of Sandstone Stringybark are 

somewhat larger, with a cap that tapers to a blunt 

tip, prominent ribbing, and lobes 5–9 mm long; in 

contrast, those of Darwin Stringybark have a dome-

shaped cap, at most faint ribbing, and lobes 1–3 mm 

long. The two species often occur in adjacent but 

discrete stands, with Sandstone Stringybark the 

smaller tree on the harsher site. Sandstone 

Stringybark flowers from April to July, Darwin 

Stringybark from July to October. 

Notes Sandstone Stringybark was, until 2006
1
, 

treated as part of Darwin Stringybark (E. tetrodonta). 

I have observed Sandstone Stringybark appearing 

extremely drought-stressed with a mix of yellowed 

and dead leaves (photograph on last page of 

species text). This is likely to be an occasional 

consequence of the harsh sites on which it grows. It 

appears to flower infrequently. 

Sandstone Stringybark is one of the 7% of eucalypts 

whose floral parts have true (free) sepals, and one 

of the very few (including Darwin Stringybark  

[E. tetrodonta] and all Angophora species) in which 

the sepals are readily apparent; the only other 

eucalypts in which they are so strongly apparent are 

several rare mallees and mallets from Western 

Australia. By contrast, in most eucalypts the sepals 

have modified over evolutionary time to form the 

outer layer of the bud cap, and are not individually 

evident. 

REFERENCES  
1 Bean AR. 2006. Eucalyptus megasepala A.R.Bean 

(Myrtaceae), a new species from Queensland allied to  

E. tetrodonta F.Muell. Austrobaileya 7: 305-310. 

  

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

In describing the species, Bean noted that it is 

“common and widespread”
1
. Its occurrence on 

poor soils often on remote, elevated rocky 

areas means it has little if any conceivable 

exposure to land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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 Laura  Sandstone Stringybark is quite 

common on harsher sandstone substrates 

(both lower-lying and on major rock 

outcrops) along the Peninsula Development 

Road south-east of the town, for example 

towards the Split Rock art site turnoff 12.5 km 

out, but so too is Darwin Stringybark  

(E. tetrodonta) so you’ll need to check 

flower buds or seed capsules. At the Split 

Rock art site (entrance fee applies), Sandstone 

Stringybark grows among rocks on the 

scree slope along the walk to the galleries, 

whilst the taller stringybarks around the 

parking area are Darwin Stringybark. The 

bloodwood with shiny leaves occurring with 

both stringybarks is Blotchy Bloodwood  

(C. stockeri). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Bark is finely 

fibrous – 

stringybarked. 

   

Crown leaves on Sandstone Stringybark are curved (falcate) (above left & right; below left).  

Note the fine extension to the leaf tip (below left) which is often present. 

Sapling leaves (below right) are longer and broader than crown leaves. 

     

Main side veins are well-spaced (below). 
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Flower buds of Sandstone 

Stringybark have the most obvious 

sepals (above left & right) of any 

eucalypt in the study area. 

 

 
 

Floral stamens are loosely  

held (left), falling off readily. 

 

 
 

Leaves yellow and dying (right)  

under severe drought conditions. 

 

 
 

Floral sepals (top of page) persist  

on seed capsules, forming four  

prominent teeth (below left & right). 
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melanophloia:  black bark 

The local subspecies is E. melanophloia subsp. 

melanophloia. 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Usually erect with 

one or several trunks, sometimes spreading, often 

7–10 m tall or a little more. Fine branchlets often 

arching or pendant. Bark Black or leaden grey, thick 

and either coarsely fissured or somewhat slabby, 

very hard and not easily peeled, rough to the small 

branches. Branchlets smooth, covered with white 

wax when newly grown. On saplings, branchlets can 

be square in cross-section. Leaves Opposite 

(paired), stalkless or nearly so, round, oval  or rarely 

lance-shaped with a round, slightly notched or 

broadly pointed tip, silvery blue-grey or even 

purplish when new, or sometimes blue-green, 

ageing to a dull blue-grey with a hint of green, up 

to 9 cm long by 5 cm wide but usually no more 

than 5 cm long by 4 cm wide. Sapling leaves 

similarly round or oval, sometimes larger than 

crown leaves. Inflorescence small, terminal on 

branchlets, compound; the main inflorescence stalk 

to first branching (peduncle) 5–15 mm long; perfect 

clusters (umbels) with seven flower buds. Flower 

buds about 5.5 mm long by 3.5 mm wide when 

mature, the cap conical and at times beaked, often 

covered with white wax; cap scar present. Flowers 

creamy white, small. Seed capsules cup-shaped, 

about 5 mm long and the same wide, disc and 

valves below the rim, yellow-green, often covered 

with white wax when fresh. Flowering January to 

February, but there are also quite a few records 

from June and July. 

Habitat Forms low open woodlands, or sometimes 

woodlands, either in pure stands or mixed with a 

range of other eucalypts, growing on well-drained, 

infertile plains and lower slopes of a wide variety of  
 

 

 

 

 

 

geologies including rhyolites, granites, colluvium, 

infertile alluvials, metasediments and occasionally 

metamorphics. 

Distribution Most records are in the centre and 

south-west of the study area in an arc from 

Dimbulah though Irvinebank, Petford and Almaden 

to Gingerella Station (45 km west of Mount Garnet), 

and thence to Talaroo Station, Georgetown and 

Forsayth. Scattered records along the southern 

margin of the study area further east reflect that it 

is common just south of there. The only record 

from the coastal slope is south-west of Bluewater in 

the far south-east of the study area. Elevation: 

mostly 250 to 750 m ASL but down to 70 m near 

Bluewater. 

Silver-leaved Ironbark occurs widely in drier parts of 

the eastern two-thirds of Queensland and northern 

New South Wales (subspecies melanophloia), with 

outlying stands around Mt Isa in Queensland and 

north-west of Alice Springs in the Northern 

Territory (subspecies nana). 
 

AT A GLANCE  A small ironbark of inland 

areas with a crown of small, rounded, nearly 

stalkless, paired (opposite) leaves that often 

appear silvery though this varies seasonally. 

Compared to Shirley’s Ironbark (E. shirleyi), it 

has a better-developed crown of smaller leaves 

and shorter inflorescence stalks, and never has 

the grossly thickened branchlets and ribbing on 

flower buds and seed capsules that are often 

features of Shirley’s Ironbark. 

Eucalyptus melanophloia SILVER-LEAVED IRONBARK 
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Similar species With its dark ironbark and 

rounded, paired, often silvery leaves, Silver-leaved 

Ironbark can only be confused with Shirley’s 

Ironbark (E. shirleyi). Shirley’s Ironbark has much 

fewer and larger leaves that scarcely form a canopy, 

giving it an even scruffier appearance than Silver-

leaved Ironbark. The definitive difference is that the 

inflorescence stalks (peduncles; length from base to 

first branching) of Shirley’s Ironbark are 17–37 mm 

long (5–15 mm in Silver-leaved Ironbark). Seed 

capsules of Shirley’s Ironbark are generally larger, 

about 8 mm long by 7.5 mm wide (about 5 by 5 mm 

in Silver-leaved Ironbark). The flower buds and seed 

capsules of Shirley’s Ironbark are often ribbed or 

four-angled, whereas those of Silver-leaved 

Ironbark are round in cross-section. 

Silver-leaved Ironbark and Shirley’s Ironbark do not 

usually occur together. Where they occur within the 

same landscape, Shirley’s Ironbark will generally be 

on the more elevated and skeletal soils. For 

example, at Talaroo Station Shirley’s Ironbark grows 

on the skeletal rhyolitic plateau of the northern 

Newcastle Range whereas Silver-leaved Ironbark 

grows nearby on the undulating foothills and 

slopes, with only slight overlap; where they do 

overlap they sometimes hybridise. 

Confusion with White’s Ironbark (E. whitei) may 

arise south of Georgetown where intermediates 

between these species occurs (see Where to find 

this species and Notes). These species would not 

normally be confused because White’s Ironbark has 

stalked, lance-shaped leaves arranged alternately 

along branchlets. 

Notes Planting trials showed that the mallee habit 

of Silver-leaved Ironbark from Mt Isa and the 

Northern Territory has a genetic basis, with 

consistent multi-stemming and a well-developed 

lignotuber regardless of growing conditions. This 

form was described in 2011 as subspecies nana
6
. 

There are other small differences as well. 

Silver-leaved Ironbark is closely related to White’s 

Ironbark (E. whitei). The two differ markedly in 

crown foliage and growth habit, but could not be 

distinguished genetically and intergrades have been 

reported in the study area and elsewhere
7
 (see 

Where to find this species). This appears to be a case 

of speciation in progress based on retention of 

immature foliage into the crown by Silver-leaved 

Ironbark, a process known as paedomorphy (“child-

form”). Evolution of different leaf forms may be 

driven by responses to climate, with the broader, 

near-stalkless leaves of Silver-leaved Ironbark likely 

maximising photosynthesis, at the cost of increased 

leaf temperature by often being held horizontally, 

whilst the lance-shaped, stalked leaves of White’s 

Ironbark are held pendant, reducing leaf 

temperature at the cost of reduced rates of photo-

synthesis
7
. In the study area, Silver-leaved Ironbark 

is the more widespread species and generally 

occurs in more elevated (and thus cooler) and 

perhaps slightly moister areas. 

Silver-leaved Ironbark and the woodlands it 

dominates have been the subject of detailed 

studies in regions to the south of the study area 

(see also citations in the Conservation Status 

section), where the species may grow to 20 m tall
8
. 

Compared to co-occurring eucalypts, Silver-leaved 

Ironbark is relatively shallow-rooted
9
 and prone to 

death during drought
10,11

. At a local scale, tree 

density is higher where soils are more favourable, 

and these conditions can reduce drought death, but 

conversely, competition between trees closer 

together can cause death during drought
12

. 

However, on at least some soil types seedlings 

emerge best under drier conditions
13

 though a 

study in New South Wales found that seedlings 

germinated best in cool, moist conditions
14

. 

Seedlings are relatively resistant to drought and 

fire
15

. Seeds of Silver-leaved Ironbark are relatively 

large compared to those of some associated 

eucalypts
13

, and capsules contain an average of 

only 3.4 viable seeds
16

. The foliage and trunk of 

Silver-leaved Ironbarks intercepted 11% of rainfall, 

the amount reaching the ground below increasing 

to close to 100% for rainfall events of more than  
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15 mm
17

. The annual fall of litter (old leaves, 

branches, flowers, seed capsules etc.) in  

E. melanophloia woodland was 2.73 tonnes per 

hectare, with 81% falling in the warm season 

months of October to March
16

. 

Rarely growing to a size useful for timber 

production, the wood of Silver-leaved Ironbark has 

been used for “fencing and local farm 

construction”
18

. In south-east Queensland where 

the species grows larger than in the study area, “an 

8 or 9 foot long, 2-foot diameter hollow log 

(silverleaved ironbark preferred because its centre 

decays quickly) could be used as a fish trap to catch 

jewfish, eels, and turtles”
19

 – see the reference for 

fascinating extra detail. 

REFERENCES  
1 Hall TJ et al. 2016. Pasture production and composition 

response after killing Eucalypt trees with herbicides in 
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2 Kaur K et al. 2005. Pasture production in cleared and 
uncleared grazing systems of central Queensland, 

Australia. Rangeland Journal 27: 143-149. 
3 Kaur K et al. 2007. Impact of tree clearing on soil 
attributes for a pastoral property in central Queensland, 

Australia. Soil Science 172: 516-533. 
4 Sangha KK et al. 2005. Tradeoffs between pasture 
production and plant diversity and soil health attributes  

of pasture systems of central Queensland, Australia. 
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5 Sangha KK et al. 2005. Impact of tree clearing on soil 

pH and nutrient availability in grazing systems of central 
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Commonwealth – species and local 

subspecies, not listed 

Queensland – species and local subspecies, 

not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – species and local 

subspecies, not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – species, Least Concern 

Both the full species and its locally-represented 

subspecies are widespread and abundant. 

Within the study area, its (patchy) occurrence in 

remoter areas on poor soils limits exposure to 

land clearing. However, the species is less 

secure in areas to the south where land clearing 

has been and is much more extensive, and 

Fensham et al. assessed its decline at 19%, 

almost sufficient to warrant classification as 

Near Threatened. Silver-leaved Ironbark wood-

lands have been appraised for pasture improve-

ment following herbicidal poisoning of the 

trees, with the benefits proving negligible in 

the first four years and only relatively small 

(compared to some other woodland types) 

thereafter – a 35% increase in the seventh 

year
1
. Further, benefits may not persist much 

beyond this time frame
2
. There is evidence that 

clearing of Silver-leaved Ironbark woodlands 

causes an increase in sub-soil sodicity and thus 

a degeneration in soil structure and increased 

risk of erosion
3
, and also that clearing increases 

soil pH which reduces the ability of pastures to 

take up nutrients
4,5

. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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 Burke Development Road between 

Dimbulah and Almaden  Driving west 

from Dimbulah town centre, you may first 

encounter the species as scattered individuals 

at about the 16 km mark. There’s an obvious 

major stand from 39 to 45 km with a number 

of gate entrances and gravel pits in which 

to safely pull off the road. The species 

‘peters out’ on the far side of the Bismark 

Range 55 km from Dimbulah. 

 Irvinebank (Montalbion)  Warning: unsealed 

road; can be a bit rough and narrow in places, 

and is not passable after heavy rain due to a 

number of creek crossings. From Herberton, 

proceed west for 26 km to Irvinebank, 

passing through Watsonville. From Irvinebank 

proceed 6.0 km towards Petford to the 

junction with the Hales Siding Road, then 

another 0.3 km towards Petford. The stand 

of Silver-leaved Ironbark is around the 

Petford end of the quarry. There are also a 

few ironbarks with narrow leaves – I couldn’t 

find seed capsules to identify them but they 

are most likely Cullen’s Ironbark (E. culleni). 

There are also a few Clarkson’s Bloodwood 

(C. clarksoniana) in the vicinity. 

There is more Silver-leaved Ironbark along 

Hales Siding Road, a disturbed stand  

0.4–1.1 km up from the Petford Road and a 

better one at 1.9–2.4 km. You can return to 

Herberton by continuing up Hales Siding 

Road, with Shirley’s Ironbark (E. shirleyi) for 

comparison at the 8.7 km mark from the 

Petford Road; you’ll rejoin the Herberton to 

Irvinebank Road at 11.8 km. 

 for trees that are intermediate between this 

species and White’s Ironbark (E. whitei), 

take the road from the main crossroads in 

Georgetown toward Forsayth for 14.1 km; 

park with care. There are several intermediates 

on the left side, along with Georgetown Box 

(E. microneura) and a red bloodwood that is 

probably C. pocillum. There are more inter-

mediates on the rise 1.7 km further on. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Foliage of Silver-leaved Ironbark often lives  

up to its silver name (right column).  

Though often almost round (2nd from top), 

leaves can also be elongated oval (3rd from 

top) or rarely lance-shaped. 
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Bark is hard, fissured  

and can be somewhat slabby 

(left). 

 

 

The inflorescence appears  

at the end of branchlets  

but new leaves may emerge 

within it (right). 

Seed capsules may be covered with white wax (glaucous)  

when fresh (left), but this wears off (below). These valves  

on these capsules are not yet quite fully formed. 

A fine stand of  

Silver-leaved Ironbark 

at Montalbion  

(NW of Irvinebank). 
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Also known as Gilbert River Box 

microneura:  small nerve, referring to the leaf veins 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches A small spreading 

tree developing a stout trunk and heavy branches 

with age, typically branching within 1–2 m of the 

ground. It is most often about 8–10 m tall, but 

reaches 15 m on favourable alluvial sites, and 

survives as a sparse wispy tree of 5 m height on 

shattered rhyolite in the Newcastle Range. Bark 

Rough to the small branches, box-type, pale grey, 

grey or grey-brown, sometimes quite tiled, often 

appearing almost white from a distance; branchlets 

often yellow, covered with white powder. Leaves in 

the crown are alternately arranged along the 

branchlets, blue-grey to grey-green, stalked, 

broadly lance-shaped, typically about 10 x 2.5 cm, 

often about four times as long as wide. Sapling 

leaves are similar to crown leaves but may have a 

more rounded tip and be covered with white waxy 

powder. Inflorescence terminal on branchlets or in 

leaf axils, compound; perfect clusters (umbels) 

usually with seven flower buds, rarely three.  

Flower buds egg-shaped though the cap may be 

rounded, conical or beaked, about 7 mm long by 4 

mm wide when mature, often covered with white 

waxy powder; cap scar present. Flowers dull white. 

Seed capsules inversely conical (i.e. narrowest at 

base) or cup-shaped, about 5.5 mm long and wide, 

usually covered in white waxy power when fresh, 

the disc slightly descending and the valves at about 

the level of the rim. Flowering limited data 

suggests December to February is the main time. 

Habitat A tree of low open woodlands, sometimes 

Acacia shrublands, in the relatively hot and dry 

districts in the south-west of the study area, where 

it grows in stands of its own or with a wide variety 

of other eucalypts, and sometimes as a minor 

element among wattles. Georgetown Box grows on 

a remarkable variety of landforms – undulating 

metamorphic and metasedimentary landscapes, 

granitic lowlands and uplands, rhyolitic uplands, 

and Tertiary, basaltic and alluvial plains. It is, 

however, scarce or absent from the elevated 

sandstones and red kandosols of the Newcastle 

Range, and from heavy clays. The common feature 

of these diverse occurrences appears to be good 

drainage. 

Distribution Confined to, but abundant in the 

south-west of the study area southward from just 

north of Bulleringa National Park, south-west from 

Barwidgi (50 km west of Mount Garnet) and west 

from Undara and Lynd Junction. Elevation: 200 to 

750 m ASL though mostly below 600 m. 

 

AT A GLANCE  A small or very small 

spreading tree with pale box-bark and blue-grey 

or grey-green leaves that are stalked and 

alternate along the branchlets. Georgetown Box 

is confined to the south-west of the study area, 

but is exceedingly abundant there. 

Eucalyptus microneura GEORGETOWN BOX 
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Georgetown Box occurs only in mid-north 

Queensland, from the study area west to Croydon 

and south towards but not reaching Hughenden 

and Richmond, with possible outliers on the 

Mitchell River to the north and in the Cloncurry area 

to the south-west. 

Similar species Generally quite distinctive with its 

pale box bark and grey, stalked leaves. On alluvial 

sites where Georgetown Box grows largest, it can 

occur with and might be confused with Molloy Red 

Box (E. leptophleba). Even in these situations, 

Molloy Red Box is usually taller; more definitively, 

Molloy Red Box has longer and broader leaves that 

are lime-green, the bark is usually darker, flower 

buds and seed capsules are distinctly larger, and no 

part of Molloy Red Box is covered with white waxy 

powder. 

Other box-barked eucalypts within the range of 

Georgetown Box either: 

 have distinctly green leaves and lack white waxy 

powder (Newcastle Range Box E. provecta 

and Shiny-leaved Box E. chlorophylla [rare in 

area]); or 

 have stalkless, heart-shaped or elliptical 

leaves in pairs (Silver Box, E. pruinosa; 

extremely rare in area). 

Other eucalypts within the range of Georgetown 

Box that have greyish leaves are ironbarks with 

blackish, furrowed bark. 

Notes The restricted occurrence of Georgetown Box 

both within and beyond the study area is 

noteworthy given that the species is remarkably 

abundant within its range and versatile with respect 

to the environments on which it grows. Range 

boundaries within the study area are well-defined, 

with as little as 10 km of taper from being abundant 

to absent. This suggests that the species is 

expanding its range and may be of relatively recent 

origin (at evolutionary time scales). Georgetown 

Box is most closely related to Cloncurry Box  

(E. leucophylla)
2
, a species that occurs around Mt Isa 

and Cloncurry – a region that is even hotter and 

drier than Georgetown. This further hints at the 

possibility that Georgetown Box is well-suited to 

the hotter and drier times associated with recent 

and predicted climate change. 

Georgetown Box is one a number of woody plant 

species that landholders report to have increased in 

recent decades with vegetation thickening
3
. 
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Photo by Deb Bisa. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Though Georgetown Box has a tightly defined 

and somewhat limited distribution, it is 

extraordinarily abundant within it, and being in 

remoter pastoral districts the species has had 

little exposure to land clearing. It is poorly 

represented in conservation reserves, though 

the acquisition in 2016 and subsequent 

declaration of Rungulla and Littleton National 

Parks (both beyond the study area) has 

improved the situation
see 1 for Rungulla

. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Gulf Development Road west from Mt 
Surprise to Georgetown  As one drives west 
from the town of Mt Surprise, Georgetown Box 
becomes common and obvious about 15 km 
beyond the town* and is abundant around 
Georgetown. A good place to see it is at 
Casey’s Rest, a gravelled area on the left of 
the Gulf Development Road 27.7 km past the 
Einasleigh River bridge towards Georgetown. 
     * there are also some to the east of Mt 
Surprise, near the turnoff to Chillagoe 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

                              

   Leaves are blue-grey to grey-green and broadly lance-shaped (above, below left & below centre). 

Branchlets are often yellow and covered with white wax (below right). 

         

Bark is box-

type and pale 

(left). 
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Flower buds of 

Georgetown Box are 

egg-shaped (left) 

though the cap may 

be beaked. 

Inflorescences arise 

from leaf axils (left) or 

are terminal on 

branchlets (right). 

Seed capsules are covered with white wax (glaucous) when fresh (left, 

below). Valves in those photographed have yet to fully develop.  

Photo at left is by Deb Bisa. 
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Also known as Grey Box 

moluccana:  Molucca (Maluku) Islands, Indonesian 

islands west of New Guinea. The collection from 

which the species was formally named (the type 

specimen) was in cultivation on Ambon Island;  

it does not occur there naturally 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright and 

rather slender Y-shaped tree with steeply ascending 

and long branches, 15–25 m or more tall, often 

particularly tall for the environments where it 

occurs. Trunks become fairly substantial with age. 

Bark Rough on the trunk and lower parts of major 

branches, smooth above, often with a short ribbony 

transition. Rough bark is mid- to light grey, box-

type, usually finely and thinly tiled, at times with 

patches of thicker, more crumbly material overlain. 

Smooth bark is silky smooth and somewhat shiny, 

whitish or grey-white sometimes with a hint of 

salmon. Leaves Crown leaves are alternating along 

the branchlets, semi-pendant, mid- to dark-green, 

often shiny, the same colour colour on both sides, 

broadly lance-shaped, often about 12 cm long and 

2–3 cm wide but can be up to 6.5 cm wide. Sapling 

leaves vary from very broadly lance-shaped to 

almost round, can be up to 10 cm or more wide, 

often somewhat asymmetric at the base, and are 

mid- to dark-green, often shiny, thick and leathery, 

with obvious, well-spaced side veins and an 

intramarginal vein often 3 mm from the leaf edge; 

they are held horizontally and may be a little darker 

on the upperside on smaller saplings but becoming 

more like crown leaves with sapling development. 

Inflorescence terminal on branchlets or sometimes 

arising in leaf axils, compound, with seven or 

sometimes more flower buds per perfect cluster 

(umbel). Flower buds are green or a little yellowish, 

about 6 mm long by 3 mm wide when mature; the 

cap is conical, without a cap scar but the base of 

the cap is usually obvious with the cap often paler 

than the bud base. Flowers white. Seed capsules  
 

 

 

 

are about 5.5 mm long by 4.5 mm wide, cup- or 

barrel-shaped, with the disc and valves hidden 

inside the rim. Flowering The record is sparse; 

flowering might occur at almost any time of year 

but perhaps especially in February and March
1
. 

Habitat Forms tall woodlands most often on plains 

(basalt, alluvial, colluvial) which may be poorly 

drained but are not usually floodplains; also occurs 

on a variety of other substrates including granite 

and rhyolite, the latter especially in higher rainfall 

areas at higher elevation. Often forms single-

species stands, or grows intermingled with Forest 

Red Gum (E. tereticornis). 

Distribution Occurs just west of the main coastal 

ranges in a band patchily south from Herberton 

through Innot Hot Springs to the Valley of Lagoons, 

extending west to Mount Garnet and close to Forty 

Mile Scrub, and east to Kirrama. There is an outlier 

stand in the south-east at Hidden Valley. Elevation: 

500 to 950 m ASL. 

AT A GLANCE  An upright tree usually with 

steeply ascending branches, often quite tall for 

the seasonally dry areas in which it occurs. Bark 

is grey, rough box-type on the trunk and major 

branches, but silky smooth on small and medium 

branches. Saplings are often abundant, standing 

out with their broad and often shiny green leaves. 

Eucalyptus moluccana GUM-TOPPED BOX 
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Gum-topped Box occurs from the study area south 

along the east coast of Australia to a little south of 

Sydney, extending several hundred kilometres 

inland. 

Similar species Distinctive with its tall, upright 

form, grey box-type bark below and smooth bark 

on medium and small branches, and relatively 

broad rather dark and shiny leaves especially on 

saplings. The broad sapling leaves are a little similar 

to those of Poplar Gum (E. platyphylla) but the 

mature trees are very different, Poplar Gum having 

smooth bark throughout. Other shiny-leaved box 

species (Shiny-leaved Box [E. chlorophylla] and 

Reid River Box [E. brownii]) have rough bark on all 

but the smallest of branches; Shiny-leaved Box 

occurs further north and north-west than Gum-

topped Box with no overlap in range; Reid River Box 

is rare in the study area but grows with Gum-

topped Box in the Valley of Lagoons. 

Gum-topped Box could conceivably be confused 

with Mountain Coolabah (E. orgadophila), having 

in common box bark below and smooth bark above 

with a ribbony transition, and quite similar flower 

buds and seed capsules, the latter reflecting that 

the two species are fairly closely related. The rough 

bark of Mountain Coolabah is less extensive, 

ribbony bark usually far more abundant, its leaves 

are narrow and not at all shiny, and the tree is 

usually heavily branched quite low. Mountain 

Coolabah is rare in the study area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes Gum-topped Box has a complex phylo-

genetic relationship with a number of other 

box species in eastern and south-eastern Australia 

with a history of introgressive hybridisation
1
, and its 

taxonomic distinctness from them might be 

questioned. However, this doesn’t affect us in 

north-eastern Australia as none of the confounding 

species are present here. 

The foliage of Gum-topped Box is a preferred food 

for Greater Gliders (Petauroides volans)
4
 and locally 

and in some other areas also for Koalas 

(Phascolarctos cinereus)
5
, sap obtained from the 

trunk is consumed by the Yellow-bellied Glider 

(Petaurus australis)
6
 though not by the population 

of that glider in the study area, and the flowers 

provide nectar for the Little Red Flying-fox 

(Petaurus scapulatus)
7
. 

In cultivation, Gum-topped Box has proven to be 

remarkably tolerant of saline sites
8
, a fact not 

obviously suggested by its natural habitat except its 

tolerance of poor drainage (salt and poor drainage 

both inhibit the uptake of water). In a glasshouse 

experiment, seedlings recovering from fire were 

adversely affected by infection with the invasive 

Myrtle Rust (Austropuccinia psidii)
9
, but I know of 

no evidence suggesting susceptibility at levels of 

concern in the field. An experiment with potted 

seedlings found no effect of either drought or 

 Kalunga (Herberton area)  From the main 

cross-road at the top of the hill in Herberton 

(by the Spy Camera Museum and super-

market), proceed towards Ravenshoe for 

5.2 km then turn right into Flaggy Creek 

Road. At 2.0 km down this road, there’s a 

gravelled farm gate entrance safe for parking. 

On the flatter ground in front of you, most 

trees are Gum-topped Box, with some Forest 

Red Gum (E. tereticornis) among them. 

 Hidden Valley near Paluma  From Paluma, 

take the Ewan-Paluma Rd to Hidden Valley 

(partly unsealed) for about 22 km to the 

Running River (pull off to right just before 

bridge over the main channel). On rises 

either side of the floodplain there are fine 

stands of Gum-topped Box. See A. floribunda 

for eucalypts present on the floodplain. 

 Minnamoolka (south of Mount Garnet)  

– see E. brownii. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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elevated CO2 on the production of chemicals that 

defend leaves against being eaten
10

. 

The timber of Gum-topped Box is valued highly and 

the species was utilised heavily in north Queensland 

notwithstanding its occurrence in generally drier 

country than most commercial eucalypt forestry
11

. 

The mid-brown wood is very durable and termite 

resistant, stable when dry, hard, strong and doesn’t 

split, and was used in heavy construction and as 

railway sleepers, house frames, decking, fence posts 

and rails; it is also excellent firewood
11-13

.  

Bark of Gum-topped Box was used by Aborigines to 

cover huts
14

. Smoked leaves have a sweet scent and 

were used to purify places
14

. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Vulnerable 

Gum-topped Box is widespread along the east 

coast of Australia. Fensham et al. assessed its 

decline to be 31%, qualifying it for listing as 

Vulnerable under IUCN criterion A2b. In the 

study area its main occurrence is on basalt and 

alluvial plains, fertile soils which have prompted 

some clearing and may invite more in the future. 

In the Sydney area, Gum-topped Box is an 

“important component of Cumberland Plain 

Woodland which is listed as an Endangered 

Ecological Community under the NSW 

Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995”
2; see 

also 3
. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

   

Gum-topped Box has grey, fine, box-type bark  

on the trunk and major branches (far left),   

and pale, smooth bark on medium to small 

branches (near left). 
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Crown leaves are darkish green and often shiny (above left), and can be broad. However, sapling leaves (above right) are broader. 

 

   

Inflorescences are compound and mostly at the end of branchlets (above and below). 

 

                    

                                                                                      The disc and valves are hidden within the seed capsules (right). 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description An upright, heavily-branched 

medium tree of basalt plains in the south-centre of 

the study area, where it is uncommon. It is strikingly 

half-barked with a rough-barked stocking of about 

15 to 40% of tree height, with smooth bark above. 

The stocking is grey and box-barked with ribbons at 

the upper fringe. Smooth bark is white or whitish 

with ribbons of shed bark often hanging from 

branch joins. Crown leaves are narrowly lance-

shaped, non-shiny, green or grey-green, the same 

colour on both sides, but sometimes revert to 

intermediate form – much shorter with a rounded 

tip. Seed capsules are more-or-less cup-shaped, 

about 9 mm long by 8 mm wide. 

Occurrence In the study area, Mountain Coolabah 

occurs in scattered small stands on volcanic plains 

south from Yourka Reserve and Forty Mile Scrub.  

It occurs near the Herbert River at Yourka and also 

on either side of Cashmere Crossing on the 

Cashmere-Kirrama Road. It is rare at Forty Mile 

Scrub but there’s a more extensive stand to the 

south on the Kennedy Development Road (see 

Where to Find this Species). 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similar species Shares the half-barked appearance 

of Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris) with which it 

can occur. Mountain Coolabah is readily distin-

guished by its duller canopy, presence of bark 

ribbons, and rough bark that is not strongly tiled. 

Flower buds and seed capsules are also quite 

different. 

Flower buds and seed capsules of Mountain 

Coolabah are similar to those of its relative, Gum-

topped Box, but Gum-topped Box has much more 

extensive rough bark, fewer bark ribbons, and 

leaves that are broader, greener, and often shiny 

especially on saplings. 

  

Eucalyptus orgadophila MOUNTAIN COOLABAH 

 Kennedy Development Road 63.4 km 

south of the junction of Kennedy and Gulf 

Development Roads (the junction just south 

of Forty Mile Scrub). There is a fine stand 

around the Wyandotte-Conjuboy Road 

turnoff (signposted also to Jervoise Station), 

for example just past the grid on Wyandotte-

Conjuboy Road. Other eucalypts present are 

Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba), Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) and Narrow-

leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Above: crown leaves are non-shiny (left), mostly lance-shaped (centre), but sometimes shorter with a round tip (right). 

 

              Below: inflorescences can be simple in leaf axils (left) or compound at the end of branchlets (right). 

                 

Mountain Coolabah has a stocking  

of rough box-type bark on the  

lower trunk (left).  

 

Bark on the branches is  

smooth and white, with ribbons  

of loose bark at the transition  

and in branch joins (right). 
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pachycalyx:  thick calyx, referring to the thick wall of 

the seed capsule 

Pumpkin:  describes the colour of the underbark and, 

seasonally, of the bark 

The population in the study area is subspecies pachycalyx. 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Tree to 15 m tall, 

often less, usually with a single, sinuous trunk that 

with age becomes stout and heavily-branched and 

often with a swollen base (to about 0.3 m). Often 

develops large, smooth, rounded knurls where 

branches have broken off. Bark Smooth throughout 

but often with small protruding knobs, and small 

branchlets often tuberculate with small nodules. 

Varies in colour seasonally, sometimes pumpkin-

orange when fresh but usually dappled, being 

silvery grey-white with darker grey or reddish 

patches. Blaze (underbark, evident when bark is 

scratched) is pumpkin-orange. Can develop a tiled 

structure around the base if burnt. Leaves Crown 

leaves are of two types: (1) pendant, lance-shaped 

‘adult’ leaves that are often a little sickle-shaped 

(falcate), often about 12 x 2 cm (range 1.2–2.5 cm 

wide), and (2) some or all may be ‘immature” leaves 

which are broader (up to about 5 cm wide), thicker 

and held more stiffly. Both types are stalked, 

alternating along the branchlets, have a slightly 

roughened or wavy margin, and are the same non-

shiny green on both sides. Side veins are well-

spaced and not very obvious; the intramarginal vein 

is about 1 mm from the margin and also not very 

obvious. Sapling leaves are immature as described 

above. Inflorescence In leaf axils, simple but often 

in pairs in the one axil (a most unusual feature 

among eucalypts), with 7, 9 or 11 flower buds when 

perfect; common stalk (peduncle) up to 2 cm long. 

Flower buds are about 9 mm long by 5 mm wide 

when mature, with a conical cap, often tuberculate 

with small nodules; cap scar present. Flowers white. 

Seed capsules hemispherical, often with a flat disc,  
 

 

 

 

the valves prominently exserted, about 5 mm long 

by 8 mm wide, frequently tuberculate with small 

nodules. Flowering The limited record suggests 

December to February. Appears to flower sparsely 

and/or infrequently. 

Habitat Woodlands on infertile, elevated, rocky 

sites, most often on shattered or boulderous 

granite with little or no soil, but also on rhyolite and 

less often on Hodgkinson Formation meta-

sediments. At Mt Mulligan it grows on sandstone. 

Often associated with Red-throated Bloodwood  

(C. rhodops), White Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex), 

Gympie Messmate (E. cloeziana), Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii), Herberton Ironbark  

(E. atrata) and Tropical Cypress-pine (Callitris 

intratropica). 

Distribution The main population extends from 

Walsh’s Bluff (south-west of Mareeba) in the north-

east, to Mount Garnet in the south-west, being 

locally abundant near Mt Emerald, in the Stannary 

Hills, near Irvinebank, along the Mount Misery 

ridge, and in the Wyndham Sandy Creek Nature 

Refuge
1
. There is an outlier population to the north-

west at Mt Mulligan, and another to the south-east 

AT A GLANCE  A smooth-barked tree of 

harsh, rocky sites mostly in the Irvinebank area, 

often gnarled and attractive with white or 

pumpkin-orange bark, or dappled with these 

and other colours. With age, it develops a stout 

trunk often with a swollen base. The species is 

notable for its twinned simple flower bud clusters, 

and its pumpkin-orange blaze (the underbark). 

Eucalyptus pachycalyx PUMPKIN GUM 
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on drier hills to the west of Koombooloomba. 

Elevation: almost entirely 700 to 1,050 m ASL, 

possibly a little lower on Mt Mulligan. 

 

The subspecies pachycalyx is confined to north 

Queensland as described above, i.e. it is endemic to 

the study area. The other subspecies, waajensis 

(also known as banyabba), occurs in four small, 

widely scattered stands in south-east Queensland 

and one stand in north-eastern New South Wales. 

Similar species Stands of Pumpkin Gum often 

occur near, and sometimes intermingled with 

stands of Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora), and 

bark colour of these species can sometimes be 

quite similar. Lemon-scented Gum is usually a 

slender-trunked, straighter tree with longer leaves 

that are proportionately more slender. The leaves of 

Lemon-scented Gum are indeed lemon-scented 

when crushed, whereas those of Pumpkin Gum are 

pleasantly eucalypt-scented. Lemon-scented Gum 

has compound inflorescences whereas those of 

Pumpkin Gum are simple and often twinned. The 

flower buds of Lemon-scented Gum have rounded 

or only slightly conical caps and usually no cap scar 

(prominently conical in Pumpkin Gum with a cap 

scar). The seed capsules of Lemon-scented Gum 

have the disc and valves well below the rim but they 

are obvious in Pumpkin Gum. 

Forest Red Gum and River Red Gum (E. tereticornis 

and E. camaldulensis) are the other smooth-barked 

eucalypts that sometimes grow near Pumpkin Gum, 

but never on the elevated, skeletally-rocky sites that 

are a feature of Pumpkin Gum habitat. Flower buds 

and seed capsules are very different. 

Notes Pumpkin Gum is the only eucalypt in the 

study area to have paired flower bud clusters, and 

one of only four eucalypt species anywhere for 

which this is the normal state
2
. Of the other three, 

Scalybark (E. squamosa) – a tree of Sydney’s sand-

stone areas – is closely related but has rough bark, 

whereas the other two are members of the ash 

group of eucalypts in south-eastern Australia that 

are not closely related to Pumpkin Gum. Also and 

almost uniquely, Pumpkin Gum is one of only two 

eucalypts known to send up sprouts from the roots 

(root suckers; the other species is Darwin 

Stringybark [E. tetrodonta])
3
. 
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Commonwealth – species and local 

subspecies, not listed 

Queensland – species and local subspecies, 

not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – species, not assessed; 

local subspecies, Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – species, Least Concern 

Pumpkin Gum has a wide distribution but occurs 

only in very small pockets within its range. The 

northern subspecies pachycalyx has a limited 

range entirely restricted to the study area, but is 

locally abundant and has limited exposure to 

clearing which means that it is unlikely to qualify 

as threatened. Its main threat is clearing for 

mining operations, which might be somewhat 

mitigated by its primary occurrence on granitic 

and rhyolite and only secondarily on metasedi-

mentary substrates. The subspecies pachycalyx is 

very poorly represented in conservation reserves. 

An evaluation of Area of Occupancy is highly 

desirable and should be part of the assessment 

of any clearing proposal for it. 

The only other subspecies, waajensis (AKA 

banyabba), is listed as Endangered both 

nationally and by the state governments – 

Queensland and New South Wales – within 

whose jurisdictions it occurs. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Watsonville (W of Herberton)  From the 

windmill crossroad in Watsonville, proceed 

on the road to Irvinebank for 1.8 km. At the 

time of writing this is the end of bitumen. 

On the left, 50 m across the steep small 

gully, there is a fine stand of Pumpkin Gum 

on the granitic slope. (Within 50 m of this 

roadside stop there are an exceptional 

eight species of eucalypt. Can you find and 

identify them? [spoiler: the others are  

C. citriodora, C. ellipsoidea, C. leichhardtii,  

E. cloeziana, E. crebra, E. acmenoides 

complex and E. tereticornis]) 

- there’s a more accessible and extensive 

stand if you continue on the currently 

unsealed and sometimes rough road 

towards Irvinebank for another 5.3 km, the 

stand continuing for a further 1.6 km. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

     

Trunks of Pumpkin Gum often have a swollen base (left, below 
left). Bark colour varies seasonally and individually from white to 
pumpkin orange, patchily so when bark is being shed (below). 
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Crown leaves are non-shiny  and of two distinct types, ‘adult’ (above centre) and ‘immature’ (above right). 

 

   

                         

Inflorescences are twinned (left, below), an unusual 
arrangement. Photo below is by Deb Bisa. 

Flowers 
are not 
so often 
seen 
(left). 

 

Seed 
capsules 

have 
exserted 

valves 
(right). 
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pellita:  covered with skin, probably a reference to the 

leaves being fairly thick and leathery 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright, 

straight-trunked tree to 40 m often not branching 

until about half its height; branches ascending, 

often forming a small and slender crown for its 

height. Bark Rough on all but the smallest 

branches. Rough bark is fairly thick, soft and 

longitudinally flaky (slightly fibrous; at times slabby) 

so that it can appear furrowed like a stringybark, 

appearing grey to red-brown from a distance, often 

fawn or reddish fawn closer up. Underbark (which is 

sometimes exposed) is reddish-brown. Smooth 

bark, generally present on branches up to about  

1–2 cm diameter, is dull and pale. Leaves Crown 

leaves are alternating along branchlets, held more 

or less horizontally, stalked, broadly lance-shaped 

or almost oval with a long tapered tip, often about 

14 cm long but variable in width (3–6.5 cm), often a 

little sickle-shaped and asymmetric at the base, 

dark green and shiny above and markedly paler  

– mid-green and non-shiny – below. The main side-

veins are obvious, diverging from the central vein at 

about 60–80°, well-spaced (often 2–5 mm or more 

apart) and with lesser veins and interconnectors in-

between. The intramarginal vein is about 1 mm 

from the margin. Inflorescence In leaf axils, simple, 

with seven (rarely more) flower buds when perfect. 

The inflorescence stalk is strongly flattened,  

12-32 mm long by often more than 5 mm wide, 

more or less rectangular in profile or tapered and 

broader towards the outer end. Flower buds are on 

short, thickly angular or flattened individual stalks; 

about 15 mm long by 10 mm wide when mature, 

cap-scar present. The bud base is often square in  

 

 

cross-section and/or ridged. The cap is more or less 

conical or slightly beaked, somewhat bulbous 

towards its base so that it is wider than the bud 

base below it. Flowers white. Seed capsules Cup-

shaped or reverse conical, this surmounted by a 

prominent upright rim-like structure about 1.5–2 

mm wide; disc obvious but may be raised, flat or 

depressed below the rim; 4 or 5 valves prominently 

raised above the rim and disc; capsule 6–11 mm 

long by 8–15 mm wide. Flowering April to mid-

May and possibly a little later. 

Habitat Occurs in moist tall open forests with or 

without a well-developed rainforest understorey or 

mid-storey, and as an emergent above rainforest. 

The latter might indicate that a vegetation 

transition to rainforest is in progress, or that Large-

fruited Red Mahogany has germinated following 

disturbance of the rainforest by a cyclone. Occurs 

on coastal plains with alluvial soils and moderate to 

high rainfall, and on near-coastal ranges at lower to 

mid-elevations and higher rainfall, on metasedi-

ments, granites and sometimes other geologies. 

Apparently absent from coastal sands and sites 

AT A GLANCE  A medium to tall upright tree 

of moist coastal and mid-elevation forests 

notable for: 

 rough bark that is longitudinally furrowed, 

soft and flaky; 

 leaves 3–6.5 cm wide, stiff and held more 

or less horizontally, much darker green 

above than below; 

 inflorescence stalks broad and flattened; and 

 seed capsules 8–15 mm wide with a 

prominent vertical, broad, rim-like 

structure and strongly exserted valves. 

Eucalyptus pellita LARGE-FRUITED RED MAHOGANY 
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exposed to salt-laden winds. Often the only 

eucalypt present, or growing with Pink Bloodwood 

(C. intermedia); other fairly frequent associates are 

Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis), Moreton Bay Ash 

(C. tessellaris) and Cadaghi (C. torelliana). 

Distribution Occurs intermittently along the coast 

and coastal ranges from Cooktown in the north to 

just north of Ingham in the south, most consistently 

from Rossville to Babinda and from Silkwood and 

Tully Gorge south to the Mount Leach Range (north 

of Ingham) and Hinchinbrook Island. It is present on 

(at least) Dunk, Goold and Hinchinbrook Islands. 

Most occurrences are within 30 km of the coast  

(50 km in Tully Gorge), and on the coastal side of 

the coast range; exceptions to the latter are where 

rainfall is high such as at Kuranda and in the 

Kirrama Range. It is mostly absent from well-

established rainforest areas around Innisfail and a 

smaller area around the Daintree, and their 

hinterland ranges, but is often the eucalypt that 

occurs closest to these areas along with Pink 

Bloodwood (C. intermedia). There are also two 

plausible records from the wetter eastern side of 

the Atherton Tablelands (Cathedral Fig, Butchers 

Ck), but I have been unable to confirm these. 

Elevation: mostly from near sea level to 450 m ASL, 

occasionally to 600 m; possibly to 750 m on the 

Tablelands. 

 

Large-fruited Red Mahogany occurs from the study 

area north to Cape Flattery north of Cooktown, and 

in a few locations further north along the eastern 

parts of Cape York Peninsula and in New Guinea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Similar species Large-fruited Red Mahogany is 

most likely to be confused with Small-fruited Red 

Mahogany (E. resinifera), with some overlap in 

occurrence at mid-elevation in the coastal ranges 

and on Hinchinbrook Island. Large-fruited Red 

Mahogany generally has wider leaves but there’s 

some overlap in the 3–4 cm range. Seed capsules of 

Large-fruited Red Mahogany are 8–15 mm wide  

(6–10 mm in Small-fruited Red Mahogany), and 

those of Large-fruited Red Mahogany have a 

prominent upright rim-like structure that is usually 

absent or small in Small-fruited Red Mahogany; the 

capsule valves of Large-fruited Red Mahogany 

aren’t exserted as far. The inflorescence stalk is 

much broader in Large-fruited Red Mahogany, and 

the flower bud cap is much less elongated and 

broader relative to the base of the bud compared 

to Small-fruited Red Mahogany. 

Other rough-barked eucalypts of moist lowland 

forests include Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia) 

and at times White Mahogany (E. acmenoides 

complex). Pink Bloodwood has bark that is more 

tiled, crown leaves with more closely spaced side-

veins, and the intramarginal vein so close to the 

margin that it can appear to be fused with it; 

flowers and seed capsules in compound terminal 

infloresences. White Mahogany has pendant leaves 

with the main side veins at about 45° to the central 

vein. Both species differ from Large-fruited Red 

Mahogany in that the seed capsule valves are not 

exserted. 

Notes Among species present in the study area, 

Large-fruited Red Mahogany is most closely related 

to Small-fruited Red Mahogany (E. resinifera) and, 

in a surprising finding from recent genetic studies, 

to Rose Gum (E. grandis)
1,2

. As these and other close 

relatives are important timber trees (see below), 

relationships among them are of particular interest. 

Though Large- and Small-fruited Red Mahogany 

are sometimes known to hybridise in the wild
3
, they 

are genetically quite distinct
1,3

. The two species do 

not normally flower at the same time of year. 

 Kuranda  Barron Falls carpark. It is a common 

emergent from rainforest at this site, along 

with Cadaghi (C. torelliana). 

 Bruce Hwy, turnoff to Murray Falls 13 km 

south of Tully. It is the main eucalypt there. 

Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia) is also present. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Large-fruited Red Mahogany has also been 

recorded hybridising with another more-distant 

relative, Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis)
4
. In the 

study area, the two species often occur together 

without evidence of hybridisation but with a major 

exception – stands centred on Rossville (south of 

Cooktown) and extending from Ayton in the south 

to Black Mountain in the north appear to comprise 

an extensive hybrid swarm with all stages of 

intermediacy. Some intermediates among them 

resemble E. resinifera and appear to have been 

misidentified as such based particularly on seed 

capsule characters. 

The seedbank under a mixed rainforest and 

eucalypt forest near Kurrimine Beach containing 

Large-fruited Mahogany contained no eucalypt 

seed
5
. Short-lived seed banks may be typical of 

eucalypts
6 and refs therein

. 

Large-fruited Red Mahogany has been rated as a 

major source of pollen for apiarists but only a minor 

source of nectar
7
. Leaf oils are “largely monoter-

penoid in character” but yields are low and of no 

commercial interest
8
. It is the species’ timber that 

has provoked most human interest. The species or 

hybrids derived artificially from it are widely planted 

in humid tropical regions especially along the coast 

and tablelands in the study area
9,10

, and in 

Indonesia, Borneo, Vietnam, China, Colombia, Brazil 

and Mexico
e.g. 11

. The species is highly productive 

especially where rainfall is high
9,12

, tolerates a wide 

range of soils though not waterlogging
13

, and is 

particularly tolerant of hot, tropical climates
13

. Its 

timber is of high quality for indoor and outdoor – 

but not in-ground – pur-poses, being easy to work 

and finishing well
14

, though problems with end-

splitting have been reported
15

. It is used as “solid 

timber and veneer” and “for light to medium 

construction purposes”
12; see also 16

 including flooring, 

cladding, panelling and sills
13

. In hybrid breeding 

programs for plantations, it contributes relatively 

high resistance to disease
17

. In the study area, it is 

somewhat more productive in mixed than single-

species plantations
18,19

. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Large-fruited Red Mahogany is exposed to 

clearing especially on the coastal plain, and to 

logging in a few forests. Its occurrence within 

and near rainforest and in many conservation 

reserves provides a counterbalance. Fensham et 

al. estimated a decline of 7% due to land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

   

Above, below: crown leaves are held ± horizontal. They are 3–6.5 cm wide and darker on the side held up. 
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    Bark of Large-fruited Red Mahogany can be reddish or brown, and is thick and furrowed (above). 

   

 

The inflorescence stalk is flattened and broad, this 
being especially noticeable at flower bud stage 
(above left). Flower buds are also unusual in that 
the cap is wider than the base below it. The valves 
on seed capsules are obvious above the disk (left). 
Flower and seed capsule photos are by Gary 
Wilson. 
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Also known as Eucalyptus persistens subsp. persistens 

persistens:  persisting, referring to two features that 

distinguish it from E. normantonensis (from which it 

was separated): the outer bud cap which, in Charters 

Towers Box normally persists until flowering, and 

the rough bark extending (persisting) to the small 

branches 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Most often an 

erect, slender, single- or multi-trunked tree to 

about 12 m tall (sometimes to 15 m or more) with 

ascending branches, but can also be a spreading, 

multi-trunked (i.e. mallee-like) tree of no more than 

6 m height. Bark is rough to the small branches, 

rather thin box-type, furrowed or somewhat tiled, 

tightly held, grey. Leaves Crown leaves are held 

pendant, alternating along branchlets, stalked (the 

stalks about 1 cm long), lance-shaped, often about 

9–12 cm long by 1.2–2 cm wide, fairly dark green, 

non-shiny or slightly shiny (but the canopy can 

appear shiny from a distance), the same colour on 

both sides, the main side veins well-spaced and 

projecting ‘forward’ at about 25–40° to the mid-

vein, an intramarginal vein present about 1 mm 

from the leaf edge. Sapling leaves variable, 

resembling crown leaves but grey-green, or can be 

broader (to 4 cm wide) with the intramarginal vein 

up to 4 mm from the margin. Inflorescence 

terminal on branchlets and compound, or some in 

leaf axils and either compound or simple; individual 

clusters (umbels) with space between flower buds, 

containing seven buds when perfect. Flower buds 

Buds on stalks 2–7 mm long, the bud nearly twice 

as long as wide, about 4.5 mm long by 2.5 mm wide 

when mature, the cap rounded or conical, cap scar 

usually absent. Flowers white. Seed capsules are 

cup- or wine-glass-shaped with the disc contained  
 

 

 

 

 

Form differs markedly with environment (photos above). 

within the rim, and the valves below or at the level 

of the rim, about 4 mm long by 3.5 mm wide. 

Flowering April to September, but possibly also 

December. 

AT A GLANCE  A small or very small fully 

box-barked tree of infertile soils on well-drained 

sites in the south of the study area. It has narrow, 

darkish-green leaves the same colour on both 

sides, and cup- or wine-glass-shaped seed 

capsules. It is distinguished from other box species 

in the south by having bark that is tightly held to 

the small branches, small leaves with main side 

veins at about 25–40° to the mid-vein, and seed 

capsules with the disc hidden within, and valves 

at or below the rim of the capsule. 

Eucalyptus persistens CHARTERS TOWERS BOX 
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Habitat Forms woodlands or low open woodlands 

(sometimes low open forests) often in single-

species stands or as the dominant species with 

other eucalypts  interspersed – most often Narrow-

leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). Occurs on gentle rises, 

slopes and flats, generally where soils are infertile 

and often gravelly or with quartz pebbles. The 

associated surface geology is diverse, including 

coarse alluvial and colluvial sediments, metasedi-

ments, granite and ferricrete. 

Distribution Occurs in two apparently discrete 

areas in the central south of the study area. The 

main area is along the southern boundary (where it 

is often abundant) from just west of Mt Fox west to 

near Lynd Junction, extending north through the 

Valley of Lagoons to the Princess Hills in Girringun 

National Park. The second area is south-east of 

Mount Garnet along or near the Kennedy Highway 

from just north of Sugarbag Yards to Forty Mile 

Scrub National Park and west to St Ronans and 

Bullock Creek Stations. Elevation: 400–760 m ASL. 

 
E. persistens – green, along with two closely related 

boxes, E. provecta – purple, E. tardecidens – blue. 

 

Charters Towers Box occurs in drier hill country 

away from the coast in central and north 

Queensland, ranging from the study area south to 

Aramac and almost to Rockhampton. 

Similar species Queensland Peppermint (E. exserta) 

is a similarly small tree with rough grey bark that 

can occur with or near Charters Towers Box. If seed 

capsules are available, Queensland Peppermint is 

readily distinguished, having an obvious raised disc 

and exserted valves. The buds of Queensland 

Peppermint are larger (about 9 mm long by 5.5 mm 

wide), have a cap scar, and are arranged in simple 

clusters in leaf axils. Best identified with reproduc-

tive material, but in its absence note that the main 

side veins on the leaves of Queensland Peppermint 

are at about 45° to the mid-vein (25–40° in Charters 

Towers Box), the leaves are strongly peppermint-

scented, and the bark often appears loose and 

‘shattered’. 

Reid River Box (E. brownii) has a similar southerly 

distribution in the study area, but occurs on poorly-

drained flats. Its shinier leaves are often broader 

and on longer stalks (mostly 1.5–3 cm; 0.5–1.7 cm in 

Charters Towers Box), and the intramarginal vein is 

very close to the margin. In Reid River Box, flower 

buds are in clusters of 11 or more. 

Two other box species occur within the range of 

Charters Towers Box, Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba) 

and Gum-topped Box (E. moluccana). Both are 

more substantial trees generally occurring on more 

fertile soils. Molloy Red Box has longer, wider and 

paler leaves, and larger seed capsules (usually 7–11 mm 

wide). Gum-topped Box has smooth bark on all but 

the largest branches, and shiny, often much broader 

leaves with the intramarginal vein often more than 

1 mm from the margin. 

Charters Towers Box is of similar form and closely 

related to Newcastle Range Box (E. provecta) and 

Mt Carbine Box (E. tardecidens) but their ranges do 

not overlap. See map, and Notes below for more 

detail. 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Near Threatened 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Franklin & Preece estimated decline based on 

land clearing of 24%, sufficient to support 

classification as Near Threatend under IUCN 

criterion A2b. Fensham et al. did not estimate 

decline. Most clearing has occurred south of 

the study area. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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Notes Charters Towers Box and two other small box 

species in the study area – Mt Carbine Box  

(E. tardecidens) and Newcastle Range Box (E. provecta) 

are closely related and were initially treated as part 

of E. normantonensis (Normanton Box, which as 

now interpreted does not occur in the study area) 

from which all three differ in having rough bark to 

the small branches. Hill & Johnson
1
 described  

E. persistens, along with E. tardecidens as  

E. persistens subsp. tardecidens, in 1991. In 2000, 

Tony Bean raised E. tardecidens to species status 

and described E. provecta
2
. The Queensland 

Herbarium continues to recognise E. tardecidens as 

a distinct species
3
, as do the Council of Heads of 

Australian Herbaria
4
, but in the 2020 version of 

EUCLID
5
 it has been returned to subspecies status 

under E. persistens. The three species can only be 

reliably distinguished by examination of flowers 

and/or flower buds as follows
modified from

 
2
: 

1.  – outer whorl of stamens lacking anthers (cap scar 

present) Newcastle Range Box (E. provecta) 

– all stamens with anthers (cap scar present or 

not) 2 

2. – cap scar present (outer operculum shed early 

but often remaining loosely attached to the bud  

tip) Mt Carbine Box (E. tardecidens) 

– cap scar generally absent (outer operculum 

shed with inner operculum at flower opening) 

 Charters Towers Box (E. persistens) 

Given that flowers and flower buds are generally 

unavailable, and the relative obscurity of these traits 

even when they are, it is fortunate that the three 

species have discrete ranges within the study area 

(see map). 
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 Kennedy Hwy between Mount Garnet 

and Forty Mile Scrub  Drive about 39 km 

from Mount Garnet towards Mount Surprise 

to the entrance to Sugarbag Yards, then 

another 6.9 km towards Mount Surprise to 

a gravel area on the left. Immediately as 

you pull off, you’ll find Charters Towers Box 

along with White Mahogany (E. acmenoides 

complex), a red bloodwood (possibly  

C. ellipsoidea) and one tall specimen of 

Long-fruited Bloodwood (C. polycarpa). At 

the far end of the gravel area, the yellow-

jackets are intermediate between Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) and Rustyjacket 

(C. peltata) – see C. leichhardtii for more 

information. 

 Lynd Junction  Kennedy Development 

Road, 10.3 km north of Lynd Junction. 

Coming from the north (Forty Mile Scrub), 

this is 8.1 km south of the entrance road  

to Surveyor Mine. For details of nearby 

species, see C. peltata. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

Bark is rough, thin and box-type. 

https://www.anbg.gov.au/apni/
https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Main leaf side veins are at 25–40° of the mid-vein (above centre). Inflorescence is compound (above right). 

 

    

 

   

Seed capsules (immature – above right; mature – 
below) are cup- or wine-glass-shaped. Charters 
Towers Box can form one-species stands (right). 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Also known as Scarlet Gum 

Short description A distinctive and attractive small 

to medium tree of far northern areas notable for its 

unusual flaky, blackish bark, branches that often 

arch outwards, striking orange globular flower 

clusters, and long ribbed seed capsules. In north 

Queensland, Gnaingar looks like an ironbark from a 

distance with black and furrowed bark, but the bark 

is soft, flaky-papery and underlain with yellow or 

orange when examined closer – it may appear like a 

yellowjacket on younger individuals (in north-west 

Australia, this species has yellowjacket bark). Flower 

bud clusters (umbels) are globular and usually have 

more than eleven buds, often many more. The seed 

capsules are also distinctive, being elongated (2 to 

3 cm long by about 1 cm wide), slightly ribbed and 

often with a constriction below the slightly 

expanded opening. Crown leaves are often slightly 

sickle-shaped, ending in a fine tip; sapling leaves 

are somewhat broader with a rounded tip. 

Occurrence In the study area, Gnaingar is known 

only from the northern boundary around and 

between Cooktown and Laura, and at Jowalbinna, 

south-west of Laura. It grows on broken sandstone 

and sandy lateritic rises. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many features of Gnaingar are distinctive. 

Eucalyptus phoenicea GNAINGAR 
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Similar species Very distinct. The soft, flaky bark 

readily distinguishes it from ironbarks.  

Queensland Woollybutt (E. chartaboma) also has 

orange flowers but it has smooth bark above a 

yellowish papery-barked stocking on the lower trunk. 

In sandstone areas near Laura, Gnaingar might be 

confused with Queensland Yellowjacket (E. similis) 

which, however, has yellow or orange ‘yellowjacket’ 

bark on mature trees. Queensland Yellowjacket has 

white or cream flowers and much shorter, propor-

tionally broader seed capsules (to 1.5 x 1.3 cm). 

 

 

 

Crown leaves have a fine tip (above). 

                                           Bark is dark, flaky-papery (far right)  
                                             with yellow or orange underneath. 

 

 

Inflorescences are simple (i.e. unbranched), 
 globular clusters usually with 11 or more   
flower buds, often many more  (above). 

   

Seed capsules are ribbed and 2–3 cm long (above). 

The showy flowers appear from about April or 

May through to August (though quite different 

timing has been noted in cultivated specimens). 

 not easy to find in the study area. There are 

a few tucked away around Cooktown, and 

an extensive stand in the sandstone ranges 

at Jowalbinna (private property and 

requires 4WD). 

 Hope Vale area, north of Cooktown. 

Abundant along the road from Hope Vale 

to Elim Beach. The first fine stand is 13.7 km 

from the right turn by the church in Hope 

Vale; the road is sealed. On the right side of 

the road there is an unformed vehicle track. 

Here, Gnaingar is intermingled with Melville 

Island Bloodwood (C. nesophila). 

- Gnaingar is also common on the slopes 

either side of, and within 50–100 m of 

Isabella Falls. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Also known as White Gum 

platyphylla:  broad leaf 

Poplar:  the leaves are of similar shape to those of 

Black Poplar (Populus nigra) 
 

 

Description Trunk & branches A spreading tree 

10–20 m tall with one or several trunks, developing 

heavy branches and becoming stately with age on 

favourable open sites. The trunk is often somewhat 

sinuous, and first branching commonly occurs in 

the lower half of tree height. Bark Smooth and 

peeling throughout, with a dimpled and finely 

corrugated surface, probably shed annually. The 

bark appears white or greyish-white from a 

distance, but closer examination reveals a more 

complex pattern. Following bark shedding, freshly 

exposed bark is pale creamy-yellow, off-white or 

pale salmon, sometimes with striking bright patches. 

With age, bark becomes greyer, and it often 

develops pink blushes or rusty patches when old 

and ready to shed. Old bark breaks up in large 

patches with broad, long, finger-like fringes before 

further disintegrating and being shed. Leaves 

Alternating along the stem or in off-set pairs (sub-

opposite), on notably long stalks (2.5–7 cm), broad 

(length-width ratio about 0.7 to 2). Shape varies 

from oval, to triangular with rounded corners 

(broadest near base and diverging widely from the 

stalk), to sometimes almost circular. The tip is 

rounded or slightly notched, or sometimes pointed. 

The surface is non-shiny pale green on both sides. 

The mid-vein is prominently raised on the basal half 

of the leaf; sides veins are widely spaced, forming 

loops near the margin. Leaves are shed late in the 

dry season especially on drier sites, but are 

surprisingly thick for a deciduous species. 

Inflorescence in leaf axils or on leafless branchlets, 

simple, with seven flower buds when perfect. 

Flower buds Bud clusters are crowded because bud 

are stalkless or short-stalked. Buds are about 7.5 mm 

long by 6 mm wide when mature, with a short cap  
 

 

 

 

that is rounded or broadly conical; cap scar present. 

Flowers white or creamy-white. Seed capsules are 

about 4.5 mm long by 8 mm wide. Flowering mid-

September to November. 

Habitat Poplar Gum is most frequently encoun-

tered on basalt and alluvial plains, especially on 

older (Tertiary, Pleistocene), less fertile and well-

drained alluvials. It also occurs on adjacent lower 

hill slopes and on poorly-drained soils, and on 

rocky hills mainly in coastal areas with moderate 

rainfall. It grows on the edge of swampy depres-

sions in drier, south-western areas, and also near 

Cooktown in the north. It forms open woodlands, 

woodlands and open forests with a wide variety of 

other eucalypts, also occurring in pure stands and, 

especially around Cooktown, as an emergent above 

vine-thicket. 

Distribution Occurs patchily but widely and is 

often locally abundant, but is absent from wetter 

parts of the coast and ranges, from high elevations, 

and from most of the far west. In the far north, 

Poplar Gum occurs from Cooktown south to the 

Bloomfield River and inland to Lakeland, with 

outliers near Laura and in the Desailly Range near 

the junction of the Mulligan Highway and Whites 

Creek Road. Further south and apparently isolated 

from the northern population, it occurs from Port 

Douglas discontinuously to the southern boundary 

AT A GLANCE  A distinctive, beautiful, small 

to medium tree notable for its sinuous, smooth, 

white trunk, and broad, long-stalked leaves. 

With age it often becomes heavy-branched and 

spreading. Bark peels seasonally and strikingly, 

often revealing a range of bright colours. May 

be leafless for a period late in the dry season. 

Eucalyptus platyphylla POPLAR GUM 
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of the study area, extending west to Mount Carbine, 

Petford, a little west of Mount Garnet and Undara, 

with scattered stands in and east of the Newcastle 

Range in the far south-west. Along the central 

coastal plain it occurs from Port Douglas to 

Gordonvale, and this occurrence is more or less 

continuous through the foothills to the northern 

Atherton Tablelands. On the Tablelands it occurs 

most abundantly on the lower, drier parts such as 

from Mareeba to Dimbulah, but there are a few 

stands around Atherton. There are numerous but 

scattered stands through the Valley of Lagoons 

north to Mount Garnet and Innot Hot Springs. It is 

common on the coastal plain and adjacent foothills 

from Cardwell to the southern boundary of the 

study area, and occurs adjacent on at least three 

islands, Hichinbrook (where it is uncommon)
1
, 

Orpheus and Palm; this south-coast population 

appears to be isolated from that west of the coastal 

range. Elevation: from near sea level to 820 m ASL. 

 

Poplar Gum occurs along the east coast of 

Queensland from Gladstone north to the Torres 

Strait Islands and several hundred kilometres inland. 

Similar species The combination of smooth, pale 

bark and broad leaves on long stalks, along with its 

general jizz, e.g. sinuous trunk and spreading form, 

is strikingly distinctive. Compared to other smooth-

barked eucalypts, the flower buds and seed 

capsules are also distinctive. 

Other smooth-barked eucalypts can display 

attractive patterns when shedding bark. Develop-

ment of broad fringes to the disintegrating older 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

bark is most noticable in Poplar Gum, but is 

sometimes also evident in other species such as 

Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora). The latter has 

a more upright, slender form, narrow leaves and 

very different flower buds and seed capsules. 

 Mareeba  Junction of Kennedy Hwy with 

Martin Ave/Mines Road (the Mareeba Motor 

Inn turnoff), 1.5 km towards Atherton from 

where the Kennedy Hwy turns abruptly south 

on the southern outskirts of Mareeba. Here 

you are in a fine remnant stand of Poplar 

Gum and Molloy Red Box (E. leptophleba). 

Also present within 50 to 100 m, though 

more cryptically, are Dallachy’s Ghost Gum 

(C. dallachiana) and Clarkson’s Bloodwood 

(C. clarksoniana). 

 Cooktown  by the Annan River boatramp. 

This is 6.3 km along the Mulligan Hwy from 

the main roundabout in Cooktown, on the 

left side when travelling south and just before 

the Annan River bridge. The other eucalypt 

here is Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris), with 

vine-thicket and mangroves on the river bank. 

 Ingham district  Upper carpark at Jourama 

Falls. Along with Poplar Gum, the eucalypts 

here include Clarkson’s Bloodwood  

(C. clarksoniana) and Moreton Bay Ash  

(C. tessellaris). 

 Watsonville (west of Herberton)  Bakerville, 

5.3 km past Watsonville (unsealed road). At 

820 m above sea level, this might be the 

highest stand in north Queensland. Also 

present are Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis), 

the rough-barked eucalypt look-alike Sweet 

Honey-myrtle (Lophostemon suaveolens), and 

one Clarkson’s Bloodwood (C. clarksoniana). 

 Undara  3.0 km along the entrance road 

from the Gulf Development Road. The 

smooth-barked, broad-leaved trees especially 

on the right are this species. This is at the 

inland edge of its range in north Queensland. 

Other eucalypts at this site are Molloy Red 

Box (E. leptophleba) and a few Broad-leaved 

Carbeen (C. confertiflora). 

 other locations Cairns JCU Campus 

Halfmoon Creek Walk, Smithfield – see E. 

tereticornis; Cardwell, Five Mile Ck day use 

area – see E. acmenoides complex. Mutchilba 

– see C. confertiflora. Minnamoolka south 

of Mount Garnet – see E. brownii. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Dallachy’s Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) and Broad-

leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora) sometimes also 

shed their leaves late in the dry season. These 

species lack the sinuous trunk and have very 

different flower buds and seed capsules, and 

Carbeen has a stocking of rough bark on the trunk. 

Carbeen has broad leaves but these are in pairs 

(opposite) and are stalkless or nearly so and rough 

to touch, quite unlike those of Poplar Gum. 

Notes Poplar Gum is one of about thirty species of 

north Australian eucalypt that shed their leaves 

seasonally and remain leafless for a period
2
, and it 

is the most categorically deciduous of eucalypts in 

the study area. The extent and timing of leaf drop 

varies between sites apparently depending on how 

much moisture is available. In contrast, the vast 

majority of eucalypt species are evergreen. 

Poplar Gum occasionally hybridises with Forest Red 

Gum (E. tereticornis) and River Red Gum  

(E. camaldulensis), yielding individuals with 

obviously intermediate characters. Hybrids are 

thinly but widely scattered in the study area, usually 

as isolated individuals or small stands. 

Poplar Gum is a member of the Eucalyptus alba 

group of eucalypts which are referred to collectively 

as white gums, and in earlier times Poplar Gum was 

known as E. alba. The white gum group occurs 

widely in northern Australia and also in New 

Guinea, Indonesia and Timor-Leste, but Poplar Gum 

is the only member of the group present in the 

study area. Taxonomic relationships within the group 

are complex and not fully resolved
3
. Poplar Gum 

has a similar leaf form and growth habit to  

E. alba var. alba which occurs on islands to 

Australia’s north, and similar leaf form to E. bigalerita 

(Northern Salmon Gum of the Top End and 

Kimberley), but is quite dissimilar in leaf form and 

habit to E. alba var. australasica (White Gum, also a 

species of the Top End and Kimberley). Name 

changes within the group seem inevitable. 

In central Queensland, Poplar Gum leaves are eaten 

by Koalas
4
. Poplar Gum branches develop hollows 

which are used as den sites by fauna including 

several rare and threatened species – the Mahogany 

Glider
5
 and the Bare-rumped Sheath-tailed Bat

6
. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Vulnerable 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Poplar Gum is a widespread and abundant 

species. The species often occurs on flatter 

ground rendering it prone to clearing. Franklin 

& Preece estimated a decline of 31% based on 

land clearing, sufficient to warrant listing as 

Vulnerable under IUCN criterion A2b, but 

Fensham et al. estimated a decline of only 9.5%. 

This major discrepancy arises due to different 

methods for estimation of the extent of land 

clearing, and it is unclear which estimate is 

more accurate in this case. In coastal, agricultural 

and a few pastoral parts of the study area, 

Poplar Gum has already been exposed to 

substantial clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

Smooth bark 
peels annually 
in patches with 
finger-like 
fringes. 
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Inflorescences 
arise from the 

base of leaf 
stalks. These 

(right) are 
inflorescence 

buds yet to 
develop individ-
ual flower buds. 

The broad, long-stalked leaves of Poplar Gum (above, 
below) are distinctive amonst local eucalypts. 

Flower bud caps may be rounded (above right) or almost conical (below). 
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Seed capsules are stalkless or nearly so,  
with a prominent disc and valves (left, below). 

Poplar Gum is a stand-out tree, among the most striking of all study area 
eucalypts (right). The stand below is near Cooktown. 

Poplar Gum is deciduous, 
most trees shedding leaves 
late in the dry season. 

These photos are of the same 
tree and stand at Biboohra 
(north of Mareeba) taken in 
mid-November (left) and the 
following mid-April. 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A very small to small box-barked 

tree of harsh, elevated sites in the south-west of the 

study area. Can be multi-stemmed or with a single, 

thick, gnarled, short trunk. Bark is rough to the 

small branches, grey, variously scaly, flaky or hard, 

and often disintegrated on the trunk as if eaten out 

by termites. Leaves are lance-shaped, small (about  

8 by 1 cm), green on both sides. Seeds capsules are 

like tiny cups or wine-goblets, about 4 mm 

diameter. 

Occurrence In the study area, this species is found 

only to the west of Mt Surprise from the Newcastle 

Range in the south to Bulleringa National Park in 

the north. 

 

Similar species Newcastle Range Box is very similar 

to Mount Carbine Box (E. tardecidens) and Charters 

Towers Box (E. persistens), being distinguishable 

only by close examination of the flower buds and 

flowers. However, the species have quite separate 

ranges. For details of distinguishing features and 

ranges, see E. persistens. 

This box might be confused with Queensland 

Peppermint (E. exserta), the two having a similar 

growth form and bark. However, the seed capsules 

of Queensland Peppermint have a strongly elevated 

disc and exserted valves, quite unlike those of 

Newcastle Range Box. Also, the inflorescence of  
 

 

 

 

 

Queensland Peppermint is simple and arises from 

the base of leaf stalks, whereas that of Newcastle 

Range Box is terminal on branchlets and com-

pound. In the absence of reproductive material, the 

main side veins on the leaves of Queensland 

Peppermint are at about 45° to the mid-vein 

whereas those of Newcastle Range Box are at c. 30°. 

In the north of its range, Newcastle Range Box 

overlaps marginally with that of Shiny-leaved Box 

(E. chlorophylla). The latter species usually grows on 

plains while Newcastle Range Box occurs on 

elevated sites, and Shiny-leaved Box is generally a 

little taller and larger-leaved. The tips of the seed 

capsule valves of Shiny-leaved Box are level with 

the capsule rim or even project a little above it, 

whereas those of Newcastle Range Box are 

embedded below the rim. The side veins of the 

leaves of Shiny-leaved Box are at about 45° to the 

mid-vein whereas those of Newcastle Range Box 

are at a sharper angle, about  30°. 

  

Eucalyptus provecta NEWCASTLE RANGE BOX 
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 between Forsayth to Einasleigh  This 

species is fairly common at the Einasleigh 

end of the Newcastle Range plateau. A good 

stand may be found 31.6 km from the 

Copperfield River bridge in Einasleigh; this 

is 35.7 km from the main crossroad in 

Forsayth. I could find no other eucalypt 

species at this site. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

   

 

Newcastle Range Box can be single-trunked (previous 
page), or multi-trunked (mallee-form) on harsh sites 
(top right). 

Bark is rough, grey, box-type and often shattered 
(above). 

Leaves are non-shiny (right) or slightly shiny (below 
left), the same colour on both sides. 

Inflorescences are compound (branched) and occur 
at the end of branchlets (below). 

Seed capsules are cup-shaped  
with the disc and valves enclosed (right). 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A very-small box-barked tree, 

often multi-trunked. It has broad, blue (glaucous), 

paired (opposite) leaves that are heart-shaped or 

elliptical and stalkless and often stem-clasping. 

Leaf-bearing branchlets are thick (almost succulent), 

square and at times ridged or even winged. Bark is 

grey or grey-brown, rough to the small branches. 

The inflorescence is shortly compound and terminal 

on branchlets. Flower bud caps are conical or 

beaked. Seed capsules are cylindrical or bell-shaped 

and about 8 mm long by 6.5 mm wide. 

Occurrence Extremely rare in the study area and 

only recorded in the far south-west. The only 

credible record is a herbarium collection (MEL 

1614043) from the 1870s south of Forsayth, the 

identification of which was confirmed on the basis 

of a single, bell-shaped seed capsule. Silver Box is 

common well to the west of the study area, towards 

Normanton. 

 

Similar species Distinctive, but be sure to check 

the bark. On foliage and branchlets alone, or even 

at times with flower buds or seed capsules, Silver 

Box can be confused with Shirley’s Ironbark  

(E. shirleyi); botanists working with pressed 

collections have been tricked by this. Note also that 

Shirley’s Ironbark takes time to develop its 

characteristic blackish ironbark, being thickly flaky 

and yellow-brown on younger plants. If the seed  
 

 

 

 

 

capsules are bell-shaped, the tree is Silver Box; if 

they are ribbed or angled, it is Shirley’s Ironbark; 

but if they are neither then the capsules could be 

from either species.  

Eucalyptus pruinosa SILVER BOX 

I know of no accessible Silver Box trees in or 

anywhere near the study area. 

 between Croydon and Normanton  As 

you drive west from Croydon (set trip meter 

at the main crossroad), you’ll likely first 

encounter Silver Box at 58.6 km, where it  

is very obvious. (But when travelling west 

from Croydon, beware confusing it with 

Silver-leaved Ironbark [E. melanophloia] 

which has different bark and much smaller 

leaves.) The Silver Box stand extends for 

about 750 m along the Gulf Development 

Road and ends 1 km before Blackbull Railway 

Siding. Eucalypts are not dominant in this 

vegetation but one other species is present 

– rather small individuals of Long-fruited 

Bloodwood (C. polycarpa). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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            Flowers are cream-coloured (above left). Seed capsules can be bell-shaped (above right) or cylindrical. 

Bark on Silver Box is 
rough, grey or grey- 
brown and box-type (left). 

Foliage is bluish (right) 

Branchlets are thick and 
square (below left). 

Inflorescence is 
compound, growing  

at the end of branchlets 
(below right). 
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Also known as Red Stringybark, Red Messmate 

resinifera:  bearing resin, referring to the bark 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright, single-

trunked tree to 45 m tall developing a trunk more 

than 1 m diameter with age. Branches usually arise 

only in the upper part of the tree and, though they 

may be heavy and diverge at a wide angle, do not 

spread far so the tree has a slender form. Bark 

Fibrous to the small branches, reddish, red-brown 

or grey-brown, with red-brown underbark. It may 

be stringy and fissured or somewhat flaky, and on 

old trees often develops into thick, soft slabs. 

Leaves Crown leaves are held more-or-less 

horizontally, are broadly lance-shaped, often about 

12 cm long by 2.5 cm wide and only occasionally 

more than 3.5 cm wide, glossy dark green on one 

side and paler green on the other. The main side 

veins well-spaced at about 65° to the mid-vein and 

the intramarginal vein is usually quite distinct from 

the margin. Sapling leaves are similar but often 

broader, up to 4 cm wide or a little more. 

Inflorescence in leaf axils, simple, on a common 

stalk (peduncle) that is 1–2.2 cm long and often 

angular, with 7, 9 or 11 flower buds when perfect. 

Flower buds are about 13 mm long by 5.5 mm 

wide when mature. They are often but not 

invariably ridged below the cap as an extension of 

the angular individual stalk (pedicel), the ridges 

forming flanges wider than the cap. The cap is 

conical, about two or more times as long as wide, 

with a well-defined scar. Flowers white. Seed 

capsules wider than long, about 6 x 8 mm, the disc 

raised above the rim (can be almost vertical) or 

angled below it, the valves strongly exserted 

though shed from older capsules. Flowering 

November, December, sometimes into January. 

 

 

Habitat Small-fruited Red Mahogany grows in tall 

forests, in pure stands or intermingled with Pink 

Bloodwood (C. intermedia) and Turpentine 

(Syncarpia glomulifera), or at times with Rose Gum 

(E. grandis), Tindal’s Stringybark (E. tindaliae) or 

Brush Cypress-pine (Callitris macleayana). Soils are 

well-developed (i.e. relatively deep) and often of 

granitic origin, but the species also occurs on 

rhyolitic, metasedimentary and basaltic substrates. 

It usually occurs just inland or upslope of mid-

elevation rainforest, or just below upland rainforest 

and stands of Rose Gum (E. grandis)
1
. 

Distribution Small-fruited Red Mahogany occurs in 

a narrow, discontinuous band at higher elevation in 

moist ranges, in four populations that are evidently 

quite discrete. The northern occurrence is on the 

slopes of the Mount Carbine and Windsor 

Tablelands extending south-east to the western 

slope of Mt Lewis. The second and most substantial 

occurrence is from the Lamb Range behind Lake 

Tinaroo through the Herberton Range, Ravenshoe  

 

AT A GLANCE  A medium to very tall, fibrous-

barked tree of moist forests high in the ranges. 

It is distinguished from other fibrous-barked 

trees (i.e. stringybarks) by a combination of 

having rough bark to the small branches and 

crown leaves usually less than 3.5 cm wide. Seed 

capsules are about 8 mm diameter and flower 

bud caps are elongated conical. 

Eucalyptus resinifera SMALL-FRUITED RED MAHOGANY 
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and Koombooloomba south to the Kirrama Range, 

including stands on the western side of the 

Bellenden Ker Range (e.g. upper Goldsborough 

Valley). The third is in the Mount Burnett area of 

Hinchinbrook Island
2
. The fourth, most southerly 

occurrence is in the Paluma and Seaview Ranges. 

Elevation: mostly 600 to 1,220 m ASL, sometimes 

down to 400 m, and to 260 m (perhaps lower) on 

Hinchinbrook Island. 

 

Small-fruited Red Mahogany occurs along the east 

coast of Australia from Sydney north to Fraser Island, 

then discontinuously north through the study area 

to near Coen (McIlwraith Range) on Cape York 

Peninsula. 

Similar species Closely related to Large-fruited 

Red Mahogany (E. pellita) which occurs in moist 

lowland and lower montane forests, overlapping 

with Small-fruited Red Mahogany mainly in the 

400–600 m elevational range. Large-fruited Red 

Mahogany has broader leaves (mostly more than 

3.5 cm wide), shortly conical flower bud caps (no 

longer than wide) that are a little wider than the 

bud base below, and larger seed capsules (8–15 mm 

wide; 6–10 mm in Small-fruited Red Mahogany) 

always with a prominent vertical disc and valves 

that aren’t as strongly exserted. The flattened 

inflorescence stalk is much broader (often more 

than 5 mm wide) in Large-fruited Red Mahogany. 

Other rough-barked eucalypts of tall mountain 

forests include Tindal’s Stringybark (E. tindaliae), 

Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia) and sometimes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

White Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex). Tindal’s 

Stringybark has smooth bark on the branches 4 cm 

or more in diameter, and its leaves are strongly lop-

sided at the base and sickle-shaped. Pink 

Bloodwood generally has short-scaled bark, and its 

flowers and seed capsules are in large, compound 

inflorences terminal on branchlets. It also differs in 

having generally broader, paler crown leaves with 

the main side veins close packed and at a wider 

angle to the mid-vein (about 75°), and the 

intramarginal vein so close to the margin that it can 

appear to be fused with it. The leaves of White 

Mahogany are held more pendant, and the main side 

veins are at about 45° to the central vein (about 65° 

in Small-fruited Red Mahogany). All three species 

differ from Small-fruited Red Mahogany in lacking 

the strongly exserted valves on the seed capsules. 

Notes Two subspecies of Small-fruited Red Mahogany 

are recognised, that in north Queensland being 

subsp. resinifera. Subspecies hemilampra is distin-

guished by having a longer, narrower flower bud 

cap, and by the arrangement of stamens (male 

parts of flowers)
3
. The distribution of the subspecies 

is curious, with subsp. resinifera occurring in north 

Queensland and central coastal New South Wales 

while subsp. hemilampra occurs in-between, from 

coastal central Queensland to northern New South 

Wales. A genetic investigation suggests this taxo-

nomic arrangement might not be appropriate with 

geography a better predictor of relationships within 

the species than morphology
4
, but the matter has 

not been resolved. 

 Ravenshoe  Junction of Tully Falls and 

Cockram Roads. This is 2.7 km down the 

Tully Falls Road from the Kennedy Hwy.  

The large trees close to the road junction 

are a mix of this species, Pink Bloodwood 

(C. intermedia) and Turpentine (Syncarpia 

glomulifera). 

 Paluma  Take the Ewan Paluma Rd towards 

Hidden Valley for about 8.3 km from Paluma 

to the turnoff on the left to Taravale, where 

there are a number of huge Small-fruited 

Red Mahogany. Also present are Pink 

Bloodwood (C. intermedia), and the stringy-

barked Turpentine (Syncarpia glomulifera) 

which is a close relative of eucalypts. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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In north Queensland, Small-fruited Red Mahogany 

and Large-fruited Red Mahogany (E. pellita) share a 

preference for moist forests but usually with 

elevational separation and therefore limited overlap 

mainly in the 400–600 m elevational range. This 

appears to be a a straightforward case of ecological 

replacement with elevation. In spite of the closeness 

of the relationship, the two species are readily 

distinguished in the field, and a genetic study
4
 has 

confirmed their distinctness. They flower at different 

times of the year. 

Reports of Small-fruited Red Mahogany from the 

lowlands at Helenvale, Rossville and Ayton (be-

tween Cooktown and the Bloomfield River) have 

not been included here as I believe these trees to 

be hybrids between Large-fruited Red Mahogany 

(E. pellita) and Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis). 

Small-fruited Red Mahogany has hard, heavy, red 

timber with a straight grain that is not prone to 

having sap rings. It is valued for a variety of above-

ground uses such as flooring, panelling, cladding, 

boat-building, railroad sleepers, bridge decking and 

general construction
5-8

. The species is cultivated 

overseas as a forestry tree, for example in Brazil
9
 

and the Angolan highlands
10

, and has been heavily 

logged in north Queensland
e.g. 11

. Oils in its bark 

and foliage have been extensively investigated for 

various uses such as as a natural insecticide and for 

medicial purposes (
e.g.

 
12,13

). The species (?leaves) 

was used by Aborigines to poison fish
14

, and a leaf 

decoction and rubbings from the inner bark for the 

treatment of syphilis
15

. Early European pharma-

cology in Australia reports the value of the kino 

(resin) as a powerful astringent for the treatment of 

diarrhoea and dysentry
15

. 

Small-fruited Red Mahogany provides a seasonally 

critical and major food source – sap – for the 

threatened north Queensland population of the 

Yellow-bellied Glider (Petaurus australis unde-

scribed subspecies)
16,17

. This glider subspecies is 

notable for its much more restricted diet than 

Yellow-bellied Gliders in eastern and south-eastern 

Australia. The economic value of Small-fruited Red 

Mahogany timber has produced recent conflicts 

over forest use and management particularly in the 

Tumoulin Forest
11 

(now Tumoulin National Park, so 

no longer subject to logging), with evidence from 

the Mt Baldy Forest suggesting that heavy logging 

causes considerable degradation of habitat value 

for the gliders. 

Yellow-bellied Gliders obtain this sap by cutting 

distinctive incisions through the bark and into the 

wood (photo) of the trunk, rarely the major 

branches, allowing sap to flow for their nocturnal 

feeding visits. During the night, other mammals, 

notably Sugar Gliders Petaurus breviceps, Feathertail 

Gliders Acrobates pygmaeus and Striped Possums 

Dactylopsila trivirgata, also obtain sap from these 

incisions but are not capable of making them and 

are dependant upon recent feeding by Yellow-

bellied Gliders to open or re-open the incision. 

During the day, birds also feed on the sap, five 

species regularly do so and at least eleven other 

species occasionally
18

. In addition, Yellow-bellied 

Gliders are likely to be pollinators of a range of tree 

species
16

. Thus, the interaction of Small-fruited Red 

Mahogany with Yellow-bellied Gliders is argued to 

be a keystone process upon which many other 

species depend. 

Some forests featuring Small-fruited Red Mahogany 

have been subject to recent expansion of rainforest 

trees and Rose She-oak into the understorey and 

mid-storey
1,19

. This process may threaten the 

above-mentioned keystone process in the shorter 

term by inhibiting Yellow-bellied Gliders from 

gliding (see 
20

 for details of the species’ gliding 

capacity), and in the longer term by inhibiting the 

regeneration of Small-fruited Red Mahogany. 

Frequent low-intensity fire has been applied to 

prevent further expansion of these species
21

, 

though the implications of this for both the 

mahogany trees and Gliders are likely to be 

complex and include some potentially adverse 

consequences
19,22-25

. 

Commonwealth – species and local 

subspecies, not listed 

Queensland – species and local subspecies, 

not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – species and local 

subspecies, not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – species, Least Concern 

Both the species and local subspecies are 

widespread in moist forests along the east 

coast of Australia. Fensham et al. estimated a 

decline of 19% for the species based on land 

clearing, close to the threshold for listing as 

Near Threatened. In the study area, some 

stands have been exposed to heavy logging, 

with recent attempts to reinstate the practice 

raising concerns – see Notes. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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This fine specimen was photographed near Paluma.  
The tree on the first page of this text, surrounded by 
young rainforest trees, is on Mt Spurgeon.  
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Bark of Small-fruited Red Mahogany can be reddish or grey-brown, fibrous or somewhat flaky (above). 

                                     

                                       

Crown leaves are 
held more-or-
less horizontal 
(left), and are 
darker on the 
upper side 
(right). 

Sapling leaves 
(left) can be a 
little broader than 
crown leaves, but 
like them are held 
horizontal and 
are darker on the 
upper side (right). 
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Valves of seed capsules are strongly exserted 
(above) though the valves can be shed with age. 

Flower buds have an elongate, pointed cap, and are often 
ridged below the cap and have anguler stalks (below, right). 

 

Bark of this Small-fruited Red Mahogany (above) has been 
heavily cut by Yellow-bellied Gliders seeking sap. The resulting 
sap flow creates feeding opportunities for a variety of mammals, 
birds and insects. 
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Also known as Silver-leaved Ironbark (but see  

E. melanophloia) 

shirleyi:  John Shirley (1849-1922), a headmaster and 

school inspector in Qld, a keen collector of plant 

specimens 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches A shrub or very 

small tree commonly from 3 to 8 m tall, sometimes 

ground-hugging, or sometimes erect and up to 15 m 

tall. It is poorly formed with sparse, crooked, 

haphazard branching, the branches diverging at 

wide angles, though the trunk of taller individuals 

can be fairly straight. Plants often contain many 

dead branches. Bark black or dark grey, hard and 

coarsely fissured (ironbark) on older/taller speci-

mens. On younger specimens including some of 

reproductive age, the bark is soft, mid grey-brown 

with yellow at base of fissures. It often has small 

projecting slabs of bark which can be broken off. 

The smooth leafy branchlets are covered with white, 

powdery wax (glaucous) when fresh, and are often 

thick and square in cross-section. Leaves are paired 

along branchlets (opposite), stalkless and often 

more or less stem-clasping, rounded or broadly 

oval, the tip notched or with a short point emerging 

from an otherwise rounded tip or sometimes 

tapering to a broad point, up to 16 cm long by 10 cm 

wide but typically about 9 cm long by 7 cm wide, 

though can be as small as 5 by 3 cm. Leaves, 

especially those that are fresh, are silvery blue-grey 

and somewhat white waxy but sometimes green, 

often fading with age to a dull, dark blue-grey or 

dirty grey-green. Veins are pale, and the side veins 

are widely spaced, strongly curved and sparingly 

branched. Sapling leaves are the same as crown 

leaves though wider on average. Inflorescence 

terminal on branchlets, compound. At times there  

 

 

are also simple or compound secondary inflores-

cences in the outer leaf axils; these can be at the 

branchlet tip where the inflorescence begins so that 

the inflorescence appears to be branched from the 

base. Stalks are often strongly white waxy 

(glaucous) and angular. Perfect clusters (umbels) 

contain seven flower buds. The inflorescence stalk 

(peduncle; from base to first branching) is 17 to 37 mm 

long. Flower buds are often quite blue and covered 

with white wax, but may be red or yellow and 

without wax, about 9 mm long by 5 mm wide when 

mature, often with four longitudinal ribs on the 

basal section, the cap either more or less conical or 

rounded; cap scar present. Flowers white. Seed 

capsules round or ribbed or square in cross section, 

about 8 mm long by 7.5 mm wide, the valves a little 

below the rim but obvious. Capsules can be white 

waxy (glaucous) when fresh but this soon fades. 

Flowering January to June. 

Habitat Occurs mostly in small patches, often on 

locally elevated ground. Soils are skeletal and/or 

grossly infertile. Occurrence over shallow sheet rock 

may in some cases also inhibit drainage, providing 

seasonal extremes between waterlogging and 

aridity. Surfaces are mostly ancient, of rhyolitic or 

AT A GLANCE  A straggling shrub, or very 

small or small tree of hard places in the southern 

two-thirds of the study area. It is an ironbark  

– bark becoming black, furrowed and hard with 

age – with a sparse, coarse crown of crooked 

branches and rounded, stalkless, paired leaves 

that are often silvery-blue. It differs most notice-

ably from Silver-leaved Ironbark (E. melanophloia) 

in being generally of poorer form with fewer, 

larger leaves, longer inflorescence stalks and 

larger seed capsules. 

Eucalyptus shirleyi SHIRLEY’S IRONBARK 
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granitic origin, but occasionally the species occurs 

on other geologies. Quite often it occurs as single-

species stands forming a low open woodland, but 

otherwise with and/or as an understorey to a range 

of woodland and open woodland eucalypts of 

infertile soils. In the Herberton–Ravenshoe area it is 

often associated with Northern Peppermint (E. lockyeri) 

and secondarily with White Mahogany (E. acmenoides 

complex) and Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora). In 

more westerly areas it is often associated with 

Leichardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) or its close 

relative Rustyjacket (C. peltata). On the Newcastle 

Range it occurs intermingled with Georgetown Box 

(E. microneura) and a range of wattle (Acacia) 

species including Lancewood (A. shirleyi). Other 

associations also occur. 

Distribution Occurs in numerous but scattered 

locations within four discrete areas mostly west of 

the coastal range in the centre and south of the 

study area, though as-yet-unrecorded occurrences 

between these areas are plausible. The central area 

extends north to Mt Mulligan (north-west of 

Dimbulah), north-east to Walsh’s Bluff (south-west 

of Mareeba), east to Ravenshoe, south-east to 

Yourka Reserve, and south-west to near Forty Mile 

Scrub. The south-western area extends south from 

Bulleringa National Park through the Newcastle 

Range between Einasleigh and Forsayth and east to 

O’Brien’s Creek Gemfield. The south-central area 

extends from Lynd Junction in the west, north-east 

to Kinrara and east to north-east of Greenvale. The 

south-eastern area extends from Mt Fox through 

Hidden Valley to ‘behind’ Paluma and also includes 

the only location known on the coastal side of the 

main range – near Big Crystal Creek (Mutarnee area, 

south of Ingham). Elevation: 80 to 1,070 m ASL, 

mostly above 400 m. 

Shirley’s Ironbark is found only in north Queensland 

from the study area south and south-east to White 

Mountains, also inland from Mackay with several 

possible outlier records further to the south-east. 

Similar species With black, hard, furrowed bark 

(ironbark) and rounded, paired, often silvery leaves, 

Shirley’s Ironbark should only be confused with 

Silver-leaved Ironbark (E. melanophloia). The 

definitive difference is that the inflorescence stalks 

(peduncles) of Silver-leaved Ironbark are shorter,  

5–15 mm long (17–37 mm in Shirley’s Ironbark). The 

seed capsules of Silver-leaved Ironbark are 

generally smaller, about 5 mm long by 5 mm wide 

(8 by 7.5 mm in Shirley’s Ironbark) but size range 

overlaps. The flower buds of Shirley’s Ironbark are  
 
 

 

 

often ribbed and 4-angled, and the branchlets 

squared in cross-section, whereas buds and 

branchlets of Silver-leaved Ironbark are consistently 

round in cross-section. Shirley’s Ironbark is gener-

ally a shrub or smaller tree with much fewer and 

generally larger leaves and an even scruffier 

appearance than Silver-leaved Ironbark. The two 

species generally do not occur in proximity, but 

where they do (e.g. northern Newcastle Range), 

Shirley’s Ironbark occupies more elevated, harsher 

sites. For example, at Talaroo Station, Shirley’s 

Ironbark occurs on skeletal rhyolite on Newcastle 

Range plateau, whereas Silver-leaved Ironbark 

occurs on adjacent slopes and foothills. However, 

the two species are known to hybridise
1
 and I have 

not been able to allocate all individuals at Talaroo 

to one species or the other. 

The rounded, paired, stalkless leaves of Shirley’s 

Ironbark easily distinguish it from the other blue-

leaved ironbarks – Herberton Ironbark (E. atrata), 

Lemon-scented Ironbark (E. staigeriana) and 

White’s Ironbark (E. whitei) – as all these have stalked, 

more-or-less lance-shaped leaves. Herberton and 

Shirley’s Ironbark may occur in close proximity, but 

the other two species do not. 

Other eucalypts with paired leaves that are more-

or-less rounded and stalkless – Rough-leaved 

Bloodwood (C. setosa), Rustyjacket (C. peltata) 

and Silver Box (E. pruinosa) – may occur with or 

near Shirley’s Ironbark but are readily distinguished 

from it by not being ironbarked. Rough-leaved 

Bloodwood and Yellowjacket do not have blue-grey 
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or silvery leaves, and often have bristles on the 

leaves and branchlets which Shirley’s Ironbark does 

not. Silver Box can be strikingly similar to Shirley’s 

Ironbark in leaf and branchlet form and sometimes 

also in the form of flower buds and seed capsules; it 

is exceedingly rare in the study area; for more 

information on separating these species in the 

absence of bark (e.g. from a pressed specimen), see 

E. pruinosa.  

Notes Ironbarks are all closely related to each other 

regardless of leaf form. In addition to hybridisation 

with Silver-leaved Ironbark discussed under Similar 

species above, I have observed several obvious 

hybrids between Shirley’s Ironbark and Narrow-

leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). The Queensland 

Herbarium also holds one collection each of hybrid-

isation with Herberton Ironbark (E. atrata) and 

Granite Ironbark (E. granitica), and also with the 

more distantly related Charters Towers Box  

(E. persistens)
2
. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Shirley’s Ironbark is a poorly formed tree of 

harsh places mostly in the pastoral zone so is 

not or scarcely exposed to clearing and logging. 

Within the study area, its occurrence is patchy 

and it is not well represented in conservation 

reserves – the most extensive protected stands 

are perhaps in the Canyon Resources Reserve 

west of Einasleigh and the private Yourka Reserve. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Ravenshoe  From the Tully Falls Road 

turnoff, proceed 6.3 km towards Mt Garnet 

(2.5 km past the Millstream Falls turnoff); 

park on the left immediately before the 

railing over Snubby Creek. There are a few 

Shirley’s Ironbark 50 m back on the same 

side, and many more 100 m back on the 

other side of the Kennedy Hwy. At the time 

of writing many trees on both sides were 

behind a derelict fence, but this is State 

Forest on both sides of the highway so 

access is permitted. Shirley’s Ironbark is 

growing on a harsh outcrop of rhyolite 

(most evident across the road), with and/or 

surrounded by Lemon-scented Gum 

(Corymbia citriodora) and Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark (E. crebra).  

 Mount Garnet  From Return Creek in Mount 

Garnet township, travel 10.6 km south-west 

along the Kennedy Highway towards Mount 

Surprise. The low woodland on the right 

includes Shirley’s Ironbark along with 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) 

and a scattering of Queensland Peppermint 

(E. exserta). 

 Paluma  Take the mostly unsealed Ewan–

Paluma Rd towards Hidden Valley for just 

over 20 km to a small gravel pit on a rise on 

the right. The ironbarks with broad bluish 

leaves across the road are Shirley’s Ironbark, 

while the taller ironbarks with narrow leaves 

are Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra). 

There are a remarkable seven species of 

eucalypts at this site. Obvious by the road 

are Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) 

and Lemon-scented Gum (C. citriodora).  

The main small bloodwoods here are Shiny-

leaved Bloodwood (C. lamprophylla), for 

example two across the road back 10 m or 

so. There is a different bloodwood by the 

road 40 m back towards Paluma (same side 

as the gravel pit); this is Range Bloodwood 

(C. abergiana). Finally and much more 

obscurely, there are several specimens of 

the stunted, multi-stemmed Queensland 

Peppermint (E. exserta). 

 other locations  Lynd Junction, Kennedy 

Development Road 11.2 km north of Lynd 

Junction – see C. peltata; between 

Forsayth and Einasleigh – see E. similis; 

Irvinebank area – see E. melanophloia. 

 Xxxxxx  xxxxx 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Flower buds may be white waxy (right on 2nd row) or not (above left).  

Seed capsules are often 4-ridged so at to appear square in cross-section (above, centre and right). 

Bark is dark and hard on older plants  
(far left) but can be softer with yellow 
underbark on saplings and even young  
adult (i.e. flowering-age) trees (near left). 

Foliage is at times quite blue (above right).  

Small branchlets can be thick, square and flanged (below).  

Inflorescences are often at the end of branchlets  
but may also arise from leaf axils (right). 
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In the study area this is a rare species of remote parts 

Short description A very small to small yellowjacket 

with the bark thickly papery-flaky and bright orange 

to orange brown to the small branches. It is usually 

multi-stemmed with the trunks arching outwards. 

Leaves are broadly lance-shaped and often a little 

sickle-shaped, about 12 x 2 cm, wider on saplings. 

Flower buds are in simple clusters (umbels) of seven 

when perfect, in leaf axils. Flowers are white. Seed 

capsules are no more than 1.5 cm long. 

Occurrence In the study area, Queensland 

Yellowjacket is locally common in and around the 

Canyon Resources Reserve in the Newcastle Range 

west of Einasleigh. Other occurrences are widely 

dispersed: in the Laura area in the far north, near 

the Walsh River between Chillagoe and Dimbulah, 

and near Cobbold Gorge in the far south-west. 

Occurs on rather harsh sites on a great diversity of 

geologies. 

 

Similar species In the Newcastle Range, 

Queensland Yellowjacket often occurs in mixed 

stands with Rustyjacket (C. peltata). The latter is 

readily distinguished by its rough-surfaced, heart-

shaped leaves that are attached to the stalk on the 

underside (peltate), none of which characters occur 

on the leaves of Queensland Yellowjacket. 

 

 

In the Laura district, Queensland Yellowjacket occurs 

in the general vicinity of Gnaingar (E. phoenicea).  

The papery bark of Gnaingar is generally black over 

yellow but can appear as a yellowjacket on younger 

trees, it has orange flowers in clusters of much 

more than seven, and strongly ribbed seed capsules 

about 2–3 cm long. 

In the Chillagoe area where Queensland Yellowjacket 

occurs only in remote areas, Leichhardt’s 

Yellowjacket (C. leichhardtii) is also present. 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket has the flowers and seed 

capsules in robust compound inflorescences termi-

nal on the branchlets (simple and in leaf axils in 

Queensland Yellowjacket). The crown leaves of 

Leichhardt’s Yellowjacket are the same colour on 

both sides whereas those of Queensland 

Yellowjacket are somewhat darker on one side. 

  

Eucalyptus similis QUEENSLAND YELLOWJACKET 
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 between Forsayth and Einasleigh  26.4 km 

from the Copperfield River bridge in 

Einasleigh, more or less to the top of the 

climb into the Newcastle Range, there’s a 

good pull-off area on the left side of a 

right-hand bend. Coming from the other 

way, this is 40.9 km from main crossroad in 

Forsayth. Queensland Yellowjacket is growing 

with Shirley’s Ironbark (E. shirleyi) and a few 

Rustyjacket (C. peltata) in stunted woodland 

on skeletal rhyolitic soils, whilst the andesitic 

and metamorphic soils back towards 

Einasleigh support an abundance of the 

taller Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra).  

- there is an abundance of Queensland 

Yellowjacket a little further on, along the 

drive into Wúndu camp (unsealed road, 4WD 

recommended, closed in the wet season). 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

 

     

     

Inflorescences arise from leaf axils (left). Seed capsules have an enclosed disc but obvious valves (centre, right). 

Bark of 
Queensland 

Yellowjacket 
lives up to its 
name (right). 

 

Crown leaves 
are often 
curved (below, 
left and centre). 
Sapling leaves 
are broader 
and straighter 
(below right). 
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staigeriana:  Karl Staiger (1833-1888), a Brisbane-

based chemist with an interest in eucalypt leaf oils 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright or 

somewhat spreading tree 8–12 m tall (sometimes 

15 m), the trunk generally crooked and branching 

below half tree height. Bark Deeply furrowed 

ironbark, black or dark grey but often with paler 

grey on the elevations between furrows; rough 

throughout except smooth and pale on branches 

below about 1.5 cm diameter; small branchlets may 

be white waxy. Leaves strongly lemon-scented 

when crushed; this is true even of old fallen leaves. 

Crown often appearing blue-grey from a distance, 

sometimes dull green. Crown leaves alternating 

along branchlets, stalked (about 1 cm long), oval 

with point (ovate) or broadly lance-shaped with a 

rounded or bluntly tapered tip, grey-green or bluish 

especially when new, the same colour on both 

sides, typically about 8 cm long by 2.5 cm wide, side 

and intramarginal veins not prominent, the former 

well-spaced and the latter about 1–2 mm from the 

margin. Sapling leaves stalked, blue-grey or grey-

green, typically about 5–6 cm long by 3 cm wide, 

the tip rounded or notched, the intramarginal vein 

up to 5 mm or more from the margin, on branchlets 

that are usually white waxy. Inflorescence terminal 

on branchlets or in leaf axils, simple or compound; 

perfect clusters (umbels) with seven buds. Flower 

buds are about 6.5 mm long by 3.5 mm wide when 

mature, with a conical or beaked cap; cap scar 

present. Flowers white. Seed capsules cup-shaped, 

about 5 mm long by 5.5 mm wide, the disc 

enclosed below the rim and the valves enclosed or 

almost level with the rim. Flowering possibly 

December to February. 

 

 

 

Habitat On ridges or slopes with scant and infertile 

soil, most frequently on Hodgkinson formation 

metasediments but also on rhyolite, granite and 

limestone surfaces. Frequently occurs as small 

stands on the harshest sites as a woodland or open 

woodland surrounded by, or sometimes inter-

mingled with Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii), Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) and one of a number of 

species of bloodwood. Cullen’s Ironbark is itself at 

home on remarkably harsh sites, which says much 

about the toughness of Lemon-scented Ironbark on 

generally even harsher sites. 

Distribution Occurs patchily and sparingly from 

Chillagoe in the south almost to Laura in the north, 

and from the Mulligan Highway in the Desailly 

Range west to Palmerville, Groganville and Bellevue 

Stations. Elevation: 180 to 530 m ASL, possibly to 

750 m. 

There is just one unequivocal record outside the 

study area – near Coen on Cape York Peninsula  

– and a second that requires confirmation – about 

65 km north-north-west of Cooktown. 

Similar species The only ironbark with leaves that 

are strongly lemon-scented when crushed. 

 

AT A GLANCE  The only ironbark with leaves 

that are lemon-scented when crushed; the scent 

is strong and obvious. This is a small tree of dry 

hills in the north-west. The crown and especially 

sapling leaves are blue-grey. Crown leaves are 

stalked, often about 3.5 times as long as wide 

with a rounded tip. Sapling leaves are stalked, 

often about two times as long as wide with a 

notched tip. Branchlets are often white-waxy 

especially on saplings. 

Eucalyptus staigeriana LEMON-SCENTED IRONBARK 
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In its limited area of occurrence, the main co-

occurring ironbark is Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii). 

The categoric difference is that the flower buds of 

Cullen’s Ironbark are stocky, and its seed capsules 

have a raised disc and exerted valves quite unlike 

those of Lemon-scented Ironbark. Cullen’s Ironbark 

generally has dull pale green or grey-green foliage, 

and branchlets invariably lack white-waxiness; it is a 

more upright tree than Lemon-scented Ironbark. 

Leaves of Cullen’s Ironbark are also strongly 

aromatic but the scent is of eucalyptus oil. Crown 

and sapling leaves of Cullen’s Ironbark are mostly 

less than 1.5 cm wide and seven or more times as 

long as wide.  

Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra) is sometimes 

found within Lemon-scented Ironbark’s range. It is a 

more upright tree with greener, more elongate 

foliage and no white waxiness on any stage of growth. 

Silver-leaved Ironbark (E. melanophloia) does not 

occur in Lemon-scented Ironbark’s range (nearest: 

Almaden to Chillagoe) and is readily distinguished 

by having paired, more-or-less stalkless crown and 

sapling leaves. 

White’s Ironbark (E. whitei) and Herberton 

Ironbark (E. atrata) are the ironbarks most similar 

to Lemon-scented Ironbark, but they do not occur 

in the same areas. The most obvious features 

distinguishing them are: the lemon aroma of the 

leaves of Lemon-scented Ironbark, White’s Ironbark 

has narrower crown leaves, and Herberton Ironbark 

has considerably larger sapling leaves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes Though uncommon and occupying a 

sparsely inhabited area, Lemon-scented Ironbark 

was described very early in the botanical science of 

north Queensland – in 1880 as variety citrata of 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark (E. crebra) – and raised to 

species status in 1883
1
. Its early discovery likely 

relates to the discovery and development of the 

Palmer River goldfield in the 1870s
2
. 

The wonderfully aromatic properties of its leaves 

have not escaped attention, and essential oil 

distilled from the species is available commercially 

mainly from plantations in Brazil and Guatemala
3
. 

Leaves contain many essential oil types, notably 

citral, eucalyptol and limonene
4–6

. In irrigated 

plantation trials conducted at Dimbulah and Innot 

Hot Springs, Lemon-scented Ironbark grew 

vigorously and was highly productive, but 

commercial production here is undermined by the 

low price of the overseas product
7
. Though 

currently used primarily for its wonderful scent, the 

oil is being actively investigated (mainly in Brazil), 

with promising experimental results, as a natural 

product for control of: fungal disease in grapes
6
, 

strawberries
8
 and tomatoes

9
; fungi and bacteria in 

food
e.g. 5,10,11

; gastrointestinal nematodes in sheep 

and goats
e.g. 12,13

; and weevils
14

 and moths
15

 in maize 

crops; also as an antioxidant
16

 and anti-bacterial 

agent
17

 with potential medical applications. 

  

 Chillagoe district: Nychum Road  

Warning: extended travel on gravel roads; 

often impassable during the wet season 

including a low-level bridge over the Walsh 

River which is subject to inundation and 

prolonged closure. From Chillagoe, take the 

Bourke Development Road to the north-

west (i.e. towards Normanton) for 33 km to 

Nychum Road. The junction is 1.2 km past 

Ferguson Crossing on the Walsh River. Turn 

right down Nychum Road. There are many 

Lemon-scented Ironbarks commencing at 

the 1.2 km mark and continuing to the 3.0 km 

mark. These are interspersed with Cullen’s 

Ironbark (E. cullenii), with some Long-

fruited Bloodwood (C. polycarpa), Common 

Red Bloodwood (C. erythrophloia), Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) and Broad-

leaved Carbeen (C. confertiflora) also present. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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         Bark of Lemon-scented Ironbark is typical  
         of ironbarks.  

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Within its restricted range, Lemon-scented 

Ironbark occurs patchily and uncommonly on 

rocky and/or infertile hills within the pastoral 

zone. It is unlikely to be exposed to broad-scale 

land clearing but might be cleared during mining 

operations. It is not well represented in conser-

vation reserves but does occur in the Palmer 

Goldfields Resources Reserve. Area of Occupancy 

might be very limited and assessment of that 

should be a high priority. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Crown leaves are often blue-grey (above left), stalked but rounded, on branchlets often white waxy (above right). 
 

   

Seed capsules are cup-shaped, with the disc inside the rim (above left), but the valves obvious (above right). 
 

 

                A fine stand of Lemon-scented Ironbark at the Where to find ... location north-west of Chillagoe. 
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Also known as Eucalyptus persistens subsp. tardecidens 

tardecidens:  falling tardily, referring to the outer 

layer of the bud cap (operculum) which separates 

early from the inner layer but often remains 

hanging on the tip of the cap 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches Commonly 6 to 8 m 

tall, sometimes a little more. Frequently multi-

stemmed with stems less than 15 cm diameter, but 

can be single-stemmed and with stems to 50 cm 

diameter. Larger stems are frequently hollow. Bark 

Box-type, rough to the small branches, grey, in 

short longitundinal flakes. Leaves Arranged alter-

nately along the branchlets and somewhat pendant, 

green, grey-green or sometimes shiny green, the 

same colour on both sides, lance-shaped, typically 

about 10 by 1.5 cm. Side veins are not obvious, 

arranged at about 25 to 40° to the mid-vein, well-

spaced. Marginal vein obvious, inset about 1 mm 

from the margin. Sapling leaves can be a little 

broader and are often shorter, duller, with the side-

veins more obvious. Inflorescence terminal on 

branchlets or in leaf axils, compound, with seven 

flower buds per perfect cluster (umbel). Flower 

buds small; 4–5 mm long by 2–3 mm wide when 

mature, on stalks to 6 mm long, green and 

developing yellow caps; cap scar usually present. 

Flowers small, creamy-white. Seed capsules very 

small (about 3 mm wide), cup-shaped. The disc and 

valves are recessed below the rim. Flowering late 

October to January. 

Habitat Occurs in “bony” seasonally dry country, 

most often on gravelly slopes and hills of 

metasedimentary origin, less often on sandsheets 

or granite hills. The species frequently occurs in 

pure stands, forming a low woodland, or these 

sometimes have scattered emergent taller eucalypts 

such as Cullen’s Ironbark (E. cullenii) or Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana). 

 

 

Distribution Occurs on drier hills in the north-west, 

from Mareeba Wetlands in the south-east extend-

ing north-east to near Black Mountain (towards 

Cooktown), north-west to just beyond Lakeland, 

west to Bellevue and Nychum Stations, and south-

west to near Mt Mulligan. It is most abundant along 

and near the Mulligan Highway from Mt Carbine to 

Palmer River. Elevation: 100 to 600 m ASL. 

Mt Carbine Box is almost restricted to the study 

area, with three reports a little further west and 

north-west. 

Similar species Where gravelly slopes meet 

gravelly flats, stands of this species may intermingle 

with those of Shiny-leaved Box (E. chlorophylla). 

The latter tends to be a better-formed tree with 

larger leaves, flower buds and seed capsules, the 

bark is harder and more fissured (in longitudinal 

flakes in E. tardecidens), and the valves of Shiny-

leaved Box seed capsules are obvious, either level 

with or above the rim.  If still in doubt, the main 

side veins of Shiny-leaved Box diverge from the 

central vein at about 45° whereas those of Mt 

Carbine Box project towards the leaf tip at a 

narrower angle. 

AT A GLANCE  A very small, poorly-formed 

and often multi-stemmed tree of gravelly or 

stony slopes and rises in the north-west of the 

study area. The box bark is rough to the small 

branches, in longitudinal flakes. Seed capsules 

are small with the valves contained below the 

rim. The narrow, darkish-green leaves are the 

same colour on both sides, with main side veins 

at about 25–40° to the mid-vein. 

Eucalyptus tardecidens MT CARBINE BOX 
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 E. tardecidens – blue, along with two closely related 

 boxes, E. persistens – green, E. provecta – purple. 

 

Mt Carbine Box is very much smaller in all features 

than Molloy Red Box. See also comparative photo 

of three box species under E. chlorophylla. 

Mt Carbine Box is closely related to Charters 

Towers Box (E. persistens) and Newcastle Range 

Box (E. provecta) but does not overlap in distri-

bution with them – see E. persistens for details. 

Notes Mt Carbine Box has a chequered taxonomic 

history, having been at various times treated as part 

of Normanton Box (E. normantonensis) – a species 

which, as now understood, has extensive smooth 

bark on the branches – and as a subspecies of E. 

persistens. It was first described in 1991 as E. 

persistens subsp. tardecidens
1
, was elevated to full 

species status in 2000
2
 – a position still maintained 

by the Queensland Herbarium – and after being 

treated as a full species in an earlier version, has 

again been treated as a subspecies of E. persistens 

in the latest version of EUCLID
3
 without explanation.  

Most larger stems of Mt Carbine Box are hollow, 

and these have been harvested commercially for 

the production of didgeridus
4
. 
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Within its limited range, Mt Carbine Box is 

abundant so that it is most unlikely to qualify 

as threatened on the basis of rarity alone. Its 

occurrence on poor soils within the pastoral 

zone should limit exposure to clearing (though 

note clearing for mining at Mt Carbine). 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Mount Carbine  Mulligan Hwy beyond Mt 

Molloy. From Mount Carbine township, 

follow the Mulligan Hwy 2.0 km towards 

Cooktown to the cemetry turnoff. There, all 

trees in the surrounding low woodland are 

Mt Carbine Box.  

 The species has been reported from the 

lookout at Mareeba Wetlands, but this 

reserve is closed at the time of writing. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

Bark is 
grey,  
box-type, 
in small 
flakes. 

https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
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Mt Carbine Box often grows in singe-species stands, as here – at Mount Carbine. 

Leaves are held semi-pendant 
and are the same colour on  
both sides (left). 

Main side veins are not obvious; 
they are at 25 to 40° to the  

mid-vein (right). 

Flowers are small (below left). 

Seed capsules are cup-shaped 
with the disc and valves 

contained below the rim  
(below right). 
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Also known as Blue Gum 

tereticornis:  horn-shaped, referring to the flower bud 

cap (operculum) 

The local subspecies is E. tereticornis subsp. tereticornis. 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright tree, 

erect or somewhat spreading, often 20–30 m tall 

but can be taller, with robust ascending branches 

often arising from quite low on the trunk. Bark 

Smooth throughout, or commonly with an ill-

defined and often loosely-held stocking of scaly 

grey or brown bark to several metres. Smooth bark 

is typically dull (lustreless) and patchily grey or 

grey-brown over greyish white, dull white or cream. 

Ribbons and sheaths of shed bark are sometimes 

present near the base, with others caught at branch 

junctions. Leaves Crown leaves held pendant, lance-

shaped and often somewhat curved (sickle-shaped), 

typically about 12–18 cm long by 2–3 cm wide 

(range 8–22 x 1–3.5 cm), dark green and at times 

shiny (especially from a distance in sunlight), the 

same colour on both sides. The side veins are well-

spaced at about 35–40° to the main vein, and the 

intramarginal vein is up to several millimetres from 

the edge. Leaves have a eucalyptus scent when 

crushed. Sapling leaves are shorter and wider than 

crown leaves, of similar colour or slightly more blue. 

Smaller saplings have been described as having 

stems “usually square in cross-section and promi-

nently winged”
1 

but I have not noticed this. 

Inflorescence in leaf axils, simple, with 7, 9 or 11 

flower buds when perfect. Flower buds Stalked; the 

cap is horn-shaped with an enlarged base, often 

long, slender and somewhat curved but can be 

short and relatively stocky; 8–22 mm long when 

mature, green- or cream-coloured or rosy at base; 

cap scar present. Flowers white. Corresponding to 

the long bud cap, the style (female part at centre of 

flower) is often quite long. Seed capsules About  

4 mm long by 6 mm wide, with a broad, steeply  

 

 

ascending disc and obvious valves exserted beyond 

the disc. Flowering late May to October. 

Habitat Grows on an extraordinarily wide variety of 

soil types, landscape settings from plains to steep 

hillsides, and climates, but in drier areas near its 

western limit within the study area it is largely 

confined to fertile alluvial and basaltic soils on 

plains. Although it occurs along watercourses, it is 

usually also present on alluvial soils nearby. Forms 

open forests and sometimes woodlands with a wide 

variety of species and quite often as the sole 

species; at times grows as an emergent above 

rainforest especially gallery rainforest along 

streams. It is often abundant on coastal plains and 

adjacent foothills except for extremely high rainfall 

areas occupied by rainforest, and is frequently the 

dominant tree species of higher-elevation table-

lands on red volcanic soils except where rainforest 

occurs. 

Distribution Occurs widely though somewhat 

patchily on the coastal plain
2
 and slopes, tablelands 

and western slopes, but is absent from heavily 

rainforested areas and from drier areas in the west. 

Forest Red Gum is locally abundant on parts of the 

coastal plain such as around Cairns, and on parts of 

the Atherton Tablelands such as around Atherton 

AT A GLANCE  An upright, medium to tall 

tree with ascending branches, smooth white or 

greyish bark, and pendant green leaves the same 

colour on both sides. The long horn-shaped 

flower bud caps (usually present in the mid dry 

season) are a feature. Seed capsules have a raised 

disc and exserted valves. It is a widespread tree 

often abundant along the coast and tablelands. 

Eucalyptus tereticornis FOREST RED GUM 
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and Wondecla. Western records include south-west 

of Lakeland, between Mount Garnet and Almaden, 

and the high eastern ridge of the Undara volcanic 

plain south of Forty Mile Scrub. Present on 

Hinchinbrook and Goold Islands. Elevation:  

0 to 1,150 m ASL. 

 

Forest Red Gum has the widest latitudinal range of 

any eucalypt, occurring along the east coast of 

Australia from eastern Victoria to a number of 

locations in Papua New Guinea. 

Similar species Forest Red Gum is most closely 

related and similar to River Red Gum  

(E. camaldulensis). The two species have largely 

complementary distributions in the study area, with 

River Red Gum dominant mainly along Gulf-

catchment watercourses and Forest Red Gum in 

easterly areas and away from watercourses, but the 

two species sometimes meet and even overlap (e.g. 

upper Mitchell River area west of Mount Molloy). 

Forest Red Gum is often a taller and more erect 

tree, and commonly has a greyer aspect to the bark 

and greener leaves. Sapling leaves of River Red 

Gum are often quite bluish with stalks covered with 

white wax, features not evident in Forest Red Gum. 

The long-horned flower bud cups of Forest Red 

Gum are often definitive (but see next paragraph). It 

is reported that the leaf veins of Forest Red Gum 

are sparsely to moderately reticulate (finely 

branched) whereas those of River Red Gum are 

densely reticulate – (for colour illustrations, see 
3
), 

but I have not found this trait to be useful. Though 

not usually available as a field character, the seed of 

River Red Gum is quite different from that of Forest 

Red Gum (see Notes below). 

The most difficult challenge in distinguishing River 

from Forest Red Gum arises with subspecies 

simulata of River Red Gum. This subspecies occurs 

mainly in northern areas such as along the Walsh, 

Mitchell and Normanby Rivers, and has flower bud 

caps up to 16 mm long and similarly horn-shaped 

to those of Forest Red Gum. Habitat is often a 

useful guide with River Red Gum confined to 

watercourses but Forest Red Gum present also on 

valley floors and plains. Note leaf and seed 

characters referred to in the previous paragraph, 

and see E. camaldulensis for more details of this 

subspecies and how to distinguish it from Forest 

Red Gum. 

In moist, elevated forests, Forest Red Gum may co-

occur with Rose Gum (E. grandis). Rose Gum has a 

well-defined stocking of rough bark, branches that 

emerge generally higher on the trunk and are more 

perpendicular to it, and leaves that are darker on 

one side than the other. Flower buds and seed 

capsules are also quite different. 

Notes Four subspecies of Forest Red Gum have 

been described
1
. The local subspecies is E. tereticornis 

subsp. tereticornis, which is the most wide-ranging 

of the four, occurring from Papua New Guinea to 

southern New South Wales. 

Forest Red Gum and River Red Gum differ in seed 

characters; those of Forest Red Gum are “black and 

pitted, with a single seedcoat” but can be brownish-

black, whereas those of River Red Gum (including 

subspecies simulata) are “smooth, yellow to yellow-

brown, with a double seedcoat”
3
. Because of this 

difference, the two species are placed in different 

taxonomic series, with other red gum species 

regarded as more closely related to Forest Red Gum 

than River Red Gum
4
. Nevertheless, it is thought 

that subspecies simulata of River Red Gum 

originated from hybridisation of Forest and River 

Red Gums, but now breeds ‘true to type’. 

In the Rossville area south of Cooktown, Forest Red 

Gum appears to have established an extensive 

hybrid population with Large-fruited Red 

Mahogany (E. pellita); see the entry for the latter 

species for more detail. I have also observed 

hybrids between Forest Red Gum and Poplar Gum 

(E. platyphylla) but only as scattered individuals or 

small stands which suggests they are first 

generation hybrids. All species involved are placed 

in the large subgenus Symphyomyrtus and thus  
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somewhat related – note for instance that all have 

simple inflorescences arising from the base of leaf 

stalks, and seed capsules with an obvious disc and 

valves.  

Forest Red Gum is reported to be among the most 

efficient users of soil phosphorous among eucalypts 

– indicating adaptedness to the generally low 

phosphorous soils in Australia – and a seedling trial 

indicated little response to soil enriched with 

phosphorous
5
. Contrarily, phosphorous supplemen-

tation for trees in a natural stand near Sydney 

increased stem growth
6
, and at a site control 

burned annually for many years trunks of Forest 

Red Gum increased in diameter when other 

eucalypts did not, apparently in response to ele-

vated levels of phosphorous induced by the fires
7
. 

Both shadehouse trials and field experiments 

indicate that Forest Red Gum from New South 

Wales can cope well with the increases in 

temperature and atmospheric carbon dioxide 

anticipated under climate change
8-10

. However, the 

response of tropical provenances is less auspicious, 

with a decline in photosynthetic capacity and leaf 

area leading to a decline in growth of 10% at 3.5°C 

of warming, evidently because in the tropics the 

species is already close to its thermal optimum
11,12

. 

This hints that the thermal optimum for the species 

is similar regardless of latitude, i.e. populations are 

not strongly and locally adapted to temperature, 

and this is indeed the case
13

. 

Hollows in Forest Red Gum are important as den 

sites for the Mahogany Glider (Petaurus gracilis) on 

the southern Wet Tropics coast
14

, for the arboreal 

Pale-headed Snake (Hoplocephalus bitorquatus) in 

southern Queensland
15

, and doubtless for many 

other species of fauna. On Magnetic Island near 

Townsville and in areas further south, Forest Red 

Gum is an important habitat and food source for 

Koalas (Phascolarctos cinereus)
16-18

. The tree has 

been identified as key habitat for the Greater Glider 

(Petauroides volans) in south-east Queensland
19

, 

and its relatively reliable nectar production
20

 

provides food for Squirrel Gliders (Petaurus 

norfolcensis) in NSW
21

. There are likely to be many 

more references to the value of Forest Red Gum as 

habitat for wildlife which I have not detected. 

Forest Red Gum has been rated as a major source 

of pollen and medium source of nectar for apiarists, 

the resultant honey being of “pleasant” taste and 

moderate density
22

. Aborigines obtained a sweet 

fluid from the sap under the bark
23

. 

 Cairns  JCU Campus, Halfmoon Creek, 

Smithfield. James Cook Highway north out 

of Cairns: drive 2.2 km north from the 

Kuranda turnoff to the next roundabout, then 

a further 400 m, parking on the left just past 

the forest. Forest Red Gum is the common 

eucalypt emergent from the rainforest. Along 

the walk beside this forest on the campus 

side there are also some Poplar Gum  

(E. platyphylla) and Moreton Bay Ash  

(C. tessellaris). 

 Atherton  Forest Red Gum is common in 

remnant open forest near the town, for 

example: Halloran’s Hill, Platypus Park 

(Herberton Road), and Koci Road to Hasties 

Swamp bird hide. Associated eucalypts vary, 

the most common being Pink Bloodwood 

(C. intermedia) and, at Halloran’s Hill, 

Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris). 

 Julatten – Mount Molloy  Forest Red Gum 

is common, for example at Geraghty Park in 

Julatten, and the rest area beside Rifle Creek 

1.0 km north of Mount Molloy. The other 

common smooth-barked eucalypt in this 

area is Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris), 

whilst Poplar Gum (E. platyphylla), Dallachy’s 

Ghost Gum (C. dallachiana) and Cadaghi  

(C. torelliana) are more scattered. 

 between Ravenshoe and Innot Hot Springs  

Archer Creek roadside stop on the Kennedy 

Hwy. The second eucalypt common here is 

Moreton Bay Ash (C. tessellaris). 

 Hidden Valley near Paluma  There is a fine 

stand in the floodplain of the Running River 

about 22 km from Paluma. See A. floribunda 

for details of other eucalypts present. 

 Black Mountain near Cooktown  

Immediately above the upper end of the 

lookout carpark. Other smooth-barked 

eucalypts present are Moreton Bay Ash  

(C. tessellaris) and one or two Poplar Gum 

(E. platyphylla). The ironbark is Cullen’s 

Ironbark (E. cullenii), whilst the other rough-

barked eucalypts are Molloy Red Box  

(E. leptophleba) and Clarkson’s Bloodwood 

(C. clarksoniana). 

 other locations Kalunga (Herberton area) 

– see E. moluccana; Tully area, Bilyana Rest 

Area, Bruce Hwy 20 km south of Tully – see 

C. tessellaris. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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The timber of Forest Red Gum is red and dense 

with an interlocked grain
24

, tough and durable, 

resistant to both termites and powderpost 

beetles
25

. It is highly valued and has been logged 

extensively in north Queensland – and continues to 

be so in some State Forests, e.g. Tumoulin. It was 

and/or is used “particularly in heavy construction ... 

it is useful for steps because it provides a non-slip 

surface”
26

, in boatbuilding, for fence posts, piles, 

poles and railway sleepers, also bearers and joints 

in building foundations
24,27,28

. 

As a timber tree and sometimes for other 

applications (see below), Forest Red Gum has been 

widely planted around the world either in pure form 

or as hybrids with River Red Gum (E. camaldulensis), 

Timor Mountain Gum (E. urophylla) and Rose Gum 

(E. grandis), for example in India
29

, southern China, 

South America
30

 and Africa
31

. In India, it is a 

preferred species for agroforestry including 

reclaiming irrigated farmland that has been 

degraded by rising water levels
32,33

, often by 

planting along boundaries between fields. 

Plantations of the species provide particularly high 

levels of carbon sequestration
34,35

. It is cultivated for 

its leaf oils in China
36

. However, the species is 

regarded as being at high risk of becoming invasive 

in Brazil, in part because of cited problems with it in 

South Africa
37

. 

Extracts from the leaf oil of Forest Red Gum are 

used as herbal treatment for diabetes mellitus and 

obesity, and trials demonstrate the validity of this 

application
38-40

. Leaf oil extracts have also shown 

potential for the treatment of cancer
41,42

, depres-

sion and catalepsy
43

. They have particulary good 

anti-oxidant properties because of high concen-

trations of gallic and quinic acids
44,45

, and show 

strong anti-bacterial
41,42,46

 and anti-fungal activity
44,47

. 

Other potential applications from either leaf oils or 

leaf litter leachate are to treat environmental algal 

blooms
48,49

, and as an insecti-cide for the control of 

mosquitoes
50,51

. 

In a study area population, old bark was shed from 

September to April with a peak in December
52

. 
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Bark of Forest Red Gum is smooth and pale, often with a strong hint of pale grey (above left). 

Leaves are held pendant, and are dark green on both sides (above centre). 

Main side veins are well-spaced, and an intramarginal vein is obvious (above right). 

                        

Most unusual: a variegated eucalypt  
leaf. I’ve only seen one like it, a sapling  
Forest Red Gum which did not look healthy. 
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Inflorescences are 
simple clusters arising 
from leaf axils (left, 
right). 

The name tereticornis 
means “horn-shaped”, 
describing the bud 
cap. 

The style is notably 
elongate in Forest Red 
Gum (right). 

Seed capsules with a 
strongly raised disc and 
exserted valves are one of a 
number of features 
identifying the species as a 
member of the red gum/ 
peppermint group of 
species. 
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tetrodonta:  four teeth, referring to the small 

projections on the rim of the seed capsule 

tetrodonta is quite often mis-spelt as “tetradonta” 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright tree to 

20 m but reaching that height only in the far north 

of the study area, especially near Cooktown; 

otherwise mostly 10–15-m tall; usually slender-

trunked. Bark is rough on all but the branchlets, 

fibrous (stringy) and furrowed, grey or grey-brown 

on the surface, reddish underneath, quite often 

destroyed by termites on much of the trunk from 

the ground up. Leaves Crown leaves held pendant, 

stalked, paired (opposite) or nearly so (sub-opposite), 

somewhat to quite sickle-shaped (falcate), fairly 

slender with a long-tapered tip and/or with a 

narrow linear extension to the tip, often about 18 

cm long by 2 cm wide but can be considerably 

smaller or larger, non-shiny, mid-green or grey-

green, the same colour on both sides. Mid-vein is 

raised, yellow; side veins are well-spaced, at about 

45° to the mid-vein, often branched and inter-

connected; an intramarginal vein is obvious about 1 

mm from the margin. Sapling leaves are similar in 

colour and shape but can be much larger – to more 

than 30 cm long and 10 cm wide. Inflorescence in 

leaf axils or sometimes on older, leafless branchlets, 

simple, with three flower buds when perfect; in 

pairs on either side of branchlets because the 

leaves are paired. The common stalk is 3–17 mm 

long, round or angular. Flower buds are on robust 

flattened stalks that are about 4 mm long. Buds are 

about 10 mm long by 8 mm wide when mature, 

green or yellowish, the base bell-shaped, with four 

lobes (sepals) 1–3 mm long, often with ill-defined 

ridges leading up to each lobe. The cap is 

prominent, dome-shaped, sometimes faintly ribbed. 

Flowers creamy-white, the stamens long and 

loosely held; often with some ribbing inside the 

green cup; sepals obvious. Seed capsules are on 

cluster (umbel) stalks that are up to 3 mm wide.   

 

 

Individual capsules are on flattened stalks about 4 

mm long; capsules are about 16 mm long by 12 

mm wide, more-or-less cup-shaped, circular in 

cross-section with no or two faint ribs and four 

small (less than 1 mm long) projections (“teeth”) 

around the rim; disc and valves are below (inside) 

the rim, but the valves are obvious and sometimes 

level with the rim. Flowering July to October. 

Habitat Not fully described for the study area due 

to historical confusion with Sandstone Stringybark 

(E. megasepala) and frequent lack of reproductive 

material to enable identification. Darwin Stringybark 

is known to occur in the study area mainly on 

sandstone, sandier alluvium often near creeks but 

beyond the reach of floods, and colluvium including 

red-soil laterite; occasionally also on metasedi-

mentary hills. It is often in pure stands, but also 

occurs intermingled with Melville Island Bloodwood 

(C. nesophila) in the Cooktown area, Blotchy 

Bloodwood (C. stockeri) on the Laura sandstone, 

and other species elsewhere. Darwin Stringybark 

generally grows on deeper soils and extends into 

higher-rainfall areas (Cooktown area) than 

Sandstone Stringybark. Beyond the study area, 

Darwin Stringybark frequently occurs in tall open 

AT A GLANCE  An upright, small to medium 

fibrous-barked tree of northern and western 

areas. Leaves are sickle-shaped, paired and 

stalked. Flower buds have four lobes and seed 

capsules have four small teeth; the bud cap is 

smooth and domed. Stands of saplings with 

large leaves are often obvious along roadsides. 

Eucalyptus tetrodonta DARWIN STRINGYBARK 
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forests on red lateritic soils with one or other of the 

woollybutts (E. chartaboma or E. miniata) or Melville 

Island Bloodwood (C. nesophila). 

Distribution Widely scattered in northern and 

western areas but, as noted above, not fully 

described due to historical confusion with 

Sandstone Stringybark (E. megasepala) and frequent 

lack of reproductive material to enable identification. 

It is most abundant in the far north, from Cooktown 

to Laura and Jowalbinna. It certainly also occurs in 

localised stands north-north-west of Chillagoe and 

sparsely in an intermittent band from Dimbulah 

south-west to the Newcastle Range west of 

Einasleigh. May occur in other scattered western 

areas, with a particular concentration of unverified 

records in the vicinity of Bulleringa National Park. 

Often occurs in the general vicinity of Sandstone 

Stringybark (especially on sandstone and in sandy 

environments) but in separate ecosystems (see 

Notes below). It appears to be the only one of these 

two species in the Cooktown area, where it occurs 

patchily almost as far south as Trevethan Falls near 

Mount Amos, and also the only species of the two 

in the far south (Newcastle Range). Elevation: definite 

records range from near sea level to 700 m ASL. 

 

green – tetrodonta; blue – megasepala; red – both;  yellow – ?? 

Darwin Stringybark occurs across northern Australia 

west to and including much of the Kimberley. It is 

abundant and dominant over large areas of 

northern Cape York Peninsula as well as in the 

Northern Territory and Western Australia, generally 

in areas receiving moderate to high but strongly 

seasonal rainfall. There is a southern outlier 

population in the White Mountains north-east of 

Hughenden. 

Similar species Darwin Stringybark often occurs in 

the vicinity of Sandstone Stringybark (E. megasepala) 

(see next paragraph) and marginally with one other 

stringybark, White Mahogany (E. acmenoides 

complex). It is similar in appearance to Sandstone 

Stringybark, with both readily distinguished from 

White Mahogany by having paired (opposite) leaves 

and very different flower buds and seed capsules. 

Without reproductive parts, Darwin Stringybark 

cannot be reliably distinguished from Sandstone 

Stringybark, and both flower infrequently. Seed 

capsules and flower buds are, however, very 

different. Seed capsules of Darwin Stringybark are 

round in cross section, have either none or two faint 

ribs and projections that are less than 1 mm long; 

those of Sandstone Stringybark are square in cross 

section, have four prominent ribs, and teeth that 

are 4–9 mm long. The flower buds of Darwin 

Stringybark have a dome-shaped cap, at most faint 

ribbing, and lobes 1–3 mm long; in contrast, those 

of Sandstone Stringybark have a cap that tapers to 

a blunt tip, have very prominent ribbing, and lobes 

5–9 mm long. Darwin Stringybark flowers from July 

to October and Sandstone Stringybark flowers from 

April to July. The two species often occur in 

discrete, adjacent stands, with Darwin Stringybark 

growing taller and occurring downslope. 

  

 Laura  Carpark at the Split Rock art site just 

off the Peninsula Development Road, about 

12.5 km south-west of Laura on the right 

hand side as you drive from Laura. The 

fibrous-barked trees with somewhat sickle-

shaped leaves are Darwin Stringybark. The 

trees with a fresh green pendant canopy 

are Blotchy Bloodwood (C. stockeri). For 

contrast, on the walk from here to the rock-

art galleries (entrance fee applies; 

moderately steep and rocky), you can see 

Sandstone Stringybark (E. megasepala). 

 Cooktown  There are some small trees 

along the Endeavour Valley Road between 

the town and the airport, and fine stands 

from about 14 km along Oaky Creek Rd 

(unsealed). It is also present along the 

unsealed roads to Archer Point and 

Trevethan Falls. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Notes Darwin Stringybark was, until 2006
1
, defined 

more widely to include what is now known as 

Sandstone Stringybark (E. megasepala). The two 

species are closely related but have very different 

flower buds and seed capsules, and also flower at 

different times. Where they occur in proximity they 

occupy different habitat, Darwin Stringybark occu-

pying more fertile and/or better-watered down-

slope environments. 

Darwin Stringybark is one of the 7% of eucalypts 

whose flowers and buds have true (free) sepals, and 

one of the very few, including Sandstone 

Stringybark [E. megasepala] and Angophora species, 

in which the sepals are obvious. The bud cap in 

these species has evolved from the petals alone. In 

contrast, in most eucalypts the sepals have been 

modified over evolutionary time to form the outer 

layer of the bud cap, and are not individually 

evident. 

Darwin Stringybark is perhaps the most-studied 

eucalypt – along with Darwin Woollybutt (E. miniata) 

– in northern Australia. It is a caution, however, that 

most of these studies have been conducted in the 

Top End of the Northern Territory where rainfall is 

mostly higher, geology often different, and fire 

much more frequent
2,3

 than in the study area. 

Having said that, in drier regions the species has 

thicker leaves but these are lighter per unit 

volume
4
, and its population dynamics in drier 

regions may be driven by long-term changes in 

rainfall
5
 whereas fire is a key driver in higher rainfall 

areas
6,7

. The following summary reflects only a 

portion of the extensive literature. 

At least in higher rainfall regions and on moister 

sites, mature Darwin Stringybark trees photosyn-

thesize and grow more or less throughout the year, 

with only a slight diminution during the dry 

season
8–10

 and experimental irrigation produced 

little effect
8
. However, the nature of this growth 

varies with season: stem growth is largely confined 

to the wet season
4,8,11,12

; leaf flush occurs at low 

levels throughout the year but massively from 

September to December commencing well before 

the onset of wet-season rains
4,8,13

; and from March 

to July trees are believed to mainly store the 

products of photosynthesis, doing so underground
4
. 

Leaves mostly live for less than a year
8
, and though 

retaining a near-full canopy throughout the year 

(evergreen)
14

, leaf drop is greatest early in the dry 

season (May–June)
4
. Saplings are more susceptible 

to drought stress during the dry season than 

mature trees, with levels of stress evidently varying 

between sites and no doubt also with the age of 

saplings. Saplings may retain a near-full canopy 

throughout the year
8
 or shed up to 90% of leaves 

during the dry season
15,16

. 

Flowering is strictly seasonal. In the Top End of the 

Northern Territory it occurs in the dry season with 

buds appearing in May or June, flowering peaking 

in July or August, with seedfall following in 

September and October, in time for the first rains of 

the wet season
17,18

 (flowering may peak a little later 

in north-east Queensland). However, the extent of 

flowering varies hugely from year to year with 

virtually none in some years
17,19,20

. Fires – especially 

intense fires – reduce seed production both by 

burning buds, flowers and fruit, and by diverting 

plant resources from flowering to recovery after 

fire
21

. About 25–50% of flowers produced mature 

fruit
17

. Experimentally, ants removed 80-90% of 

seed from the ground within 48 hours
22

. 

Darwin Stringybark can regenerate without fire but 

fire stimulates regeneration
2
. Recruitment is 

episodic though frequent, but the abundance of 

saplings is negatively related to the frequency and 

intensity of fire as well as to existing stand density 

and the dryness of the site
6
. In one study, seedling 

growth was not inhibited by the roots of mature 

trees
23

. One-year old seedlings have well-developed 

lignotubers and deep tap roots
24

. Ectomycorrhizal 

fungi colonise seedling roots, and introducing these 

fungi promoted seedling growth in both 

shadehouse trials and on a mine rehabilitation 

site
25

. Seedling growth in pot trials responds 

strongly and positively to additional nutrients
26

. 

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Darwin Stringybark is very widespread and often 

abundant across northern Australia, and it is 

well represented in conservation reserves. There 

has been localised intense clearing for agriculture, 

mainly in the Northern Territory, and the species 

is a feature of the laterite plateaus that are 

cleared for bauxite mining at Weipa (Qld) and 

Nhulunbuy (NT). Within the study area, the 

species has only limited exposure to land 

clearing, mainly near Cooktown. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 
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Almost uniquely among eucalypts, Darwin 

Stringybark can regenerate from root sprouts 

(suckers)
27,28

 as well as from seed. 

Stems of mature trees have been recorded growing 

in diameter at from 1–4 mm per year with early or 

no fire, less and even negatively (i.e. the trunk 

shrinks) under severe fire regimes
29,30

, and also less 

when severely hollowed by termites
31

. A cored tree 

of 40 cm diameter tree was at least 60 years old
11

. 

83% of 757 Darwin Stringybarks near Darwin were 

hollowed by termites
32

 and this may increase to 

100% in trees more than 30 cm diameter
31

. 

Hollowing decreased survival substantially for all 

but the largest trees
31

. Darwin Stringybarks may be 

damaged by severe winds (cyclones, tornados) but 

have high survival rates even when knocked over
28

. 

However, in extreme cases trunks may be twisted 

and consequently snapped off quite low yet remain 

standing, resprouting from trunk-stored reserves 

but subsequently dying evidently because connec-

tions to roots have been severed
20

. Severe dieback 

as a result of infection with the non-native 

Cinnamon Fungus (Phytophthora cinnamomi) has 

been reported at Nhulunbuy in the Northern 

Territory
33

. 

Darwin Stringybark has variously been reported as 

deep-
34

 and shallow-rooted
35,36

, differences that 

may reflect site conditions. At a site with a hard 

layer of ferricrete 0.3 to 1.4 m below the surface, 

roots rarely if ever penetrated below this, with trees 

more than 10 cm in diameter having more biomass 

above ground than below, this increasing to three 

times as much for trees of 45 cm diameter
35

. In 

open forest dominated by Darwin Stringybark, 

shallow fine roots were present only in the wet 

season – an unusual case of root deciduousness
34

, 

though the roots weren’t specifically identified as 

belonging to this species. 

Reflecting that they are frequently hollow, a 

significant human use of Darwin Stringybark is for 

the production of didgeridoos
31

. The timber has 

sometimes been used for poles and general house 

construction
37

. Aborigines used the wood to make 

spears and canoe paddles, and the bark to cover 

shelters, make troughs and canoes, and as a surface 

for painted art
38,39

. Medicinally, Aborigines used “an 

infusion of the inner bark and sapwood for 

diarrhoea and for bronchitis ... [and] as a wash for 

the treatment of sores and scabies. An infusion of 

the inner bark is used as a mouthwash for oral 

infections. An infusion from young leaves ... was 

drunk for fevers and headache. A leaf decoction 

was drunk for influenza ... Leaves are heated ... and 

applied as a poultice for aching bones and muscles 

... Leaves inhibit bacterial growth”
40; see also 39

. Bark 

infusions and poultices are also reported to have 

been used to treat wounds, pain and bleeding 

during childbirth
41

, and backache
42

. Leaves and bark 

contain saponins, triterpenoid compounds and 

tannic acid, and leaves a “very small amount of a 

1,8-cineol rich essential oil” which may be the active 

consituents of benefit in medicinal applications
40

. 

Near Darwin, hollows of this species are 

preferentially used by Black-footed Tree-rats 

(Mesembriomys gouldiiI)
43

, whilst at Iron Range on 

Cape York Peninsula almost half of all nests of the 

Palm Cockatoo (Probosciger aterrimus) were in 

Darwin Stringybark hollows
44

. When in flower, 

Darwin Stringybark is an important dry season 

source of nectar (possibly also pollen) for birds
45,46

. 

Darwin Stringybark seeds are consumed by Red-

tailed Black-cockatoos (Calyptorhynchus banksii)
17

. 
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Darwin Stringybark can reach 20-m tall (above left). Bark is thinly fibrous (above centre), often shattered by termites (above right). 

 

     

 

         

Leaves are curved (falcate) (above left & centre), with 

well-spaced main side veins and an obvious intramarginal 

vein (above right). They are in pairs (opposite) along 

branchlets (below left). 

Sapling are often prolific and have large leaves (right). 
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  Inflorescences are simple clusters of no more than three flower buds arising from the axils of the paired leaves (above left).  

   Darwin Stringybark is one of the few eucalypts with obvious sepals. 

 Flowers are creamy-white with long, loosely-held stamens (above right). 

 

 

                                 Seed capsules have four ‘teeth’; these are persisten sepals and give the species its  

                                 name tetrodonta. 
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Also known as White Stringybark, Eucalyptus reducta 

tindaliae:  Ann Tindal (1859-1928), member of a 

pastoral family from the Grafton area of New South 

Wales who was keenly interested in the local flora. 

Tindal’s Stringybark occurs in that area 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright tree to 

30 m, developing a stout trunk and substantial 

spreading branches with age. Branches often 

develop in the lower third of the tree and diverge at 

about 45°. Bark Stringy (rough, fibrous) on the 

trunk and main branches, smooth on branches up 

to 4 cm diameter and at times up to 8 cm. Rough 

bark is strongly furrowed, thick or fairly thin, 

aggregated into small strips or slabs, grey or grey-

brown or sometimes reddish-brown. Smooth bark is 

often creamy-white or pale yellow and may turn 

reddish as it is peels. Small ribbons of peeled bark 

are often retained on a few smaller branches. 

Leaves Crown leaves are arranged alternately along 

the branchlets, on stalks about 1 cm long. They are 

typically about 2.5 to 5 times longer than wide, 

sickle-shaped (falcate) with a strongly asymmetric 

base, mid to dark green and glossy or slightly bluish 

green and not glossy, often ever-so-slightly darker 

and shinier on one side than the other but held 

more or less pendant. They are quite variable in size 

up to 14 cm long and 4 cm wide, often about 10 by 

3 cm. The mid-vein is thick and raised on the 

underside of the basal portion of the leaf. Side veins 

are obvious and well-spaced, diverging at about 35° 

from the mid-vein, with a network of fine and less 

obvious veins in-between, terminating at an 

intramarginal vein that is 1–3 mm from the leaf 

edge. Saplings (some up to 1.5 m tall) have very 

different leaves, these being held stiffly and more or 

less horizontally in pairs (opposite), sub-opposite or 

alternate along the stems, being stalkless or on 

stalks just a millimetre or two long. They are  

 

 

frequently shortly bristly or hairy and on bristly 

stems (especially when newly grown), much darker 

above than below, shorter and proportionately 

broader than crown leaves (sometimes almost 

circular) and often with an extended tip (acuminate) 

and an undulating or finely serrated edge especially 

on younger growth, variable in size but can be quite 

small (3 cm long by 1.4 cm wide). Inflorescence In 

leaf axils or on older leafless branchlets; usually a 

simple cluster (umbel) on a stalk 5–18 mm long, but 

sometimes compound, with perfect clusters 

consisting of 9–15 flower buds. Flower buds 

Stalkless or very shortly stalked, in rather crowded 

clusters, about 5 mm long by 3.5 mm wide when 

mature, the cap rounded or somewhat conical. 

Flowers white. Seed capsules Stalkless or very 

shortly stalked, in crowded clusters, broader than 

long and hemispherical or almost globular, with a 

prominent disc and valves that may be below or 

slightly above the disc, about 5 mm long by 8 mm 

wide, often on older, leafless branchlets. Flowering 

Unclear, possibly mainly May to June though I also 

have a record of buds opening in January. 

Habitat Tindal’s Stringybark grows in moist open 

forest on relatively infertile soils and usually has an 

understorey of grass, bracken or dry sclerophyll 

AT A GLANCE  A medium to tall stringybark 

of moist forest in the ranges. It is notable for 

being stringybarked but with smooth bark on 

the smaller branches up to 4 cm or more 

diameter. Crown leaves have a strongly 

asymmetric base. Sapling leaves are short-

stalked and usually hairy or bristly, often in pairs 

(opposite). The crowded seed capsule clusters 

are also distinctive. 

Eucalyptus tindaliae TINDAL’S STRINGYBARK 
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shrubs. It does so most often in pure stands or in 

association with Pink Bloodwood (C. intermedia) 

and Turpentine (Syncarpia glomulifera), sometimes 

also with scattered Granite Ironbark (E. granitica) 

present, but also occurs in association with a variety 

of other eucalypts including Small-fruited Red 

Mahogany (E. resinifera). In at least some areas such 

as the Herberton Range it appears to be the 

intermediate step in a stringybark replacement 

sequence (notwithstanding that these stringybarks 

are not very closely related; see Notes), with Small-

fruited Red Mahogany occurring on more 

favourable sites (moister and/or more fertile) and 

White Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex) on less 

favourable sites, with some overlap as well as 

adjacency with these species. The considerable 

majority of Tindal’s Stringybark’s occurrences are 

on ancient igneous (granite, rhyolite) parent 

materials, but it also occurs occasionally on 

metasedimentary and recent volcanic (basalt) 

substrates, the latter probably only on the harshest 

sites. In drier parts of its range it is restricted to 

higher slopes and ridges that receive additional 

moisture as mist during the dry season. 

Distribution Occurs along the higher ranges in two 

main populations, the largest of which extends from 

the Windsor Tableland in the north to Yourka 

Reserve south of Ravenshoe in the south, and 

south-westwards to Mt Misery south of Irvinebank. 

A southern population occurs in the Paluma and 

Seaview Ranges in the far south-east of the study 

area. Additional records are from Mt Poverty south-

west of Rossville in the north, and Bakers Blue 

Mountain north-west of Mareeba. There is a report 

from the Kirrama area between the two main 

populations which seem plausible but requires 

confirmation. It is also possible that the Mt Poverty 

location is not as separate as the map suggests, as 

potential habitat between there and the Windsor 

Tableland is remote and poorly surveyed. It is 

generally an uncommon species but is locally 

common to abundant in higher parts of the 

Herberton Range. Elevation: from 350 to 1,280 m 

ASL. It is much more abundant above 700 m, but 

occurs lower mainly in wetter near-coastal areas. In 

drier ranges such as near Watsonville and 

Irvinebank, it grows as isolated stands on the top of 

peaks above about 1,000 m ASL. 

The north Queensland population of Tindal’s 

Stringybark is confined to the study area. The 

species also occurs from Hervey Bay in south-east 

Queensland to near Coffs Harbour in New South 

Wales – but see Notes. 

 

 

 

Similar species Tindal’s Stringybark is the only 

stringybark in the study area to have smooth bark 

on the branches. It is also distinguished from other 

stringybarks in the higher ranges by the strongly-

asymmetric leaf bases and sickle-shaped crown 

leaves (White Mahogany, E. acmenoides complex, 

may have slightly sickle-shaped and asymmetric 

leaves, but much less so than Tindal’s Stringybark). 

Other distinctive features are the more-or-less 

stalkless, hairy or bristly leaves on small saplings, 

more-or-less stalkless and crowded flower buds 

and seed capsules, and flower buds with rounded 

or only slightly conical caps. Tindal’s Stringybark 

can occur with or close to other stringybark species 

(see Habitat). 

Notes There is disagreement among taxonomists 

about the relationship between populations of trees 

variously known as E. tindaliae and E. reducta. The 

name E. tindaliae is older and was originally applied 

to populations in both north Queensland and sub-

tropical south-east Queensland and north-east New 

South Wales. Hill & Johnson
1
 regarded the north 

Queensland population as distinct based on it 

having smaller leaves and smaller seed capsules 

with a slightly different structure (mostly 3-locular; 

4-locular in the sub-tropics), and applied the name 

E. reducta. The Queensland Herbarium
2
 follows Hill 

& Johnson. However, almost complete overlap in 

leaf and seed capsule dimensions is reported in 

EUCLID
3
, along with the occurrence of both 3- and 

4-locular seed capsules in both populations, an 

argument for reversion to the original name, 
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tindaliae. The national standard is for both 

populations to be named E. tindaliae
4
. The older 

name E. phaeotricha is sometimes still applied 

internationally, as is the incorrect name of E. nigra. 

Tindal’s Stringybark is the only ‘true stringybark’ 

(subgenus Eucalyptus, section Capillulus) to occur in 

north Queensland, or indeed north of the Tropic of 

Capricorn. The other stringybarked eucalypts in this 

area are White Mahogany (E. acmenoides complex) 

(in the same subgenus but a different section, 

Amentum), and the red mahoganies E. pellita and  

E. resinifera (in a different subgenus, Symphomyrtus)
3,5

. 

There are about 28 more species of ‘true stringy-

barks’ which occur along the east coast and south-

east of Australia, with seven of these in south-east 

Queensland. With such affinities, it is perhaps not 

suprising that Tindal’s Stringybark shows a strong 

preference for higher elevations where cooler 

temperatures prevail. Indeed, this might be the 

eucalypt that occurs at highest elevation of all 

species in the study area, growing at 1,280 m on 

the summit of Mount Wallum near Atherton; higher 

peaks than this in the study area appear to be 

covered exclusively by rainforest and wet heath. 

Tindal’s Stringybark’s affinities might also explain 

why its flower buds and seed capsules are held on 

the branchlets for a long time, characters generally 

associated with temperate-zone rather than tropical 

eucalypts
6,7

. It is unclear why flower buds may be 

retained in an apparently dormant state for lengthy 

periods; it is not obviously associated with 

providing flexibility in flowering times. Retention of 

seed capsules in many temperate-zone but few 

tropical eucalypts
7
 is associated with the higher 

intensity of forest fires in southern Australia, with 

seeds retained in the canopy for release that is 

triggered by the fire (serotiny)
8
. 

The timber of Tindal’s Stringybark is straight-

grained and creamy yellow, useful in construction, 

but prone to sap rings and not durable in the 

ground
9
. Bark of the species was used by 

Aborigines to cover huts
10

. 
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 Wondecla (near Herberton)  From cross-

road by store and old council building in 

Herberton,  drive 6.8 km towards Ravenshoe 

to the minor crossroad with Springvale 

Road on the right. Park either left or right 

down the side roads. The remnant forest 

hereabouts is a mix of quite tall Tindal’s 

Stringybark and Pink Bloodwood  

(C. intermedia) growing on red basalt soils. 

 between Atherton and Herberton   

See E. granitica. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
 

https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/plants-animals/plants/herbarium/flora-census
https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/plants-animals/plants/herbarium/flora-census
https://apps.lucidcentral.org/euclid/text/intro/index.html
https://www.anbg.gov.au/chah/apc/
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Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – not assessed 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

Tindal’s Stringybark is widespread but there is 

no information on rates of clearing and 

protection within reserves. Within the study 

area, the species occurs mainly on upland 

ridges, limiting its exposure to land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

     

     

Crown leaves are held pendant and are often darkish green (left), are usually strongly asymmetric at the base 
(centre, right), with well-spaced side veins and an obvious intramarginal vein (right). 

Bark of Tindal’s Stringybark is thick, furrowed and 
fibrous on the trunk (below left & centre)  
but smooth on smaller branches (below right). 
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Leaves on smaller saplings (above) are often heart-shaped, stalkless or nearly so, and toothed and/or bristly. 

                                     

                        

Inflorescences 
arise from leaf 
axils (or older 
leafless branch-
lets) and, when 
perfect they 
contain more 
than seven 
flower buds 
(left). 

Flowers are 
white and fairly 

small (right) 

Seed capsules are in crowded 
clusters and have an obvious 
disc and valves (left). 
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whitei:  Cyril White (1890-1950), Qld Govt Botanist 

 

 

Description Trunk & branches An upright or 

somewhat spreading tree to about 12 m with one 

or several crooked trunks, often branching heavily 

from below 5 m. Bark Black or blackish or grey, a 

deeply-furrowed ironbark, at times with bleached 

flattened tops between the furrows and red resin in 

the furrows. Branchlets are dull yellow or dull 

reddish, often with a white waxy surface. Leaves 

Crown leaves held pendant, alternating along the 

branchlets, stalked (stalks 3–15 mm long), grey, 

blue-grey or grey-green, the same colour on both 

sides, lance-shaped but often with a rounded tip 

surmounted by a small point, typically about 8 cm 

long by 1.5 cm wide, the side and marginal veins 

obscure. Sapling leaves are more likely than crown 

leaves to be bluish, and are a little broader (2–4 cm 

wide). White waxiness is often present, mainly on 

branchlets of new crown shoots and especially on 

saplings. Inflorescence terminal on branchlets, 

compound, often also with additional simple 

clusters in the outer leaf axils; perfect clusters 

(umbels) contain seven flower buds. Flower buds 

Variable in size and shape from slender with a long-

pointed cap to fairly broad with a rounded cap 

topped with a small beak; may be white-waxy or 

bluish or green; generally 5–7 mm long by 3–4 mm 

wide when mature; cap scar present. Flowers white. 

Seed capsules are wine-glass shaped, may be 

white-waxy when fresh, about 5 mm long by 5 mm 

wide. Flowering the few available records suggest 

January and perhaps November or December as well. 

Habitat Forms open woodlands most often with 

Western Red Bloodwood (C. pocillum) and 

Georgetown Box (E. microneura), sometimes with 

Silver-leaved Ironbark (E. melanophloia) or other 

species, on skeletal, well-drained rolling hills and 

plains. These are frequently of metasedimentary 

origins (micaceous schists), but sometimes granitic 

or other geologies. 

 

 

Distribution Common south of Georgetown, for 

example around Forsayth and towards Cobbold 

Gorge, with a few stands east of Georgetown in the 

Newcastle Range. Occasional reports elsewhere are 

likely to be misidentified Narrow-leaved Ironbark  

(E. crebra). Elevation: 300 to 560 m ASL. 

 

AT A GLANCE  A small ironbark of the 

extreme south-west of the study area mostly 

south from Georgetown. It is notable for its 

stalked, grey leaves that are short and slender. 

Often has white wax on the branchlets and flower 

buds, and bluish and/or waxy sapling leaves. 
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White’s Ironbark occurs in the eastern inland of 

north Queensland from Georgetown south almost 

to Blackall. It has also recently been confirmed as 

occurring near Wollogorang in the Northern 

Territory close to the Queensland border, more 

than 500 km west of its main range. 

Similar species Within its limited range in the 

study area, White’s Ironbark occurs near or some-

times with two other ironbarks, Silver-leaved 

Ironbark (E. melanophloia) and Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark (E. crebra). 

Silver-leaved Ironbark will not ordinarily be 

confused with White’s Ironbark because the former 

has paired, stalkess leaves that are relatively broad 

(often rounded). However, intermediates are quite 

common  especially between Georgetown and 

Forsayth. See Notes below about the relationship 

between these species. 

The greater challenge within its range is distin-

guishing White’s Ironbark from Narrow-leaved 

Ironbark. The latter is generally a taller tree with a 

substantial erect trunk. It does not have any white 

waxiness though this feature is not always present 

on White’s Ironbark. The crown leaves of Narrow-

leaved Ironbark are generally greener and a little 

longer (often 10–12 cm long; 8 cm in White’s 

Ironbark) with a more definite taper to the tip, but 

some Narrow-leaved Ironbarks also have grey-

green leaves and there is overlap in leaf size. 

Branchlets of Narrow-leaved Ironbark are typically a 

brighter yellow. Saplings are particularly instructive: 

in Narrow-leaved Ironbark the sapling leaves are 

usually less than 2 cm wide (2–4 cm in White’s 

Ironbark), and the colour differences and absence/ 

presence of white wax are most likely to be 

observed on saplings. In my experience in the area 

of overlap, Narrow-leaved Ironbark is more likely to 

occur on gravelly surfaces with relatively deeper 

soils whereas White’s Ironbark tends to be on 

bouldery or gritty surfaces over shallow rock. 

The other ironbarks in the study area that have 

grey, lance-shaped leaves, Herberton Ironbark  

(E. atrata) and Lemon-scented Ironbark (E. staigeriana) 

do not occur in the same area as White’s Ironbark 

with a minimum separation of 120 km. Both tend 

strongly to have longer and/or broader crown 

leaves than White’s Ironbark and often some leaves 

that have rounded or notched tips. Herberton 

Ironbark has longer leaf stalks (more than 1.5 cm; 

less than 1.5 cm in White’s Ironbark). The crushed 

leaves of Lemon-scented Ironbark are delightfully 

and strongly lemon-scented whereas those of 

White’s Ironbark are weakly scented and not of lemon. 

Notes White’s Ironbark is closely related to Silver-

leaved Ironbark (E. melanophloia), though the two 

differ markedly in crown foliage and growth habit. 

They could not be distinguished genetically and 

intergrade zones have been reported in the study 

area and elsewhere
1
. In the study area, Silver-leaved 

Ironbark is much more widespread than White’s 

Ironbark. 

White’s Ironbark is one of a number of woody plant 

species that landholders report to have increased 

(vegetation thickening) in recent decades
2
. 

  

Commonwealth – not listed 

Queensland – not listed 

Franklin & Preece (2014) – Least Concern (implied) 

Fensham et al. (2020) – Least Concern 

White’s Ironbark occurs mainly in the pastoral 

zone of north Queensland and is not well-

represented in conservation reserves – Moorrinya 

National Park south of Torrens Creek and well 

south of the study area, might be its most 

extensive reservation. In the study area, it occurs 

in remoter pastoral area where it hasn’t been 

exposed to extensive land clearing. 

CONSERVATION STATUS 

 Georgetown  Wayside stop on north side 

of Gulf Development Road in the Newcastle 

Range (the stop with toilet and dam). This 

rest area is 27.4 km east of Georgetown and 

28.7 km west of the Einasleigh River bridge. 

The obvious eucalypt species are White’s 

Ironbark and Common Red Bloodwood  

(C. erythrophloia). Also present are Large-

leaved Cabbage Gum (C. grandifolia) and 

Georgetown Box (E. microneura), but you 

may need to search for them. 

 ironbarks around the village at Cobbold 

Gorge are this species. 

 for intermediates between this and Silver-

leaved Ironbark (E. melanophloia) south of 

Georgetown, see the latter species. 

WHERE TO FIND THIS SPECIES 
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Bark of White’s Ironbark is typical of ironbarks, dark, hard and furrowed (above left). 

Crown leaves are held pendant, stalked, and grey-green (above centre & right) or somewhat bluish. 

     

Sapling leaves (above) are a little broader and more consistently bluish (above left & centre) than crown leaves, 
and sapling branchlets are white-waxy (above right). 
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Flower buds of White’s Ironbark are quite variable in shape (above). 

   

Inflorescence is compound and terminal on branchlets with some simple clusters in nearby leaf axils. 

Seed capsules are wine-glass shaped with an enclosed disc (above right). 


